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ABSTRACT 

UNINTENDED SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN  
 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE VOCATIONAL ESL (VESL): 
 

AN ETHNOGRAPHIC LENS 
 

by Laurie Ketzenberg 
 

Doctor of Education 
 

Temple University, 2010 
 

Major Advisor:  Yasuko Kanno, Ph.D 
 

 This ethnographic study focuses on a community college VESL program in the Pacific 

Northwest that attempts to address the critical employment needs of a growing number of 

English language learners (ELLs).  Immigrants are routinely barred from mainstream career and 

technical programs because content is linguistically inaccessible.  This college VESL program is 

one of a small handful in the US that aims to prepare adult immigrants for entry-level jobs in 

healthcare, office work, and food service careers.  My study, of a diverse cohort of eight women 

in an institutional food service training program, reveals that despite their tremendous efforts, 

college staff contributed to a socially reproductive process whereby immigrants remained firmly 

entrenched at the bottom of a corporate hierarchy. 

 This study includes interviews with college staff and students, workforce development 

and industry personnel, as well as observations of classroom instruction, staff meetings and tours 

of industrial sites (such as IKEA’s kitchen and Kaiser’s Pharmacy Packaging Unit).  Findings 

reveal that marginalized VESL staff often challenged the status quo and that students operated 

within their own agendas.  They also illustrate how globalized forces bear on the college, which 

mediates between such powerful constraints and immigrants as a subordinated group. 
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 This research emphasizes ways in which staff agency and advocacy play a critical role in 

challenging unjust workforce development and educational systems even while unwittingly 

contributing to social reproduction.  It also underscores the imperative for community colleges to 

provide immigrants with greater, widespread access to comprehensive training programs so they 

can achieve the social mobility they work so hard to attain.   
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CHAPTER 1 

Problem Statement 

 Shortly before completing my fieldwork, I visited Tatiana, a 40 year-old mother of five, 

to say good-bye and thank her for participating in my study.  After earning her program 

certificate she remained unemployed and was several months behind in her rent.  It was the end 

of January.  Her husband, a self-employed landscaper with no work over the winter, had just left 

for California to find day work.  As we sat shivering in her living room, because she kept the 

radiator turned off to save money, I wondered how it could be, that despite actively engaging 

with all aspects of the Vocational English as a Second Language (VESL) Program in which she 

had been involved for the last three months and working so hard to improve her life 

circumstances, she was in such a predicament.  I wondered how it could be, that despite the 

program’s diligent efforts to deliver relevant curriculum and provide learners the tools they 

needed to reach their goals, Tatiana and her cohorts remain so marginalized. 

 This study examines a VESL program situated in the Pacific Northwest that aims to 

provide technical and language skill training to immigrant adults.  The program is one of only a 

small handful of programs in the US that focuses on empowering English language learners 

(ELLs) with sufficient skills to secure a family-sustaining job.  This research reveals complex 

and contradictory processes at work.  On the one hand, program staff worked exhaustively to 

help students pursue and obtain employment.  Yet powerful forces constrained their efforts and, 

as a result, the program unintentionally contributes to reproducing an inequitable social hierarchy 

leaving most students marginalized.  During the course of my fieldwork, which began in August 

2008 and ended in late January 2009, the global economic crisis weighed heavily upon the 
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program and all stakeholders1, college staff and students alike.  This dramatic context is one in 

which very beginner level students had embarked on a trajectory to realize their dreams, only to 

find themselves in a precarious job market, competing with native speakers (NSs) who were 

among those who had just lost their jobs.  This study examines how the program unfolded in 

such a context and how despite staff’s diligent efforts to give students the tools they need, social 

forces contributed to students’ social reproduction vis-à-vis their entry into low paying, dead-end 

jobs.   

 Although many immigrants may wish to undertake rigorous technical skill training, they 

are often denied access to programs designed for NSs until they have demonstrated English and 

math competencies, and sometimes even a high-school diploma.   This challenge leaves 

nonnative speakers (NNSs) in an increasingly vulnerable position as the global economy 

becomes more precarious.  An effective way to accommodate these learners is to provide 

comprehensive training that consists of integrated, hands-on, concurrent language and technical 

skill instruction.  However, gate keeping, dwindling resources, and poor coordination between 

agencies and personnel have rendered the educational system that serves adult immigrants 

dysfunctional (Strawn, 2007).  This issue dramatically affects huge numbers of newcomers, 

immigrants who represent the fastest growing segment of the new labor force (Crandall et al., 

2003; Wrigley, Richer, Martinson, Kubo, & Strawn, 2003). According to the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics in 2008, 24.1 million persons, or 15.6 percent of the U.S. civilian labor force age 16 

and over, were born overseas (Foreign-born workers: Labor force characteristics in 2008, 2009) 

. 

                                                             
1 Unless specified otherwise, the term stakeholders throughout this study refers to college, workforce, and industry 

personnel who have a stake in successful VESL training outcomes.   
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 This study presents a conundrum.  It reveals ways in which concerned, dedicated VESL 

stakeholders who serve immigrants, can and do collaborate and leverage power and resources as 

well as reveals how students exhibit agency within an externally constrained social space.  This 

investigation also discloses how college and workforce staff draw on the authority that they 

possess as VESL stakeholders to prevail in the face of countless ideological and institutional 

stumbling blocks.  Yet, despite their efforts, staff unintentionally contribute to the students’ 

marginalization.  To begin this chapter, I will frame the issue in light of my own experience and 

that of others.  I will then present some demographic information that suggests immigrants 

would likely improve their socioeconomic status in the United States by participating in skills 

training.   I will then present some key obstacles they face, viable opportunities that exist, and 

collaborative strategies that are taken to provide greater access. 

Framing the Issue 

 This study is borne out of my experience as a creator and director of a VESL Program for 

125 displaced Spanish-speaking farmers at a small community college in eastern Pennsylvania 

(Ketzenberg, 2006).  The program held great promise.  It provided 25 hours of instruction each 

week, and aimed to provide English for Specific Purposes (ESP), which was the type of 

instruction that students needed to enter training in specific vocational fields.  It also aimed to 

incorporate internships into the curriculum so students would gain contextualized skills and 

knowledge about a new field.  However, lack of interagency and interdisciplinary collaboration, 

fueled by an anti-immigrant Workforce Investment Board (WIB), resulted in its failure.  Despite 

16 months of intensive VESL instruction, only a handful of workers reached their goal of 

securing vocational training and, subsequently, a job with a living wage.  The vast majority 

returned to farming, sought other menial jobs, or remained unemployed. 
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 Unfortunately, my own experience is not an aberration, but, rather, is representative of a 

systemic problem: Despite the growing need for and willingness of many college staff to provide 

vocational skill training, the educational system and workforce development system do not 

adequately serve newcomers (Colton, 2006; Evelyn, 2004; Norton, 2006; Pinkey & Hofer, 

2003).   What befell the cohort of former mushroom workers I served occurs regularly 

throughout the United States.  This misfortune is especially true for the lowest level learners, 

whose many educational needs are considered the most challenging to address, causing 

significant social consequences for many.  In New Mexico, a recent report found that many 

language-minority students who have challenging academic and linguistic needs rarely gain 

access to job training services, literacy programs, or information about such services (Pinkey & 

Hofer, 2003).  One federal lawsuit, Asociación de Trabajadores Fronterizos v. United States 

Department of Labor (Bradbury 2004), charged violation of the administration of job benefits for 

nonnative English speaking (NNSs) workers in Texas.  Workers ultimately won a settlement for 

vocational training.   These examples suggest the pervasiveness of the access issues many 

immigrants routinely face.  This study examines ways that stakeholders exhibit agency to 

overcome them in light of externally imposed constraints.    

 Given the community college’s role as a key institution for providing ESL and workforce 

training to immigrants (Morest, 2004), this study also reveals how the college serves the status 

quo by reproducing social inequities through its training programs (Bowles, 1977).  College 

missions are multi-tiered.  Aside from the more benign enrichment education it provides adults, 

the college works academically on two principal levels.  On one, it channels some students into 

4-year universities; in this way, the college carries out an academic mission.  And on another, 

because of its deep connections in and commitment to industry, the college is also pivotal to 

funneling working-class students, particularly those who have low academic skills, directly into 
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the labor market to serve corporate interests (Apple, 1990).   This process is neither neutral, nor 

readily transparent.  Indeed, Bowles and Gintis (1976) challenge the premise of democratic 

education by asserting that schools, as powerful public institutions, consciously serve to 

accomplish quite the contrary.  That is, they claim that schools serve monopoly capital by 

reproducing labor power for a hierarchical, industrial system that needs workers at all levels.  

Various schools function to prepare various classes for particular jobs in the capitalist hierarchy 

(i.e. managers, clerks, scientists, technicians).  Further, Bowles and Gintis declare that school life 

centers on tracking those from the lower class towards lower wage jobs.  In this way, they argue, 

the capitalist elite is assured to maintain supplies of workers in their respective class strata.   One 

way the college achieves this goal is through a process known as “cooling out” wherein staff 

encourage academically lesser prepared students to pursue less lofty goals, most notably in 

vocational training, than the more academic goals they might have originally aspired to (Clark, 

1960).  This study examines how the college thus serves as a partisan mediator between powerful 

external corporate interests who require workers to fill jobs in a hierarchical structure and 

working-class college students (Karabel, 1977), which often features NNSs immigrants at the 

bottom (Papademetriou & Terrazas, 2009).  

Social Relevance 

 Such a dearth of viable training opportunities for language minority adults means they 

consequently often remain un-or under-employed and poor (Wrigley, et al., 2003).   Although 

many industrial sectors such as textiles, auto and tool manufacturing have declined in the United 

States and moved offshore, other industries, such as healthcare, information technology, and 

construction suffer from a chronic scarcity of skilled workers, negatively impacting an ability to 

compete in an increasingly competitive global market ("A report of the task force on workforce 

development:  Learning partnerships: strengthening American jobs in the global economy," 
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2004).  Demographics to illustrate the need for immigrants to become better skilled workers are 

described below and suggest that there is a need for widespread implementation of integrated 

VESL training programs.  

Growing Immigration Population and Language Needs 

 According to the 2000 Census, 8 million adults reported not speaking English well or at 

all; another 7 million reported not speaking English “very well,” suggesting that at least 15 

million adults could benefit from English language instruction (Wrigley, et al., 2003)2.   In 

addition, the last decade showed a 30 to 47 percent growth of immigrant populations in 

northeastern and southeastern states that are not typically destinations for newcomers (Chisman 

& Crandall, 2007).  In fact, immigrants are expected to account for all the net growth in the 25 to 

54 year-old segment of the workforce in the coming decade (Wrigley, et al., 2003).  This growth 

has stretched the resources of many adult ESL programs and the imaginations of those not 

accustomed to serving adult newcomers.  Adding to the challenges ahead is the fact that the 

immigrant population is not homogeneous; individuals arrive with a broad range of skills and 

education.  Some have had little or no schooling in their native countries while others arrive 

highly educated and occupationally trained.  Overall, however, many often lack the credentials 

necessary to enter the U.S. workforce in their previous or currently desired vocations.  As a 

result, to be certified or licensed in their area, they find themselves faced with either having to 

retrain in their field after demonstrating English competency or switching to an entry-level career 

path. 

                                                             
2 The U.S. Census Monitoring Board estimates that the 2000 Census, which traditionally undercounts minorities, 

immigrants, children, and the poor, missed 6.4 million people (Ehrlich, 2001). The accuracy of these numbers may 

also be questionable in that they do not reflect those NNSs who do not have legal immigration status or who for 

other reasons fall beneath the authorities’ radar. 
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Immigrants in the Workforce 

 About one-quarter of workers in low-income families with children are immigrants who 

disproportionately hold service jobs when compared with their native-born counterparts 

(Wrigley, et al., 2003).   Not only have immigrants’ earnings lagged compared to native 

speakers’, but their rates of wage increases have also grown more slowly.  While 45 percent of 

male immigrants typically earn less than $25,000, earnings are lowest for the most recent 

immigrants who are least likely to speak English (Crandall & Sheppard, 2004; Smith & 

Edmonston, 1997; Wrigley, et al., 2003).  The result is that immigrants are overrepresented in 

low-paying, dangerous jobs with little or no health benefits (Richardson, 2005).  These 

demographic data suggest that there is much to be done to prepare newcomers for jobs that offer 

advancement potential.  

Obstacles to Training 

 Unfortunately, critical obstacles remain to developing, implementing, and sustaining 

innovative programs to serve language minority adults throughout the United States.  I will 

briefly highlight two key barriers: funding and gate-keeping performance measures.  

 First, despite the dramatic need, widespread implementation of intensive VESL Programs 

remains an elusive goal.  The workforce development system, which guarantees such training 

through the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998 (Belzer, 2003), falls short of delivering to 

those newcomers who need it the most due to a chronic and ongoing lack of government 

commitment to funding.  Chronic lack of financial resources threatens promising programs that 

serve the most marginalized learners (Colton, 2006; Iversen, 2004; Norton, 2006). 

 Lack of resources is not the only barrier newcomers face when attempting to access 

training.  Another major obstacle is that WIA relies on a performance system that rewards 

institutions that report high success rates with future funding.  In particular, WIA works with 
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state and local agencies to set performance measures ostensibly to evaluate a range of learner 

characteristics, but no uniform mechanism exists with which to measure.  Such a system 

engenders a paradoxical process known as “creaming” (Strawn, 2007, p. 28) wherein schools 

admit only those learners who are thought to be more likely to succeed in a given program, 

shutting out those who need such programs the most.  Performance measures thus remain 

formidable barriers for language minority adults unaccustomed to navigating daunting social 

service and educational systems (Friedenberg, 1993; Patel, 2005; Shohamy, 2001; Wrigley, 

1992).   I sought to examine ways in which stakeholders might work together to overcome such 

obstacles.  

Training Models 

 Fortunately, technical skill training opportunities exist in the United States that could 

potentially be available for immigrants.  Below I will introduce and briefly describe the types of 

training programs that pertain to my study because they address the needs of lower-level learners 

seeking employment.   

Vocational Training 

 As indicated, there is no shortage of newcomers who want and need “hard” skill training.  

Fortunately, there is no shortage of vocational programs that provide training to many who seek 

them, albeit mostly to native speakers (NSs).   Vocational education, sometimes called technical 

education and career and technical education (CTE), refers to teaching learners for particular 

jobs in a wide range of career clusters such as health occupations, home economics (such as chef 

training and industrial sewing), industrial education (such as automotive repair and 

cosmetology), communications (such as television production or printing), business education 

(such as office skills and bookkeeping), and retail sales (such as merchandising and marketing).   

 According to the National Center for Education Statistics (Maldonado & Farmer, 2007), 
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the vocational education system in the United States serves approximately 11 million 

individuals.  Programs are situated in a variety of contexts, ranging from community colleges to 

profit and non-profit vocational schools, as well as in secondary schools.  Courses of study also 

vary, according to content of a particular field, ranging from several months to two years or 

more.  Curricula often consist of classroom and hands-on training.  However, as mentioned, 

these programs are often out of reach for NNSs because they have not yet been “VESL-ized.”  

That is, mainstream content has not been made linguistically accessible or implemented in any 

systematic way in the U.S. except for Washington State, which I will describe in more detail 

later.  What follows is a brief description of some VESL models that have been developed to 

provide greater access. 

VESL Program Models 

 Although there is often a desire and need among many immigrants to participate in 

vocational training, content in the overwhelming majority of programs is often beyond their 

linguistic ability.  To make such content more accessible, a variety of program structures and 

curricula can and do exist as funding permits.  These programs, often called VESL, span a 

continuum of training models ranging from instruction related to job readiness employment skills 

(which comprises the majority of programs) to more technical, credential-bearing skills which, 

due to their intensity and thus cost, are less common.  Below I will outline and briefly describe 

several types of VESL models that are most commonly discussed in Adult ESL literature and 

implemented in a variety of settings (Bradley & Friedenberg, 1988; Crandall, et al., 2003).  

• Workplace ESL programs focus on upgrading employees’ English skills.  Instruction 

typically takes place on the job either before or after work hours.  Frequently, programs 

function collaboratively between businesses and postsecondary education agencies.  

Workplace literacy curricula are geared to the specific needs of businesses and are typically 
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of short duration (Hull, 2000; Tyler, 2007). 

• On the Job Training (OJT) gives learners the opportunity to acquire skills while working.  

Partnerships between business, schools and often unions, as well as the workforce investment 

system, aim to provide workers a context within which they can “earn while they learn.”  The 

degree to which explicit language instruction takes place varies at each site and is typically 

prescribed by the employer. 

• Bilingual Vocational Training (BVT) programs incorporate the use of two languages into the 

curricula.  Created in 1976 by the Department of Education, this model aimed to provide 

language minority adults with the training they needed to enter the skilled workforce as 

quickly as possible.  Curricula is comprised of ESL geared for specific vocational areas and 

incorporates vocabulary and grammar into instruction in addition to bilingual instruction of 

vocational content, which includes bilingual or multilingual instruction and materials.  

Bilingual models often incorporate targeted recruiting, assessment, and counseling into the 

curricula (Bradley & Friedenberg, 1988).  

• Basic Vocational ESL (VESL) models provide basic instruction related to specific 

occupational or vocational areas, such as automotive ESL and nursing assistant ESL.  

Incorporated into such instruction are job readiness skills such as interviewing, resume 

writing and filling out job applications, and sometimes can include practicing industry-

specific vocabulary (Wonacott, 2000).  

• Sequential Models offer prevocational and job readiness instruction first.  Such curriculum 

consists of presenting job-specific vocabulary and job-seeking skills.  Only then, once a 

learner’s skills are determined to be adequate (which varies by state and often by institution), 

can they participate in skill training.  This model is often protracted over years, and it is 
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difficult to retain students who are anxious to learn skills that can quickly get them jobs with 

sustainable wages. 

• Concurrent Integrated Programs, which blend literacy and skill training concurrently, are the 

most successful at efficiently moving immigrants into the workforce (Spruck Wrigley 2000; 

Chenven 2004; Crandall & Sheppard 2004).  The most developed VESL model in the US is 

I-BEST (Integrated Basic Educational Skills Training), a program integrated in Washington 

state’s community and technical colleges ("I-BEST," 2005).  By participating in literacy and 

vocational skills training, students learn specific language associated with content they need 

to master in a contextualized lab setting that resembles a particular workplace, and, 

ultimately, in the job they seek.   Such programs are typically intensive, as the main objective 

is for students to obtain family-sustaining jobs.  Because of its curricular rigor, which is 

unique for VESL, and its reported promise, this is the type of model I examined. 

These types of VESL models, although differing in their specific objectives and methods, 

are all geared toward preparing NNSs for the workforce.  In considering the range of vocational 

training models described, it is the concurrent model, which holds the greatest promise because 

students learn contextually and quickly ("Bridges to opportunity," 2006; "I-BEST," 2005; 

Wrigley, et al., 2003).  The model holds such promise that President Obama pledged to invest 

$2.5 billion so others could implement similar programs nationally (Obama, 2009).  Retention is 

higher and often students go on to pursue further education to move up a ladder they have chosen 

in a particular career cluster (Chisman & Crandall, 2007; "I-BEST," 2005).  What is not obvious 

about these models is that the very nature of their implementation and function requires that 

stakeholders regularly collaborate with peers in and out of their professional field and sometimes 

outside of their institution.    
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The Need for Collaboration 

 Indeed, in order for stakeholders to overcome a myriad of systemic obstacles and put 

innovative programs into practice, a tremendous amount of creative planning, troubleshooting, 

brainstorming and sharing must occur between ESL, workplace and vocational personnel, among 

others.   That is, they must collaborate.  One way to define collaborative behavior is learning to 

actively accommodate a series of changes between each other as individuals, as well as 

representatives of organizations and communities. Collaboration is a process that involves 

individuals coming together for a common objective and consists of joint planning, 

implementation and evaluation between individuals and/or organizations to realize a common 

objective.  It is an arrangement where individuals share objectives and power.  Each participant 

recognizes that he or she will contribute expertise, leadership, and other personal attributes that 

serve the enterprise.   

 Along these lines, Hord (1986) provides a useful model to distinguish collaboration from 

cooperation thus clearly differentiating these two processes, which are often (mistakenly) 

discussed interchangeably.  In the “beginning process” (p. 24), of collaboration, Hord points out 

that agencies agree on sharing and exchanging tasks, joining forces and determining goals.  In 

contrast, this phase of cooperation consists of organizations approaching one another, asking 

permission to complete a task, and accomplishing such a task with help and tolerance but without 

much contribution of the other.  A result is then reported upon which has been developed without 

much input from the other. Communication is the next phase and is critical for success; at the 

onset of collaboration, clear channels are identified in order to facilitate the levels of information 

sharing necessary to reach necessary objectives.  In this stage, cooperation consists of 

information being conveyed at occasional intervals that are not clearly established. Resources 

and ownership are identified (p. 24) as integral to the process.  Members of a collaborative 
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initiative will yield control by sharing the responsibilities and risks in the interests of fostering a 

flexible work initiative.  On the other hand, in a cooperative initiative, members will provide 

resources and expertise and even provide funding; however an “us vs. them” dichotomy prevails, 

rendering the relationship individualistic and proprietary.  Thus collaboration can be 

distinguished from cooperation, which does not typically involve sharing, and from coordination, 

where power and resources are not shared in the same way as in collaboration (Schlessman-

Frost, 1994).   

 Power plays a large, yet often seemingly invisible role in such enterprises.  It lies just 

barely below the surface, yet actors draw on and leverage it to achieve desired ends (vanDijk, 

2000).  Hierarchies in organizations, between groups and individuals constitute structures that 

frame how dominant and subordinated groups are situated in particular settings.   VESL students 

are, not surprisingly, the least powerful; and those who serve them, although are often steeped in 

the dominant language and culture, nonetheless possess little power in dominant institutions such 

as community colleges.   

 Below I will describe the types of partnerships that are necessary in order for immigrants 

to receive integrated technical and language skill training. 

Interagency Partnerships 

 A variety of social actors (Fairclough, 2001) who possess differing degrees of power 

need to contribute their expertise in distinct ways because each has a particular role to play in 

VESL.   It is the newcomers themselves who are critical to the coalition process.  When 

presenting to programs, through interviews and intake processes, they provide those who serve 

them with an understanding of who they are and what they need; this input is critical to 

determine curriculum.  Vocational instructors provide students with the expertise in the 

knowledge and skills they will need on the job.  Industry representatives help inform the 
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curriculum and provide opportunities for training and promising career ladders.  ESL teachers 

provide literacy expertise.  Social workers provide students with resources to access childcare, 

transportation, and counseling.  Community Based Organizations (CBOs) provide an array of 

local resources.  Union representatives provide a link to industry as well as tools for participants, 

to know their rights.  State and local agency workers provide funding and a lens through which 

to understand the state’s labyrinth of institutional mechanisms that impact VESL.   

 Partnerships that provide multiple services (such as GED, ESL, VESL and Vocational 

instruction, case work, and job placement) are economical, practical, and successful (Imel, 

2001). Without such a team of experienced participants navigating the system and advocating on 

language minorities’ behalf (albeit with their input), the desired goals are difficult to achieve.  

Rosenberg (1997) and Mansoor (1994) point to successful models where formation of coalitions 

of ESL, GED, and vocational practitioners, as well as counselors, union and industry 

representatives and other advocates ensure training is properly planned and matches market 

needs.  Consortia partners can thus successfully identify ways to obtain funding through a variety 

of private and public sources and can determine what their respective roles will be from initial 

needs assessments through job placement.   Dedicated stakeholder teams are comprised of 

individuals from a variety of agencies who, by creating a community of trust, can share 

responsibility for meeting students’ needs.  Such consortia illustrate ways practitioners bring 

their respective expertise to address a myriad of training and social issues that students face.  

However, such partnerships, which can serve to pave the way for future funding and as models to 

draw upon for future practice, are rarely found in VESL contexts. 

Community College Key to Interdisciplinary VESL Collaboration 

 As a key provider of ESL instruction (Blumenthal, 2002; Morest, 2004; Smith & Vellani, 

1999; Thomas, 1994), the community college is well poised to take the initiative in forming, 
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coordinating and maintaining truly collaborative stakeholder teams of individuals employed at 

various agencies.  This positioning is especially relevant because many colleges work closely 

with vocational schools to provide a continuum of vocational educational programs (Thomas, 

1994).  Colleges that provide ample supportive services by recognizing cultural barriers and 

negative ideological stereotypes can then play a critical role in reversing the trend to marginalize 

immigrants.  Colleges that align closely with industry can also provide learners access to job 

training through internships and jobs (Kisker & Carducci, 2003).  And community colleges and 

vocational schools can collaboratively address the educational issue of genre, that is, the specific 

linguistic content to be taught, to ensure students’ goals are met.  

Interdisciplinary Collaboration 

 Below I highlight relevant aspects of interdisciplinary collaboration. 

The Role of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) in VESL 

ESP is the arena within the TESOL organization that is the best suited, academically and 

theoretically, for addressing VESL concerns.  Dudley-Evans (1997) points out that ESP is 

designed to meet specified needs of the learner, is related to specific content of particular 

disciplines, and is centered on the language necessary for activities in those fields (lexis, syntax, 

discourse, semantics, etc.).  However, ESP falls dramatically short of actualizing what it is 

designed to accomplish.  Dudley-Evans recognizes that ESP primarily focuses on intermediate to 

advanced learners and admits that lower-level learners are part of the constituency that comprises 

this sub-field in TESOL.  Indeed, Johns (1993) criticizes ESP for representing “the educational 

and economic elite of the world” (p. 85).  Thus, there is an acknowledged deficiency in ESP to 

provide expertise in the form of integrated vocational content and language instruction to the 

most marginalized learners who wish to pursue blue-collar jobs.  My research aims to highlight 
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this critical shortfall in TESOL as well as investigate how some stakeholders join forces to fill 

the gap. 

 A defining aspect of ESP is that it involves the teaching of language specific to a 

particular field.   In primary and secondary education, this approach occurs routinely in the form 

of Content Based Instruction (CBI).  This type of pedagogy requires close collaboration between 

content and ESL instructors (Creese, 2005).  While both content and ESL instructors are experts 

in their respective fields, this fact is not always perceived as being the case, particularly in post-

secondary education (Benesch, 1999; Raimes, 1991).   However, for ESP to be effective 

pedagogically, both instructors must rely on each other to share their respective content in 

planning, implementing, and assessing the curriculum.   And while Swales (1990) and Bhatia 

(1993) developed the concept of genre analysis as a constructive tool for framing and identifying 

text-specificity, such scrutiny cannot be done independently or automatically during instruction.  

Indeed, because the very nature of genre corresponds to a specific communicative event with a 

specific communicative purpose recognized by its users (or discourse community), both ESL and 

content instructors must work together to make language accessible to NNSs.   Thus 

collaboration between ESL and vocational content instructors is essential for effective VESL 

pedagogy.   

 Some say that at lower levels learners are not ready for discipline-specific language and 

learning tasks, while others argue that the most cost-effective teaching is that which focuses on 

the immediate, specific needs confronting learners (Dudley-Evans & John, 1998; Flowerdew & 

Peacock, 2001; Hyland, 2002).  However, an ongoing and important discussion in TESOL is that 

which criticizes the notion that students should focus narrowly on linguistic forms and functions.  

Because of their linguistic, economic and political marginalization, immigrants need to become 
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critical thinkers and transform their status in society (Benesch, 1999; Moore, 1999; Wrigley, 

1993b). 

Collaborative VESL 

 Given the political, economic, ideological and educational issues that often preclude 

successful collaborations, I investigated how members of promising VESL stakeholder partners 

can and do collaboratively function in order for new language users to access the training they 

need and deserve.  It is critical, especially in a climate where funding for language minority adult 

programs is increasingly competitive (Colton, 2006; Patel, 2005; Saylor, 2006), and in an 

economy that is increasingly unpredictable (Evelyn, 2004; Iversen, 2004), to identify, highlight, 

and build upon what may be considered to be promising collaborative practices in VESL. 

 Having introduced my topic, below are the research questions my study aims to address: 

Research Questions 

1. How do stakeholders leverage power so immigrants can access job training and secure 

employment? 

2. What do learners do to acquire the capital they need by participating in VESL training? 

3. What are key characteristics of a promising collaborative VESL stakeholder team? 

4. How does college staff ensure the VESL curriculum meets students’ needs? 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW  

Conceptual Framework  

 In this section I discuss the conceptual frameworks that guided my study.  First I will 

discuss Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977, 1991) notions of social, cultural, and symbolic capital, habitus, 

field, doxa, and symbolic violence as related to stakeholders’ respective social networks, 

relationships, and power.  Depending on their relevance to the social processes under 

investigation, I draw on these constructs to varying degrees.  I will elaborate on how such 

notions inform this ethnography.  I will then define agency and structure as relevant concepts 

pertaining to my study, and explain key discourses as well.  Following the conceptual framework 

section, I will proceed with the literature review. 

Bourdieu’s Notions of Capital, Habitus, and Field 

 Bourdieu (1977, 1991) regards speaking as practice that occurs in particular social 

settings and circumstances between particular interlocutors in the context of ongoing cultural, 

historical, and political processes.  Language is more than communication; it is a means of 

exchange, a commodity.  He describes language as a form of symbolic capital which varies in 

value.  Language which most closely reflects what he characterizes as society’s legitimate 

language, which is supported by the state's institutions, is granted the highest symbolic capital.  

His political economy of language looks at how language is used in a particular social space 

which he refers to as a field.  This arena is Bourdieu’s concept of a linguistic market, wherein 

social interaction centers on the exchange of linguistic commodities, or currency.  The concept of 

doxa refers to an assumption that the order of social relations is deeply entrenched and reflects a 

certain natural order.  This notion can shed light on how actors, in VESL, for instance take 
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particular current state of affairs, such as ESL program and/or student marginalization, for 

granted and as legitimate. 

 This study examines how a VESL program functions for students to develop 

communication skills as they prepare to enter a new linguistic field wherein they can use their 

newly acquired linguistic capital.  When examining how immigrants learn the language and 

technical skills needed to earn a living, one recognizes that in the US, English, what Bourdieu 

(1977) refers to as the legitimate language, is the language that they must learn.  In other 

contexts, such as Mexico or Spain, Spanish might be the legitimate language; or, if one were in a 

remote indigenous village in Ecuador, Quechua might be the language with the greatest, most 

legitimate currency.   

Habitus 

 Such legitimacy is granted by what Bourdieu calls habitus, the inculcated set of 

dispositions that one has internalized and reformulated since childhood.  Such dispositions are 

said to reflect the social context in which they were acquired.  The social consequences of the 

entrenched habitus that various groups and individuals hold, based on their respective blocs of 

power in society, are enormous.  Such dispositions are embodied within individuals and 

constitute ways of being and thinking.  Because English is given the greatest authority in the US, 

immigrants who speak other, nondominant languages or variations of English, strive to operate 

in the field (or social space) to alter their life trajectory as embodied in their habitus.  To that 

end, they attempt to bear on a social order that excludes them from dominant spheres of society 

and learn the most dominant and legitimate form of English as well as other dominant cultural 

attributes. Therefore, different speakers enter the linguistic market with different commodities 

and exchange language in the course of social interaction.   
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 Bourdieu’s metaphors of capital extend further, to describe various assets of value 

embodied within or acquired by an individual.  For instance, cultural capital can be embodied 

and comprise of the skills, knowledge, and attitudes one possesses.  It also can be objectified 

with artifacts one possesses such as books and art.  Cultural capital can also be institutional, 

which can take the form of holding academic degrees or other prestigious credentials awarded by 

organizations.  Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital–the education, knowledge, skills as well as 

cultural values and knowledge that are imbued within individuals from their earliest years–also 

pertains to those attempting to acquire new sets of skills and new job opportunities.  Learners 

need such cultural capital, particularly with regard to the ways in which schools–as public 

institutions of power– operate, in order to be on equal footing with NSs peers in school and 

beyond (Bourdieu, 1987). 

Social Capital 

 It is Bourdieu’s construct of social capital that relates to the need for the marginalized 

and those who serve them to jostle in the field to achieve social ends such as access.  Access can 

take the form of economic, social, or cultural resources as well as special consideration to 

receive skill training.  Social capital represents the various social networks one has access to and 

engages in to yield or leverage something of value for a specific purpose.  Individuals or groups 

in relative positions of power can derive benefit–in the form of social capital–from the structure 

and composition of social networks.  This socially embedded resource can be particularly 

relevant to immigrants.  Social connections and networks can provide a currency with which to 

open doors to opportunity that may not be available to them otherwise.  For instance, letters of 

recommendation from internship supervisors or college staff could provide VESL participants 

with potentially valuable social currency in the job market.  Similarly, connection to VESL staff 

in a variety of settings, can afford ELLs with a means of entry into social arenas previously 
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inaccessible to them.  For example, connecting to VESL college staff could provide students a 

gateway to meeting other college staff to pursue other educational trajectories, types of 

mentorship or, even, word of mouth opportunities.  That is, the college can function as a 

secondary network, expanding learners’ trajectories otherwise improbable should they remain in 

a primary social network of family, church, and friends (Alfred & Nanton, 2009). 

Currency Conversion 

 These types of capital can be exchanged for other types of capital (such as access to 

particular social milieus, a college degree).  Various classes or blocs of individuals in society 

hold varying amounts of capital, which can be seen as power, depending on the types of capital 

possessed.  As a result, the social consequences of habitus are significant because of the potential 

for change derived from acquisition or conversion of capital.  For instance, individuals acquiring 

cultural capital such as a program certificate can alter their respective habiti by converting the 

value derived from earning their certificate into a job.  Newly developed skill sets embodied in 

the certificate allow the individual to cash in by securing employment.  This process, in turn, 

requires workers to assume new sets of social dispositions inherent to their new position.   

 Bourdieu’s constructs aptly inform this study because all stakeholders—students 

included—possess different amounts of social, linguistic, and cultural capital.  These resources 

are imbued in them as individuals and, in the case of college staff, as representatives of particular 

institutions.  Each participant’s role can largely be defined by the social networks to which they 

belong and the cultural capital embodied in their roles as agents in a community college setting.  

This study investigates how stakeholders exhibit agency.  I therefore analyze how staff draw 

upon their social connections to colleagues to advocate for students.  I also examine how their 

cultural capital, that is their knowledge of and skill in navigating institutional structures, 

contributes to the aims of the program.  I also study how students draw on the cultural, social, 
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and linguistic capital they possess to exhibit agency.  Within this frame, I can uncover how 

power affects the relationships, processes and, ultimately outcomes of the VESL partnership. 

Symbolic Violence 

 When one possesses significant symbolic capital and uses power embodied in it over 

others who possess less linguistic, social, or cultural capital with the aim of influencing their 

behavior, they perform what Bourdieu refers to as symbolic violence (Bourdieu & Passeron, 

1977; Swartz, 1997).  This coercive process reinforces the hierarchical social order, albeit tacitly.  

This study reveals that powerful reproductive forces channel immigrants into dead-end, menial 

jobs, even in light of their participation in a VESL program with staff that works diligently to 

serve them.  While the program’s intention is to help students achieve social mobility, staff 

operate in a continually shrinking social space that precludes achieving such an objective.  As a 

result, learners remain subordinated and often lack access to health care, paid time off, or other 

essential benefits that other, more privileged groups, enjoy.  Through its dominant institutions 

the power elite in the US thus commits symbolic violence.  This study reveals how 

macrostructures bear upon the college, which serves to mediate such force by unwittingly–and 

seemingly neutrally– entrench a hierarchy that keeps immigrant NNSs subordinated through 

their preparation for low-wage, dead-end jobs. 

 Bourdieu’s theoretical constructs described above are relevant to this critical ethnography 

because they provide a framework for investigating how VESL stakeholders are able to draw on 

the resources available to them.  I examined how VESL stakeholders utilized their respective 

social networks, educational background, knowledge and skills, as well as their linguistic 

expertise, for the purpose of achieving shared ends.  As I carried out my investigation I was able 

to more clearly identify, define, and connect Bourdieu’s constructs to the underlying social 

processes that give them meaning.  It is critical for students to acquire cultural capital–in the 
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form of knowledge and skills–which might seem obvious to individuals steeped in the U.S. 

workplace and other cultural norms. Yet often immigrants are not imbued with such cultural 

capital, which, in order to gain access to more powerful milieu, has to be explicitly taught.  For 

instance, the convention of speaking on the phone to set up a job interview (which might entail 

writing information and/or leaving a message) and writing a thank you note, require specific skill 

sets that can pose challenges for NNSs.  Explicitly reviewing and practicing such cultural skills 

and knowledge helps them to gain additional cultural capital, and serves to instill new behaviors 

and dispositions in sociocultural arenas unfamiliar to them. 

 Further, given the ubiquity of digital technology, computer literacy can be seen as an 

indispensable form of cultural capital that extends beyond merely a specific skill set.  The 

computer is intricately woven into today’s workplace, personal, and global cultures.  Beyond 

understanding how to utilize hardware, learners must become literate in the conventions of 

computer usage such as researching online as well as sending and/or responding to emails.  To 

be sure, the digital divide has posed educational challenges since marginalized groups often 

arrive to class with little or no computer experience.  Imbuing VESL students with the myriad of 

computer conventions can therefore give them an important cultural tool which they can leverage 

to acquire other forms of capital that will benefit them.  

 My study uncovered a continuum of practices ranging from sharing to withholding; 

understanding how (and why) such varied processes unfold is instrumental to my research in 

order to bring about change in a status quo that functions by committing symbolic violence 

against the most marginalized.  As I examined how each participant was situated in his or her 

particular social field, and whether or not (and how) their respective habitus shifted based on 

individuals’ respective notions of what might be possible, I uncovered the extent to which the 

status quo was challenged by the partners’ collaborative efforts.    
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Structure and Agency 

 In the chapters that follow I describe ways that staff and students consciously chose to 

operate in particular social spaces across time.  Giddens (1986) provides a useful framework for 

understanding how agency is shaped by social structures which in turn shape human agency.  He 

points out that human activity takes place in particular contexts shaped by established social 

structures.  These structures are shaped by particular conventions and differ according to context.  

Human activity, then, is somewhat fixed based on the differing governances of specific social 

contexts.  While structures and rules may be fluid, human activity perpetuates and alters them. 

This dynamic, dialectic construct  provides a frame for understanding how college staff, for 

example maneuver within educational and bureaucracies as well as within corporate industries; it 

also offers a way to view how such maneuvering (agency) can serve to shape policies and 

procedures.  As I will describe below, one prominent example of such a process that unfolded 

during my investigation was the instructor’s choice to abandon the established VESL curriculum, 

which I will describe more fully in later chapters, in favor of delivering lessons that would more 

appropriately correspond to students’ needs.  This dynamic unfolded in such a way as to create a 

new curriculum (structure), which then affected classroom activities (agency).  The dialectic 

notion of structure and agency thus bears on this study and will be highlighted subsequently. 

Discourses 

 Before concluding my conceptual framework, I present a discussion on how various 

discourses inform this investigation.  Discourses comprise a powerful force that dialectically 

informs the social actions of an array of social actors who operate in a variety of social arenas (or 

fields).  Undertaking this critical ethnography allows me to identify social and ideological issues 

regarding power and the collaborative processes that shape language minorities’ participation in 

the VESL Program.  As attitudes and policies affecting immigrants are derived contextually, a 
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variety of public discourses affect how society attends to the needs of newcomers. Therefore, this 

ethnography is informed by dominant discourses that bear on VESL stakeholders.  These 

discourses are not neutral and are often concealed.  By identifying key discourses and how they 

shape ideology and power relations with respect to immigrants, language, and employment, this 

investigation will shed light on factors that shape the process of NNSs’ participation in job 

training.   In this way powerful, yet often invisible, discourses that serve the dominant classes 

may be revealed and juxtaposed against the subordinated, often exploited class in which NNSs 

immigrants notoriously remain (Fairclough, 2001).  This point is particularly true when 

investigating the potential of newcomers’ shifting roles in society as a result of acquiring new 

levels of capital through their new acquaintanceships and educational status.   

 Several discourses dialectically inform and reform one another.  In Table 1 I highlight 

some of the dominant discourses that relate to this study.  This list is not exhaustive, as there are 

countless discourses that could be seen as related to VESL.  Rather, this list serves to identify 

prevalent discourses that inform VESL.  Following Table 1, I elaborate on certain dominant 

discourses that inform this study.  While I will not undertake a formal Critical Discourse 

Analysis (CDA) in this study, in subsequent chapters I will identify particular discourses that 

may be relevant to VESL’s social processes.  
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Table 1   

Characteristics of Dominant VESL Discourses 

Discourse Characteristics 
 

Neoliberal The interests of private global enterprise bear on society’s public spheres. 
 

Anti-Immigrant Dehumanizing, scape-goating, vigilante, xenophobic and assimilationist 
forces seeking continued subjugation of Other underclass 

 
English Only Privileges English above all other languages, maintains underclass,  

marginalizes ELLs, affords more power to English speakers 
 

(myth of the) 
American Dream 

 

Intertwined with meritocracy, hard work, social mobility 
 

Transnational Pertains to engaging in actions across national borders, which bears on 
individuals and communities on localized levels 

 
 
 Neoliberal discourse emerged under the policies of Reagan and Thatcher in the 1980’s to 

counter the massive social struggles of the 1960’s and 1970’s.  This global discourse employs 

language that stresses personal responsibility and relies on the capital market to effectively take 

the onus off the government to provide social safety nets for those in most need.  In the US, 

democrats and republicans alike employ neoliberal discourses and institute neoliberal policies 

such as President Clinton’s Welfare Reform Act of 1996.   

 Anti-Immigrant discourse thrives in the US, and finds expression in media commentators 

such as Lou Dobbs who blame immigrants for many of the social ills in the country.  Harkening 

back to the American Revolution, the Minutemen, a self-described militia, represent how anti-

immigrant discourse creates not only negative public opinion about immigrants, but also 

represent how the state allows armed vigilante group to monitor and intervene in crossings along 

the U.S./Mexico border.  Anti-immigrant discourse also has militarized implications in counties 

such as in Maricopa, Arizona where Sherriff Joe Arpaio parades “illegal” immigrants through 
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town chain-ganged together, and, in our post 9/11 world wearing orange jumpsuits, for the world 

to see as criminals, providing images reminiscent of and informed by prisoner abuse at Abu 

Ghraib.  Most recently this discourse—and the struggle around it—is exemplified by an Arizona 

law, known as Senate Bill 1070, that expands local authorities’ power to investigate, detain, and 

turn over suspected undocumented individuals to federal immigration and naturalization 

officials. 

 English Only discourse serves to privilege English as the dominant language in the U.S.  

While this movement may appear as neutral, and claim to “unite” a multicultural population, this 

nativist movement seeks a constitutional amendment to ensure that English prevails, at the 

expense of countless nondominant languages that speakers use in countless settings.   As a result, 

bilingual education has been almost eliminated (Crawford, 2004).  This campaign forces ELLs to 

“sink or swim” in content classes, and renders many adults ineligible for educational 

opportunities until reaching competencies. 

 The American Dream discourse functions to perpetuate the myth that if you work hard 

you can reach your goals.  This discourse is prevalent among immigrants who often cross 

borders with the express goal of improving their life, or of finding a better job in a new 

democratic society wherein everyone has equal opportunity.  The myth prevails in such a way as 

to blame subordinated groups for their failure to succeed, rather than place responsibility on 

larger, more powerful capitalist forces that maintain and reproduce a hierarchical division of 

labor. 

 Transnational discourse, characterized with terms such as globalized, off-shore, 

outsourced, global economic downturn obviously refer to economic forces–corporations–

crossing borders.  This state of affairs has an effect on world labor markets and communities 

where populations are “displaced” from their jobs and in some cases opt to retrain for new (or 
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better) jobs.  These terms are often employed when describing ways that large powerful 

international markets affect many millions of individuals across the globe.  For instance, 

offshoring of the U.S. textiles industry means that an entire sector of workers in the textiles 

economy becomes unemployed.  Individuals in this sector are often immigrant sewers who need 

very little English to function on the job.  They qualify for retraining funds and may ultimately 

become employed in a different sector, such as healthcare.  They may opt to return to their native 

countries.  This historical setting has the effect of uprooting and/or separating families, all in the 

service of dominant imperial interests.   

 Having highlighted several dominant discourses that shape social processes in VESL and 

described my theoretical framework and linked its relevance to my study, what follows is an 

illustration of how stakeholders might collaborate by leveraging the capitals embodied in them as 

individuals, their institutions, and the discourses they represent.  Figures 1 to 4 on the following 

pages represent VESL stakeholder connections to illustrate that each participant comes to the 

team as individuals and as representatives of particular social fields, speaking particular 

discourses and possessing particular capitals as described above.   Participants interact in this 

specific multilayered context. Watermarked labels 1 to 5 refer to respective stakeholders. 
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Figure 1   
 
Key Stakeholders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1 illustrates who each stakeholder is in a potential VESL endeavor.  Identified are 

the food service manager, workforce development personnel, NNS students, vocational content 

faculty, and ESL faculty.  
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Figure 2  

Social Fields & Settings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

  

 Figure 2 illustrates the social fields settings each stakeholder represents.  For instance, a 

potential setting for a food service manager is a hospital.  A workforce development specialist 

performs her function in a One Stop center.  NNSs may be situated in immigrant communities 

and in organized labor.  A vocational instructor teaches at a vocational school and often ESL 

faculty teach in community colleges.   It is in such respective social milieu that stakeholders 

operate for common objectives. 
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Figure. 3   
 
Stakeholder Discourses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 3 illustrates the discourses each member speaks.  For instance, a manager will be 

steeped in corporate discourse of a particular industry, in this case food service.  Workforce 

personnel rely on legal, labor, and state discourses to carry out their functions within state 

Departments of Labor.  NNSs often employ discourses of learners, newcomers, and of workers.  

Vocational faculty utilize language that reflects their professional nomenclature, as do ESL 

faculty.  It is these types of discourses that discursively inform stakeholders’ ideas and actions as 

stakeholders in this social setting. 
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Figure 4  
 
Examples of Stakeholder Capital 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 Figure 4 illustrates the types of cultural, social, and linguistic capital that are potentially 

embodied in each individual.  For instance, a kitchen supervisor can possess a cooking 

certificate, management skills, and language proficiency.  Workforce development staff possess 

the knowledge to navigate the One Stop system.  NNSs often have primary social networks of 

friends and family, possess cultural capital previously acquired that can inform their present 

educational and work experience.  Vocational faculty have ties to industry, particular technical 

skill sets, academic degrees, and scholastic infrastructure that they can potentially leverage for 

the benefit of the shared VESL endeavor.  Similarly, ESL faculty can utilize their membership in 

an academic community, their academic degrees, and professional skills and knowledge for the 
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benefit of all stakeholders seeking shared objectives.   

 Of note, these figures illustrate interactive, agentive connections (as denoted by arrows) 

only as they pertain to partners operating as stakeholders in a particular (hypothetical) VESL 

CoP.  That is, each member has multiple (other) identities, belongs to many (other) social fields 

and speaks many (other) discourses than those of VESL. 

Framing the Literature Review 

 When creating a VESL program for a cohort of displaced Spanish-speaking farm workers 

in March 2001, I was surprised to find a dearth of published studies in the field.   Fortunately, a 

series of ERIC digests that provide practical insights into various components of the program 

that we needed to address were available online.  Many informative three-to five-page digests 

outlined promising practices (Wrigley, 1993a), such as assessment (Kenyon & Duzer, 2003), 

multilevel classrooms (Shank & Terrill, 1995), grammar (Larsen-Freeman, 1997), employment 

skills (Grognet, 1997; VanDuzer, 1997), project-based learning (Moss & VanDuzer, 1998), 

usage of the Internet (Silc, 1998), and the four skills (Freeman & Freeman, 2001; VanDuzer, 

1997, 1999) into the curriculum.  Some also suggested ways to develop curriculum specifically 

for low-level learners (Holt, 1995) and for migrant farm workers (Bartlett & Vargas, 1991) and 

how to make such curriculum “learner centered” (Pharness, 1991).  The digests were written by 

well-published, highly respected experts in the field of Adult ESL Literacy and were extremely 

useful and accessible; moreover, they served to anchor many productive staff meetings aimed at 

addressing pressing, practical concerns.    

 However, these digests, as a body of literature, were not the empirical research studies on 

VESL that I needed.  This gap may be partly because, unbelievably, there is no body of 

comprehensive VESL research per se, owing to the fact that VESL pertains to, and consists of, 

an expansive and eclectic body of literature that comprises parts that straddle and overlap each 
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other.  While I did the best I could to manage ongoing issues integral to the entire process, the 

task was far beyond me as a solitary actor, to undertake without the necessary roadmaps.  This 

critical shortcoming in the literature is still evident today.   

 That being the case, in the first section of this chapter I review literature that relate to this 

study, which uncovers an unintended cycle of social reproduction in a community college 

program that attempts to train ELL immigrants for entry-level jobs.  I define and explain social 

reproduction and its pertinence to my investigation, and I survey studies that examine 

reproduction in other contexts.  I then examine research studies focusing on community-based 

organizations (CBO) and community college programs that outreach to minorities.  I then review 

the literature on collaboration, which is a key component of VESL that this study addresses.  In 

the second section of this chapter, I describe the theoretical frames that underpin this study.   

Social Reproduction 

 As I fully elaborate subsequently, this study uncovers a paradox at work.  Despite VESL 

staff’s diligent efforts to help students achieve social mobility, they end up contributing to social 

reproduction of its immigrant students into subordinated roles.  It does so in a particular social 

and historical context that may seem on the surface to be neutral.  However, Bourdieu and 

Passeron (1977) put forth the idea that schools are not neutral democratic institutions.  Instead, 

they serve as sites for social reproduction by legitimizing the status quo.  That is, the public 

education system serves as a powerful organization that legitimizes dominant social, cultural, 

and economic interests.   It also serves to legitimize the prevailing notion of meritocracy for 

disadvantaged groups, and to obscure a more profound social meaning underlying the processes 

at work in schools.   

 Bowels and Gintis (1976) expand this notion further and put forth the idea of 

correspondence in their seminal work, Schooling in Capitalist America.  In their study of English 
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male high school students, they uncover how school processes such as peer group conduct 

correspond to other stratified social structures, particularly worksites.  Anyon (1980) studied five 

5th-grade classes in an array of New Jersey schools situated in neighborhoods ranging from low 

to elite social classes.  She revealed how, through everyday class assignments and activities, 

teachers in the various schools prepare children to work in jobs that correspond to their families’ 

respective social classes.  Reproduction continues to inform investigations of race, national 

origin, and gender.  In her study of how schools undermine Black elementary students’ self-

esteem in two all-Black schools, Tyson (2003) showed that teachers wound up squelching 

students’ mannerisms and imparted the dominant message of cultural deviance to their students, 

reaffirming the legitimacy of white cultural norms.  In her study of how U.S. economic policies 

bear on Mexican educational practices, Hampton (2008) starkly revealed how social 

reproduction unfolds in maquiladora communities whereby dominant capitalist interests cross 

international borders to influence curriculum to best suit corporate needs; this occurs at the 

expense of Mexican schoolchildren.  In her ethnographic study of how welfare practices bear on 

women in Great Britian, Grant (2009) points to how policy ignores women’s lived experiences 

and entrenches their subordinated tie to the labor market.  These qualitative studies illustrate how 

social reproduction of subordinated groups occurs in a variety of educational contexts.   

 Despite recognizing the theoretical value of reproduction theory, Willis (1977) and others 

(Apple, 1980; Giroux, 1983; McRobbie, 1978) contend that Bourdieu and Passeron’s stance does 

not acknowledge that schools are social sites, filled with actors possessing human agency who 

can and do resist domination, even though reproduction may occur.  In their study of an urban 

Latino school community, Monkman, Ronald, and Théramène (2005) demonstrated how an 

urban elementary school teacher mitigated social reproduction of her Latino students by valuing 

their social and cultural capital while showing them the values of her school.  Her approach 
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resulted in learning behaviors typically associated with more elite schools.  In her ethnography of 

working class girls (1978), McRobbie illustrated ways that girls challenge a dominating 

conservative status quo by standing up for their sexuality.  Although their resistance to authority 

reproduced social relations, this study illustrated that reproduction does not go unchallenged.  

That is, subordinated groups constantly challenge prevailing cultural norms.  Although 

acknowledging the merit of reproduction theory, Giroux (1983, 1999) asserts that the process is 

complicated and thus has potential to undermine the dominating cultural and social forces at 

work.  His stance bears consideration, especially in the sociohistorical contexts in which 

reproductive cycles persist (Apple, 1980; Collins, 2009). 

 The research highlighted above is relevant because this study focuses on a community 

college program that attempts to meet the needs of immigrants who are just beginning to learn 

English yet ultimately results in the program reproducing social inequities.  As this study will 

reveal, the processes at work are complicated.  On the one hand, staff attempt to imbue students 

with the tools they need to reach their objectives, yet, for a variety of reasons, students 

themselves can play a role in their own reproduction. 

Studies on Programs that Support Minority Students 

 Social changes wrought from the 1960s and 1970s resulted in a wave of nontraditional 

students entering college for the first time in unprecedented numbers.  Such students include 

women, individuals of lower socioeconomic status, multiethnic, and linguistically diverse 

populations.  This demographics change posed enormous retention and completion rate 

challenges for higher education personnel to overcome.  Community based organizations (CBOs) 

and community colleges have played a notable role in seeking ways to assuage the challenges 

posed by influx of nontraditional students.  Because this study investigates one such type of 
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program, I will highlight literature that examines CBO and community college programs that 

provide assistance to minority individuals.  

CBOs Outreach to Minorities 

 Until the turn of the 21st century, there was scant literature on the ways in which CBOs 

have intervened to support nontraditional students to meet particular goals (Laden, 1999).  CBOs 

are situated locally and are designed to provide a wide range of community development services 

for local residents.  Their structure and purpose vary.  Some operate on their own to help 

individuals of particular groups (women, immigrant, racial minority, adolescent, low income); 

others partner with particular stakeholders (parents, schools).  By focusing on specific social 

needs of such groups, CBOs sometimes meet with success; other times, they do not.  Glaser 

(1986) asserts that service delivery can often be unsystematic and therefore insufficiently address 

concerns according to priorities at hand.  He points out that unless individuals in communities 

actively engage with CBOs to collectively determine the most appropriate inventory of services 

needed, overlap of such services can occur.  This point is useful to keep in mind when 

considering ways that CBOs collaboratively address their constituents’ needs. 

 Studies have examined CBOs that center on serving African Americans (Bonds, 2007; 

Zachary & Olatoye, 2001).  For instance, Bonds (2007) revealed how, despite an increased 

number of Black elected officials, external structural forces prevented an influx of resources 

from a federally-funded program, Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), which was 

established in 1974 to support low-income African American neighborhoods in Milwaukee.  He 

discussed how newly elected Black officials diverted CDBG funds away from CBOs that 

supported local residents and toward their own pet projects.  He found that staff of a social 

service organization falsified documents, and a housing construction association did not meet 

code.  These practices resulted in loss of much-needed CDBG funds for African Americans in 
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Milwaukee and, paradoxically, resulted in White CBOs’ receipt of such funds, even though 

African Americans had an increase in political power.  This study points to the imperative of 

minorities to challenge local politics and bureaucracies to get their needs met.  A study by 

Zachary and Olatoye (2001) bears this out.  They found that parents in the South Bronx who 

banned together to oust a principal, who they held responsible for their children’s academic 

failure, changed the political terrain within which parents could operate to improve student 

outcomes.  Their unity challenged the status quo, which had until then accepted low achievement 

as inevitable, and provided parents in the community a new roadmap for school involvement.  

Zachary and Olatoye’s case study (2001) uncovered how a CBO-parent initiative succeeded in 

developing the political will to affect desired change.   

 Other studies focus on how CBO-school partnerships help immigrant students (Adger, 

2001; Collignon, Men, & Tan, 2001; Evans & Shirley, 2008) and poor students (Sanders, 2009). 

Adger (2001) studied CBOs that seek to minimize the gap in culture that ELL children 

experience between their home and their school.  She found CBOs that actively partner with 

parents in this regard, fill an important gap and help to improve test scores and provide social 

services.  But she also uncovered that funding issues preclude more comprehensive service 

delivery, and assessment thereof.  Collignon, Men, and Tan (2001) revealed how CBOs help 

Southeast Asian students to cope with challenges as they adjust to living in Rhode Island, by 

engaging parents—on multiple fronts—in their children’s adaptation process.  Sanders (2009) 

examined strategies that parents employed in a partnership between a school’s Office of Parent 

Involvement and a CBO.  The collaborative approach to school reform engendered better school 

outcomes such as improved attendance, scholastic achievement, and school environments.    

 As a body of literature, these studies shed light on ways that stakeholders involved with 

CBOs exhibit agency to confront the status quo.  Such confrontation can occur in educational 
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bureaucracies by mobilizing parents to demand schools to change specific approaches and 

traditions that they consider to be unresponsive to students’ needs (Zachary & Olatoye, 2001).  

This practice may at times exacerbate tensions among school staff that view CBOs as intruding 

on their domain of expertise.  These studies also suggest that through partnerships, such tensions 

can be minimized and lead to favorable results.  Although these studies demonstrate ways that 

CBOs succeed and fail, none qualitatively examine processes at work for adult immigrants 

seeking job and language training.  My study serves to fill this gap by qualitatively examining 

how social process affect the functioning and outcomes in a VESL program. 

Community College Programs that Support Minorities 

 The community college as a public education entity has also played a prominent role in 

providing support to minority residents as they strive to pursue postsecondary education 

(Anderson, 2001; Jenkins, 2007; Smith & Vellani, 1999; Valadez, 2000).  Colleges implement 

programs that seek to bolster recruitment, retention, and completion rates.  Several studies 

examine a variety of ways that the community college attempts to meet minorities’ needs.   

 For instance, some investigate how colleges implement specific types of supportive 

curriculum such as developmental education.  Jenkins, Zeidenberg, and Kienzl (2009) reviewed 

studies that examined how community colleges in Connecticut support students with 

developmental needs.   In their review, they highlighted a constellation of practices that are 

essential for students’ success.  Their survey determined that ongoing management and 

assessment as well as student and faculty support were key elements in successful outcomes.  

Further, they maintained, focusing on public policy was critical in meeting objectives.  Their 

review points to a common way that colleges can help students with scholastic needs so they can 

enter the mainstream academic community. 
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 College initiatives such as diversity awareness on college campuses support minority 

students and can positively contribute to retention.  Laden (1999) examined how mentoring at 

the Puente Project created a positive experience for first generation Latino students who are 

typically at risk for attrition. The multicultural model enhanced the existing curriculum and 

fostered positive self-esteem for students.  It also demonstrated that such a model could be 

implemented more broadly.     

 When examining how college programs can improve minorities’ access in rural areas of 

southwestern Texas, Garza and Eller (1998) found that conscious recruitment efforts resulted in 

increased enrolment in hard to serve areas.  They examined how The Rural Community College 

Initiative at nine campuses and pinpointed a considerable need for leadership to better connect 

with underserved populations in remote areas.   

 Because minorities are so underrepresented in the college leadership, a dissonance 

between the culture of students and college staff persists.  To address this deficit, Ebbers, 

Gallisath, Rockel, and Coyan (2000) examined a consortium of higher education entities in Iowa 

that focused on recruiting untraditional groups into managerial roles.  They found that conscious 

efforts on campuses resulted in minority promotions, but that personnel shortages and leadership 

gaps persisted.   

 Studies such as those mentioned above, highlight the existence of a robust literature on 

community college programs that address underserved students’ needs.  As a representative body 

of literature, they suggest that concerted college initiatives can mitigate issues that historically 

underserved students face.  They point to efforts that colleges employ to reach out to minorities 

and support them.  The studies contribute to an understanding of how colleges attempt to 

accommodate an increasing influx of underserved minority individuals on their campuses.  

Importantly, they point to a lack of sustained leadership, and a need for continued policy 
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development.  However, to date, none qualitatively investigate programs that aim to provide 

immigrants with concurrent career and language training.  What follows is a review of studies 

that focus on collaborative initiatives in community colleges.    

Studies on Collaboration 

 This research, which is borne of my own personal experience and of a critical deficit in 

the literature, examined collaboration.   Collaboration is an endeavor that involves mutual 

sharing of personnel, resources, and expertise for a common objective.  It consists of active 

engagement between individuals and organizations in a joint process that is agreed upon at the 

outset and communicated about throughout, via established channels.  Power and control can 

thus be shared in order to facilitate the most flexible arrangement for goals to be met (Hord, 

1986; Schlessman-Frost, 1994). 

 VESL, as a field, cannot hope to serve students without this critical component.  The 

following review of the literature aims to highlight studies relevant, albeit tangentially so, to 

collaborative VESL stakeholder teams in community colleges as well as how stakeholders 

perform needs analysis.  Below, I synthesize three sets of literature and analyze the weakness on 

aspects of (a) interdisciplinary collaboration, (b) interagency collaboration, and (c) collaborative 

community college partnerships.  I will then discuss the theoretical framework of my study.  

Finally, I will restate my research questions. 

Interdisciplinary Collaboration 

 As described earlier, the academic field that addresses the notion of language for specific 

purposes is ESP.  Within the ESP literature, however, few works focus specifically on 

collaboration, although this is changing (Arkoudis, 2005, 2006; Creese, 2005; Davison, 2006; 

Donato, 2004), and even fewer on adults in a VESL setting.  Youngs and Youngs (2001) and 

Platt  (1993)  are two notable exceptions, although their scope is limited to collaboration solely 
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between content and ESL teachers, whereas my study seeks to uncover the many collaborative 

partnerships that exist in a single stakeholder VESL team.   Benesch (1999) undertook an 

ethnographic study which critically examined  how an EAP instructor helps her students view 

and negotiate power dynamics with a psychology professor. 

 In their study on predicting mainstream K-12 teachers’ attitudes towards ESL students, 

Youngs and Youngs (2001) conducted a survey among vocational content teachers.  They cite 

involvement in training specific to ESL, general education experiences, extra-cultural contact, 

prior contact with language minorities, and teachers’ disposition, as factors that influence 

teachers’ attitudes.  Testing the hypothesis through descriptive and inferential statistics, they find 

that teachers were neutral to slightly positive in attitudes about teaching ESL students.  

Moreover, they determine that educators who have had some contact with other cultures may not 

have the positive experience previously thought.  Through multicultural education courses and 

work with ESL training, the survey suggests mainstream teachers will become more aware of 

bias and thus more inclusive of their language minority students in class.  The idea that 

multicultural education is simply an “add-on” misses the point that it needs to be woven into the 

fabric of the curriculum. 

In her study of collaboration between ESL and vocational instructors in which she 

extensively interviewed vocational and ESL instructors, Platt (1993) concludes that vocational 

teachers benefited from an outside ESL consultant.  Specifically, she finds that those vocational 

teachers who participated in a 32-hour staff development course that focused on providing 

students with “comprehensible input” subsequently elicited substantial student speech, which 

facilitates language learning.  Interviews with vocational and ESL instructors suggest critical 

attitudes of these teachers toward each other and, in some cases, of the students.  For instance, 

content teachers don’t necessarily see a role for ESL instructors beyond “culture” and don’t see 
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them as competent to handle vocational instruction other than “watering it down.”  On the other 

side, ESL instructors express a desire to collaborate but say that their vocational peers report 

feeling threatened by the idea.  Interestingly, ESL and vocational instructors’ attitudes toward the 

students bear consideration.  Vocational instructors have reported fearing their ESL students 

because, they say, language barriers can compromise workshop safety. According to Platt 

(1993), this is because issues of power are barely below the surface.   Her study, published 16 

years ago, provides a useful framework for studying collaboration between vocational and ESL 

instructors.  My study adds to this earlier work by looking at the multiple layers of collaboration 

that unfold among a variety of intersecting VESL stakeholders in a community college context. 

Because collaboration between content and language teachers is critical for effective 

instruction to occur, several relatively recent studies have looked into this as a problematic topic 

(Arkoudis, 2006; Benesch, 1999; Creese, 2005; Davison, 2006).  Although none are situated in 

an adult context focusing on multiple layers of collaboration in a vocational context, several 

studies do provide a firm base of research upon which my study builds.  Arkoudis (2006) 

presents positioning and appraisal theoretical frameworks for understanding the dynamics of 

collaboration between ESL and content teachers in a secondary school in Melbourne.  She relates 

how ESL is widely perceived as marginalized in the school hierarchy and presents findings from 

a study in which she tapes a science teacher and an ESL teacher planning their (shared) lessons.  

She finds, by analyzing linguistic features of their talk, that there is a power differential in which 

the ESL instructor defers, and a lack of willingness on the part of the science teacher to negotiate 

with her.  Interestingly, she also finds the ESL teacher needs to be more skillful than her 

counterpart in maintaining planning discussions.  This suggests how power can play a key role in 

interdisciplinary partnerships.  
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In her critical ethnography, Benesch (1999) examines how students can learn to negotiate 

power relationships in a paired Psychology/ESL course which yields them more comprehensible 

material.  Students initially had difficulty parsing the challenging content; but after discussing 

their comprehension issues with their ESP instructor, they negotiated with the psychology 

instructor ways that he could be more supportive.  Although the instructor did not change his 

overall syllabus or his teaching style, the students claimed a social space within which to seek 

more clarification of key terms, ask questions to slow down the pace of instruction, and, 

ultimately, manage the content while working together as a bloc in the large introductory class to 

support one another.    

Davison (2006) posits that while much attention has been paid to investigating 

partnerships between content and ESL instructors, much less has looked at the processes of 

planning and teaching.  Her study at a K-12 international school in Taiwan focused on the degree 

to which respective teachers’ assumptions affect collaboration in a primary school setting.   

Using Community of Practice (CoP) as her framework, the researcher analyzed discourse data of 

the partners, particularly of teacher interactions.  She found markers of successful collaboration 

including the dyads’ incorporation of their counterpart’s nomenclature, discussion of specific 

individuals, and evidence of higher levels of behavioral, mental and verbal processes.  Markers 

of less successful partnering consisted of less interactions or more general type of talk.  She also 

looked at tenor, which conveys ways speakers negotiate social relations and, thus, power.  

Finally, she looked at mode, which paints a picture of how meaning is related to human 

participants rather than to objects.  This emerging framework of five stages of accommodation 

allowed for the researcher to conclude that more accommodation translated into better 

cooperation.  This framework could potentially be useful for my proposed study of a community 
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college VESL program, which will focus on how stakeholders might engage in collaborative 

practices in and out of the classroom. 

 Several studies indicate that attitudes toward ESL learners on the part of vocational 

instructors factor into their perceptions of challenges in a multilingual classroom (Rehm, 2004) 

and their willingness to collaborate with ESL instructors (Platt, 1993; Youngs & George A. 

Youngs, 2001).  Barron (2002) sought to understand why an EAP program for second year 

science students in Hong Kong failed.  He looked at the difference between task-based learning 

and problem-based learning and discovered a conflict in ideological and epistemological 

outlooks between the English and science teachers, which led to a noncollaborative teaching 

effort.  He determined that a constructivist philosophy offers a better possibility for collaboration 

than functionalism. 

 Raimes’ (1991) “butler’s stance” (p. 243), then, illustrates a legitimate concern in the 

field (Hornberger, 2006) about subordination of ESL faculty to colleagues who teach the content 

portion of paired courses (Benesch, 1999).  This stance consists of an arrangement where one 

person is responsible for teaching ESL and another for content, in this case, a technical skill.   

Her description of the ESL teacher “serving the master” (i.e., the content instructor) corroborates 

some of Platt’s (1993) and Barron’s (2002) findings.  Hyland (2002) also points to the 

marginalized position to which literacy instructors are often relegated in academic settings, 

charged as they are with “fixing” learners’ deficiencies.  The respective and varying weights of 

instructors’ social capital, situated in particular within educational contexts, necessarily affects 

instruction delivery (St. Clair, 2001). 

Collaborative Needs Analysis 

 Duff, Wong and Early (2002) conducted a study that entailed ethnographic interviews 

with stakeholders in a healthcare training program in Canada.  They uncovered rich data from 
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participants that suggested ways to improve future practice.  Although they didn’t observe 

teaching (except once), they were able to determine that the content and ESL instructor didn’t 

collaborate sufficiently to ensure that training matched workplace needs.  Through interviews 

they found that the training did not account for much of the language they would need on the job.   

Unfortunately, the training initiative, sponsored by an advocacy group for immigrants, did not 

include a needs analysis from the perspective of the learners who were already part of the 

unemployment system.  Thus, this study does not address how marginalized immigrants—those 

who are not involved in the workforce development system nor receive unemployment benefits, 

but who may be in need of skill training—can have access to VESL programs.  Moreover, it does 

not account for how instructors could eliminate obstacles that precluded more effective 

collaboration during needs analysis.   

Jasso-Aguilar’s (1999) case study in a hotel in Waikiki yielded similar findings that a 

needs analysis was not triangulated to provide the most comprehensive information at the outset.  

Rather then employing a variety of tools to develop appropriate curriculum (such as interviewing 

employees, observing job functions, and devising language inventories), staff relied on outsiders 

to determine what was actually needed on the job.  As a result, training was often irrelevant to 

the workers’ job function, which necessitated very little English.  Here we see that the workers 

themselves had little or no say in the needs analysis process, which is often ongoing.   

Paradoxically, needs analyses often fail to include learners’ input (Long, 2005) or to 

critically examine the role institutionally determined curriculum plays in reproducing inequitable 

social relationships (Benesch, 1996; Cooke, 2006) in the educational setting and beyond.  

Several studies (Benesch, 1996; Cooke, 2006; Holme & Chalauisaeng, 2006) examine ways in 

which such social reproduction can be mitigated by consciously incorporating teaching 

colleagues’ as well as students’ explicitly stated needs into the curriculum.  Such an approach is 
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one that takes considerable effort, especially in light of deeply entrenched beliefs (habitus) on the 

part of teachers and students alike regarding the degree to which institutionalized power can be 

challenged, let alone changed.  

The studies reviewed in this section, which focus on collaboration between ESL and 

content teachers, as well as students, illustrate how ideological and logistical issues emerge when 

attempting to facilitate interdisciplinary partnerships.  The degree to which partners leverage, or 

withhold, their respective resources, capital and/or power, can play a significant role in how 

divisions of labor unfold and ultimately, the CoP’s outcome.  My investigation exposes 

ideological stumbling blocks housed within educational cultures, which preclude professional 

collaboration between instructors serving adult learners attempting to master a skill and the 

language necessary to do so.  My study also uncovers ways in which needs analyses were 

collaboratively determined among a team of stakeholders, including students, to minimize 

inequitable power relationships and maximize all partners’ resources in a community college 

VESL setting. 

Interagency Collaboration: An Administrative/Policy-Making Concern 

 Just as partnerships across the curriculum are key for successful VESL models, 

collaboration to provide services (such as GED, ESL, VESL and vocational instruction, case 

work, and job placement) from multiple agencies is economical, practical, and successful 

(Friedenberg, 1995; Imel, 2001; Wrigley, et al., 2003). Without such a team of experienced 

participants navigating the system and advocating on language minorities’ behalf (albeit, ideally, 

with their input), the desired goals are difficult to achieve.  Rosenberg (1997) and Mansoor 

(1994) point to successful models where formation of coalitions of ESL, GED, vocational 

practitioners as well as counselors, union and industry representatives and other advocates ensure 

training is properly planned and matches market needs.  Consortia partners thus successfully 
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identify ways to obtain funding through a variety of private and public sources and what their 

respective roles will be from initial needs assessments through job placement.   Such 

communities of practice are well poised to leverage resources to meet shared ends.  This 

investigation uncovers how staff tap into the resources available to them to achieve shared ends. 

 Several studies (Mansoor, 1994; Rosenberg, 1997; Sherow, 1999) emphasize the need for 

a dedicated stakeholder team that consists of individuals from a variety of agencies who, by 

creating a community of trust, share responsibility for meeting students’ needs. As Director of an 

Education and Employment program, Mansoor (1994) cites needs assessment, vision building, 

program design, resource acquisition and, finally, implementation as the critical phases necessary 

for developing successful practice.  According to Sherow (1999), organizations such as Building 

Communities for Learning of Pennsylvania facilitate interagency collaboration to serve adults.  

Her report highlights strategies stakeholders employ such as planning events and publications 

and coordinating better services.   

Rosenberg (1997) evaluated 14 community partnerships formed in Texas in order for 

those who are most educationally disadvantaged to benefit from literacy enhancement.  

Successful partners collaborated by being flexible, meeting regularly, treating each other as full 

participants, and appointing a coordinator.  Such qualities resulted in a systematic approach to 

follow-up of students, staff development, expanded partnerships, and creation of guides as 

resources among other positive outcomes.  Moreover, the partnerships paved the way for future 

funding and models to draw upon for future practice. 

In her case study of literacy programs at five companies, Sayers (1995) attempts to 

analyze the efficacy of instruction by determining what contributed to success or failure of the 

respective programs.  She warns that thorough needs assessment must take place in order to 

effectively address an array of student needs, educational and otherwise.  For example, childcare 
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and transportation contradictions, if not identified early, can derail the best of efforts as 

forcefully as literacy issues.  Therefore, collaboration from the onset can mitigate attrition. 

 Of interest with regard to stakeholders connected to organized labor, Chenven (2004) 

studied eight VESL programs in four career clusters (manufacturing, hospitality, building trades 

and health care).  She outlines how immigrant adults enrolled in training that resulted in securing 

family-sustaining jobs with room for growth.  She highlights the role that labor unions play in 

the participation of effective stakeholder teams consisting of individuals from industry, 

grassroots and literacy organizations, community colleges, and representatives from the 

Department of Labor.  The program snapshots clearly indicate a willingness of participants to 

work together toward a common goal and to outline ways in which this was done in the 

respective clusters.  However, the programs are now “de-funded” and it remains unclear how 

they emerged, what the learners’ roles were, and how stakeholders overcame a myriad of 

obstacles in implementing them.  This investigation addresses some of those critical questions. 

The Community College Role in Collaborative VESL Programs 

 The community college as a postsecondary setting merits investigation because of its 

prominent role in providing ESL instruction (Anderson, 2001; Blumenthal, 2002; Chisman & 

Crandall, 2007; Crandall & Sheppard, 2004) as well as its vital connection to community 

partners integral to VESL, such as industry (Kisker & Carducci, 2003; Sayers, 1995; Warren, 

2000), technical schools, and other community colleges (Saylor, 2006).  The community college, 

then, extends beyond the classroom, to all arenas in which its stakeholders interact for the 

purpose of skill and language training for language minority adults.  In essence, the community 

college is the entire community in which stakeholders work together for such shared ends.  That 

is, the community is (an extension of) the college. 
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 As a critical provider of ESL instruction (Blumenthal, 2002; Morest, 2004; Smith & 

Vellani, 1999; Thomas, 1994), the community college is well poised to develop, implement, and 

sustain models of collaborative stakeholder teams comprised of individuals employed at various 

agencies.  This is especially true given that many colleges work closely with vocational schools 

in providing a continuum of vocational educational programs (Thomas, 1994).  Colleges that 

provide ample supportive services by recognizing cultural barriers and negative ideological 

stereotypes can then play a key role in reversing the trend of marginalizing immigrants.  Colleges 

that align closely with industry can also provide learners access to job training through 

internships and jobs (Kisker & Carducci, 2003). 

 As indicated earlier, the vast majority of studies that examine collaboration between ESL 

and content instructors occur in K-12 or university settings.  While those studies are helpful 

when looking at issues of teacher collaboration, there are few that examine a wider collaborative 

process, involving a community of partners in multiple agencies specifically dedicated to serving 

immigrant adults.   Investigations of community college partnerships related to workforce 

development can, however, serve as useful models that could potentially be transferred to the 

VESL context. 

 Several community colleges have charted a progressive path of establishing innovative 

educational partnerships with industry.  The Seminole Community College in south Florida built 

a center for the study of building construction, linking academics with industry and workforce 

development (Garlich & Tesinsky, 2005; Tesinsky, 2005).  While the center meets its objective 

of providing increased opportunities for job training, it does not necessarily incorporate 

immigrants’ needs into its innovative model.   In its response to 9/11, Bergen County 

Community College created the Campus Diversity Initiative, which was aimed at strengthening 

diversity within the college and community.  This was achieved by developing partnerships 
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across the college curriculum and entire county (Miele, 2004).  In both cases, the community 

college played a leadership role in forging meaningful partnerships. 

 To respond to the growing need for college and industry connections to occur in order to 

better inform curricula, a survey was conducted of academic and vocational faculty at 

community colleges across the United States focusing on faculty connections to their schools 

(Brewer & Gray, 1999), local labor markets and communities.  The study found vocational 

faculty to be the most connected to the labor market because of the intrinsic nature of vocational 

education.  It also found that part-time faculty were the least connected in this way because of 

time and other constraints.  The study also found that serious divides exist between academic and 

vocational departments that, not surprisingly, limit collaborative practices.  Results of this survey 

could serve the community college in troubleshooting such barriers.    

 In this section I have reviewed studies that look at a range of interagency partnerships.  

The studies, to varying degrees, point to the ways in which individuals draw on the resources of 

their respective institutions and engage in truly collaborative practices, such as sharing, meeting 

regularly, and planning together.  Given the political, economic, ideological and educational 

issues that often preclude successful processes and outcomes, I investigated how outcomes could 

be more promising for newcomers, in particular, seeking to better their lives through vocational 

training that holds promise for upwardly mobile career ladders and, thus, lifelong learning.  

Therefore, it is critical, especially in a climate where funding for language minority adult 

programs is increasingly competitive (Colton, 2006; Patel, 2005; Saylor, 2006), to identify and 

build upon promising practice (Chenven, 2004; Wrigley, et al., 2003).  It is equally important to 

understand the ideologies underlying such potentially promising practices while also debunking 

those that preclude them (Pavlenko, 2000).  While I recognized the inevitability of problems and 
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concerns, I examined collaboration and agency among stakeholders in a promising VESL 

program with a good reputation.   

Implications for Research 

My study probed how participants’ ideological beliefs lead to interagency and 

interdisciplinary practices that foster promising practice.  The above studies in different ways 

address the question of how stakeholders can and do collaborate, but they vary in terms of the 

learner populations ultimately served.  My research builds upon the findings of Duff et al. (2002) 

by determining how to include in the collaborative process learners who may not already be in 

the government’s unemployment system, of Platt (1993), by opening the lens of inquiry wider to 

investigate the complex web of collaborative practices involving multiple partners and agencies 

and of Benesch (1999), by considering ways to weave ongoing critical needs analysis into VESL 

currriculum.  

As indicated earlier, focus on needs analysis is particularly relevant to collaborative 

practices in VESL because formatively determining what linguistic, technical and job searching 

skills are necessary for job functions (or training itself) needs to be collectively determined.  

Needs analysis is an arena in VESL wherein partners’ respective input is particularly salient in 

order to ensure successful outcomes.   Many studies (Duff, et al., 2002; Jasso-Aguilar, 1999; 

Mavor & Trayner, 2001) address the question of collaborative needs assessment, but they vary in 

terms of who participates, the particular settings and whom is ultimately served.   My study 

builds upon relevant findings by applying them to the most marginalized, immigrant learners in a 

community college setting. 

Conclusion 

 The studies identified in the various literatures highlighted in this review, to varying 

degrees, address different academic and other social components relevant to VESL.  However, 

One-Stop 
Center 
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none look at the interconnected, sociocultural interactions that are intrinsic in a particular VESL 

CoP in which a range in the quality of such interactions ccurs.  This gap highlights what was 

profoundly missing in my program experience:  agency and collaboration.  Not surprisingly, 

such an omission resulted in bureaucratic and social paralysis, rendering most actors’ voices 

mute in our struggle to meet students’ needs.   In the end, English Only discourse prevailed and 

symbolically dominated the entire endeavor and, ultimately, perpetrated symbolic violence 

against the students (and, ultimately, many stakeholders who attempted to serve them).  This was 

done by actors representing the state who refused to (a) compromise; (b) permit the modification 

of meaningful curriculum to make it accessible; (c) overcome countless (but not insurmountable) 

bureaucratic roadblocks, and, ultimately, (d) access funding that was legally available.   

 Thus, without discursive collaboration, individual VESL stakeholders remain alone, as 

islands in and of themselves.  It is not sufficient for two, three, or four partners to collaborate.  

All actors must engage.  This is particularly challenging for students who do not automatically 

exhibit agency regarding their learning needs.  The degree to which they utilize their personal, 

institutional, and discoursal resources as embodied in them vis-à-vis linguistic, social, and 

cultural capital, to engage with one another, affects the aggregate power of a VESL team as a 

social entity.   This significantly determines critical programmatic processes and outcomes.   

 In this study I examine how Bourdieu’s notions of capital, habitus and field, are at play in 

a specific VESL CoP.  I do so by addressing the following research questions: 

Research Questions 

1. How do stakeholders leverage power so immigrants can access job training and 

secure employment? 

2. What do learners do to acquire the capital they need by participating in VESL 

training? 
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3. What are the key characteristics of a promising collaborative VESL stakeholder team 

as a specific Community of Practice 

4. How does college staff ensure the VESL curriculum meets students’ needs? 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

This chapter details how I collected, analyzed and triangulated data for this study. 

Research Design 

 To better understand the social processes that occur for language minority adults to 

access concurrent skill and language training, I undertook critical ethnographic case study of a 

VESL Program.  The site I chose, as more fully described below, represented a potentially 

promising model, which could be implemented more broadly.  Undertaking a descriptive case 

study of what I have learned may be an effective (Carter & Chatfield, 1986; Edmonds, 1979) and 

innovative (Wrigley, 1993a) program, has a tradition in qualitative research (Dörnyei, 2007; 

Watson-Gegeo, 1988).   In light of such a tradition, identifying such a program via research 

reports (Chisman & Crandall, 2007; Wrigley, et al., 2003), word of mouth, and the internet, 

justified its employment in my study.   

 This investigation was qualitative because its purpose was to uncover and understand 

social processes involving an array of stakeholders in a particular community of practice.  By 

definition, a case study is an in depth examination of a complex singular unit with clearly 

defined boundaries that holds interest.  In this case, the interest was in social processes involving 

collaboration, power, and agency that occurred holistically throughout all program components.  

Better understanding of such processes provides relevant insights beyond this particular case to 

the VESL field more generally and thus makes a scholarly contribution (Dörnyei, 2007).  

Studying such a social setting lends itself to an ethnographic design, which is analytic in nature.  

That is, according to Lareau & Shultz (1996) the process of ethnography involves substantial 

reflection on the part of the researcher of natural events being studied in context.  Part of this 

ethnography, then, was the regular writing of field notes, consisting of what occurred in the field 
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as well as my perceptions of them.  My research process was therefore one of ongoing data 

analysis in order to better inform subsequent data collection and further analysis (Harklau & 

Norwood, 2005).  This design allowed me to examine how members leveraged power and 

resources and how they employed agency to achieve their goals.  I investigated how partners 

planned, taught, corresponded, assessed, and brainstormed as a particular VESL Program module 

unfolded. 

 My aim was to investigate key characteristics of a promising collaborative VESL 

stakeholder team, how partners leveraged power, shared information and resources, exhibited 

agency, and met students’ stated needs and expectations—or not—in an innovative community 

college VESL Program.  Spradley (1979) points to what he calls the instrumental case study, by 

which he means a single, contained case on which to primarily focus.  Along these lines, 

Holliday (1995) sees the value of ethnography because it provides the researcher with a holistic 

way to understand the processes unfolding in a natural setting.  

 Specifically, therefore, I employed a variety of data collection methods among a variety 

of informants in order to best triangulate all sources.  Such an approach was an ongoing process 

and included the techniques bulleted below, which will be elaborated upon later in this chapter 

(Jasso-Aguilar, 1999; Long, 2005; West, 1994):  

• Formally and informally interviewing (current and former) learners, college, workforce, 

and industry personnel;  

• Undertaking an informal Target Situational Analysis (TSA) and formative needs 

analyses;  

• Observing activities at sites associated with training, including classrooms, meetings, and 

internships; 

• Analyzing learner diaries. 
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Data Collection Framework 

 Le Compte & Goetz (1984) provide a useful framework for collecting data in an 

ethnographic study.  They suggest gathering (a) baseline data, which consist of demographic 

information and setting description; (b) process data consisting of information related to what 

transpires during a specific curricular program; and (c) values data, which consist of information 

about stakeholders’ values.  While ethnography, by its very nature, is not a linear process, given 

that it looks at natural social settings and is therefore subject to unexpected events as well as 

overlap and contradictions, conceptualizing the various types of data in this way is a helpful 

planning and organizing tool.  These framework components are integral to understanding 

program processes and outcomes (Posavak & Carey, 1997).  Collecting such a variety of data 

afforded me options with which to evaluate different situations.  Throughout the course of my 

study, I compiled a data bank comprising many textured elements from the program that, 

combined, provided a purposeful and contextualized view into the social processes at work.   

 Table 2 below presents the three components and provides examples of relevant data I 

collected.  Of note, this framework provided me with a way to initially conceptualize how I 

would go about collecting several types of data derived in a natural setting.  I used this primarily 

as a planning and organizing tool, recognizing its limitations in an evolving ethnographic study 

in a real-world social setting.  In the sections following Table 2, I will more fully describe the 

research context, the participants, and the data collection process. 
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Table 2  

Data Types and Examples (LeCompte & Goetz, 1984) 

Data Type Examples 
 

 
Baseline 

 
Demographic information, setting and stakeholder descriptions 
  
-Program participants, documents & artifacts (curriculum, initial needs analyses) 
-Program history (prior students’ retention, job placement) 

         -  -FIELD NOTES 
 

Process 
 
What transpires during a specific curricular program (i.e., instruction, internships, 
and job search) 
 
- Stakeholder Meeting Observations 
- Classroom & Internship Observations 
-FIELD NOTES 
 

 
Values 

 
Information about stakeholders’ values (i.e. language ideology, social change) 

 
-Interviews with key informants (students, college staff, industry staff) 
-Student narratives 
-FIELD NOTES 

 
Role of Researcher 

 As a researcher, I made every effort to not interfere with the program’s routines and to be 

as unbiased as possible as I collected data as a participant observer (Lofland & Lofland, 1995; 

Spradley, 1979).  To that end, I provided program and teaching assistance in order to get an 

insider’s perspective, the emic view, as well as that of a researcher (Creswell, 2007).  

Throughout my study, I created a rapport with and interacted with relevant stakeholders in two 

principal ways: academically for students, and supportively for staff.  This approach took the 

form of clerical and administrative assistance for the coordinator and instructors, as well as 

tutoring and assisting instructors both in and out of the classroom as mutually agreed upon.  

These shifting roles are integral to ethnography, as perspectives and realities are not static but 
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reflexive and dynamic (Harklau, 2005) and potentially reduced any effects my outsider presence 

may have had on stakeholders.   

 I ensured confidentiality to all persons and places, obtained informed consent from all 

stakeholders, and treated everyone ethically.  I also ensured that everyone involved in my study 

did so of his or her own volition and assured everyone there would be no consequences should 

he or she not wish to participate.  Without exception, everyone invited to participate in this study 

willingly did so. 

Research Context 

 This study focused on a community college in the Pacific Northwest (PNCC)3.  My goal 

was to uncover collaborative processes related to language minority adults’ participation in job 

training.  I was particularly interested in investigating (a) key characteristics of stakeholder 

teams, (b) how partners performed needs analyses and incorporated their findings into the 

curricula to meet students’ needs and expectations, and (c) how stakeholders leveraged power 

and resources to meet shared objectives.  Therefore, I studied a specific community of practice 

(Wenger & Snyder, 2000) in which a variety of stakeholders played a role in order for training to 

occur in an innovative VESL Program at a community college. 

 Within such community college settings, stakeholders involved in ESP, VESL, workforce 

development, and adult education represent entities, communities, and discourses dedicated to 

language minority adults accessing, participating in and successfully completing training for 

family-sustaining jobs as defined in Chapter 1.   Stakeholders carrying out formative needs 

analyses, curriculum development, program implementation, and evaluation processes can 

provide insight into a variety of complex social practices that lead to promising outcomes for 

NNSs.  As described previously, stakeholders are often situated in a variety of settings and play 

                                                             
3 Names of all persons referred to in this study are pseudonyms. 
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different roles in this community of practice.  As members of this particular CoP, they are aware 

of the challenges NNSs face when attempting to access and participate in job training.  

Therefore, their aim was to work together to achieve shared goals that result in student success.   

 Specifically, college staff, workforce development caseworkers, and industry managers 

have extensive experience in, and understanding of, relevant processes and outcomes.  Educators 

understand curricular needs and have access to a plethora of resources that can inform them.  

Workforce personnel are integrally tied to educational funding streams and understand the 

ideologies that underpin their dissemination.  Industry partners offer valuable insight into the 

ways in which content can be collaboratively determined, delivered, and assessed.  Students can 

also provide educational, social, and cultural information about themselves that can drive the 

entire training process.  Such an array of stakeholders comprises a community of practice from 

which to collect data about a range of potentially collaborative practices in a community college 

VESL Program. 

 PNCC is situated on three campuses and five smaller centers covering the greater-urban 

area.  It serves over 80,000 students ("Demographics," 2007).  I chose this particular program 

because it is one of only a small handful of such models that exist in the United States that offers 

intensive, concurrent, language and technical skill training in an array of career clusters.   As 

stated above, this case, which is reported to be an innovative program, could shed light on 

similar processes occurring elsewhere.  Although the program faced problems and challenges, it 

remains a diamond in the rough, a much-needed model to understand, tweak, and replicate so 

scores more newcomers can train for family-sustaining jobs.  As retention has historically been 

high and students earn a credential upon completion, there has been almost 100% job placement.  

As such, I hoped to understand the social processes underpinning such reported success.  
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 PNCC’s VESL Program is part of “Pathways to Advancement: Higher Learning & 

Higher Earning,” a statewide, student-centered initiative leading to placement in high-demand 

occupations.  This initiative is committed to developing curricula geared to meeting industry 

needs.  As will be detailed in subsequent chapters, college staff initially created Career Pathways 

to serve English learners.  Now, however, it houses several workforce training programs in 14 

“demand” occupations and primarily serves native speakers. The VESL Program offers a handful 

of trainings, such as direct (health) care, office skills, institutional food service, welding, and 

high-tech manufacturing.  Few students pay tuition directly; most access dwindling workforce 

development funds through the Workforce Investment Act (WIA).  Figure 5 illustrates the 

programs located in the Career Pathways office and their relationship to each other. 
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Figure 5 
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 VESL Program cycles are intensive, integrated, and flexible in order for students to most 

quickly gain the skills they need to enter the job market with a credential otherwise difficult to 

access.  PNCC’s VESL Program may occasionally provide additional ancillary “wrap-around” 

support such as assisting students as they access financial aid, prepare for entrance testing, and 

navigate the college admissions process.  Yet, by and large, the Pacific Northwest community 

college system focuses on preparing students to obtain the skills they need to enter and compete 

in the labor market.  Each module at PNCC lasts anywhere from eight weeks, such as in the 

Direct Care worker training, to six months, in the case of welding training. 

 In general, each training module consists of three components that are given equal weight 

in time and emphasis as described below: 

(a) Job readiness instruction prepares students for the process of securing and maintaining 

employment.  Curricula generally consist of job-seeking strategies, resume writing, and learning 

behaviors appropriate in the United States job market such as punctuality, workers' rights and 

responsibilities. 

(b) Integrated technical and language skills training consists of specific vocational content 

instruction (i.e. welding, health care, food preparation) provided concurrently with Vocational 

ESL; that is, the lexical grammatical and pragmatic language necessary to function effectively in 

the training and job beyond.  

(c) Internships provide students with a critical opportunity for hands-on learning in a real-world 

occupational “lab” setting.  This contextualized experience gives learners a chance to observe 

and participate in the functions they will need to perform on the job for which they are training.  

Such situated experience also provides learners a unique opportunity to network with employers 

and employees in the job market they plan to enter and begin to acquire social capital. 
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 I focused on the “Institutional Food Service Training for Nonnative English Speakers” 

(IFS).  The program’s objective was to introduce NNSs to entry-level jobs in the food service 

industry that is said to offer potential for upward career mobility.  Yet, as my study will 

demonstrate, most jobs are entry level with no focus on planning further study for a trajectory of 

lifelong learning.  Students learned conventional organization of institutional kitchens, 

commonly used food preparation vocabulary, basic dietary menus, food and workplace safety 

procedures, customer service protocols, and communication strategies with coworkers and 

customers.  Students also got a review of basic measurement skills.  As I will describe, because 

fears that the worsening economy would create even more difficulties for students as they sought 

jobs, program staff put instructional emphasis on job search at the expense of the language and 

content component of the curriculum.  

 Before enrolling, students attended a program orientation and participated in oral 

interview and written assessment procedures.  The program uses the Comprehensive Adult 

Student Assessment System (CASAS) to determine learners’ language proficiency and 

employability.  Learners attended classes Monday through Thursday from 1:00 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

and participated in an unpaid internship in the mornings, on average for 15 hours a week.  

College staff arranged these internships and for this component of the program, students obtained 

their food handler’s card, a credential that most states require of all food service workers. 

 The 12-week IFS training ran from September 29, 2008 to December 11, 2008.  

Following the classroom and internship portion of the training was a required “job search” 

component from December 15, 2008 to January 30, 2009.  This part of the curriculum provided 

students with six hours of assistance per week as they pursued openings in the local food service 

industry.  Except for returning home for the Christmas holiday, I was engaged in the research site 

for one week in August during the recruitment phase in order to get acquainted with (some of) 
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the participants and sites, and then for the duration of the term (from September 29 to January 

30, 2009).   Figure 6 is a calendar that provides a snapshot of the programs’ sequence of events 

which will be more fully described in subsequent chapters. 
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Figure 6       
          
VESL IFS Calendar Fall 2008 Semester 
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Participants 

 My intent in undertaking this study was to uncover how staff leveraged power and 

resources, collaborated, ascertained and met students needs, in order for the most difficult-to-

serve students to access and succeed in an educational endeavor as well as to uncover how all 

stakeholders – students included – took agency in the process.   To achieve that end, I focused on 

one program module, IFS (Institutional Food Service), that addressed the needs of low-level 

English learners.  Participants in this study include current and former students, college staff, 

workforce development staff, and industry supervisors.  Having described my research site, 

below are tables and narratives that summarize each set of participants, followed by descriptions 

of my data collection and data analysis procedures.  In subsequent chapters I provide more 

detailed narrative descriptions and analyses. 

Current Students 

 As summarized in Table 3 below, the IFS class comprised eight female learners from a 

variety of language and cultural backgrounds:   
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Table 3  
 
VESL Institutional Food Service (IFS) Students Fall 2008 
 
Pseudonym Age Country of 

Origin 
Native 

Language 
No. Yrs. 

in US 
 

Personal Status 
 

Chin Chin 42 China Chinese 17 Married, 2 children 
 

Lang 55 Vietnam Vietnamese 17 Married, 2 children 
 

Tatiana 40 Mexico Spanish 21 Married, 5 children 
 

Natasha 59 Ukraine Russian >15 Married, 2 grown 
children 

Fabiana 40 Colombia Spanish 
 

6 Married 

Ming 48 Vietnam Vietnamese 
 

19 Married 1 son 

Aisha 35 Ethiopia Amharic 9 Single, living w/ brother 
 

Adina 45 Ethiopia Amharic 1.5 Married, 3 children 
 

 

Learners ranged in age from 35 to 59.  Most possessed “survival skills” in English in that, at 

minimum, they were able to converse on a basic level in English.  All students have a minimal 

level of literacy.  Most have children.  None were working during the training.  All students were 

born outside of the United States and more than half immigrated well over 15 years ago.  Most 

students were referred to the program by the workforce development system because they lost 

their jobs and as such, qualified for employment assistance from the state.  One became aware of 

the opportunity to access training through her ESL teacher at the college and enrolled because 

she could not afford to pursue academics at college.  All students graduated from high school in 

their country of origin and two completed college.   
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Former Students 

 Table 4 summarizes the former VESL students who I interviewed for this study.   Except 

for An, who I was introduced to by chance at PNCC, and Mina, who I met with alone at her 

place of employment, I conducted small, focus-group interviews at the students’ worksites.  This 

format was the only way I could logistically access these important stakeholders.  Fortunately, 

supervisors at both sites graciously allowed a small 45-minute interruption in the workers’ 

routine so that I could inquire about their VESL experience in the most efficient manner.   All 

but two of these former students are now working full time and have full benefits.  Alex is 

working part time “on call” and An is working part time.   Former students in focus groups 1-5 

participated in the VESL Program almost 10 years ago.   

 By and large, this sample of former students constitutes the program’s successes, those 

who found full time, gainful employment with benefits.  Although I attempted to access a 

broader sampling of former students, privacy was one issue cited for not providing me their 

contact information.  In addition, I was explained that reaching out and connecting to former 

students might require program staff to provide additional services to those who remained 

unemployed.  As a result, I was unable to get a more robust accounting of program processes and 

outcomes from the vast majority of former program cohorts. 
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Table 4 

Former Students 

Pseudonym Focus 
Group 

Gender Country of 
Origin 

 

Age VESL  
Participation 

Current Status 

Chantou F Cambodia 45 Initial Cohort 
Healthcare 

Danh M Vietnam 51 Initial Cohort 
Healthcare 

Bao 

 
 

1 

M Vietnam 57 Initial Cohort 
Healthcare 

Alex M Ukraine 27 2006 
Healthcare 

Michala F Ukraine 32 2005 
Healthcare 

Lorena 

 
 
 

2 
F Ukraine 35 2005 

Healthcare 
Subira F Egypt 54 Initial Cohort 

Healthcare 
Lan 

 
3 

F Vietnam 45 2004 
Healthcare 

 
 
 

Kaiser 
 

Permanente 
 

Pharmacy 
 

Packaging 
 

Bin F Vietnam 42 2002 
IFS 

Linh F Vietnam 46 2002 
IFS 

Mai 

 
 

4 

F Vietnam 43 2002 
IFS 

Maria F Mexico 42 2003 
IFS 

Jan 

 
5 

F Ukraine 37 2004 
IFS 

Mina Individual 
 

F Togo 39 2004 
IFS 

 
 
 

Mercy 
 

Hospital 
 

Kitchen 
 
 

An Individual 
 

F Burma 49 2007 
IFS 

PNCC Cafeteria 
 

 

College Staff 

 In this study, college personnel include (present and former) deans, coordinators, the 

career specialist, as well as VESL instructors and a tutor.  Tables 5 and 6 below highlight the 

respective titles and roles of both current and former staff: 
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Table 5   

Current College Staff 

Pseudonym 
 

Title Role Site 

 
Stella 

 
Education Coordinator, 

VESL Trainings 

Recruit, assess, intake, hire, 
troubleshoot, coordinate, administer 

program logistics 
 

 
PNCC 

 
Karen 

 
Employment Specialist 

Develop & maintain internships, place ss 
in internships, create resumes, cover 

letters, facilitate job search 

 
PNCC 

 
Cherry 

 
VESL IFS Trainer 

 

 
Teach lessons 

 

 
PNCC 

 
Nadia 

 
VESL IFS Tutor 

 

 
Assist trainer in class, help students 

during job search 

 
PNCC 

 
Patricia 

Dean of Workforce & 
Economic and Community 

Development 

 
Manage all workforce programs 

 
PNCC 

 
Sam 

 
Education Coordinator, 

Career Pathways Training 

 
Supervise staff, sit on committees 

 

 
RMCC 

 
Heather 

 
Healthcare Trainer 

 
Teach lessons 

 

 
PNCC 
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Table 6   

Former College Staff 

Pseudonym 
 

Title Role Site 

Katrina Former Education 
Coordinator, Career 
Pathways Training 

Recruit, assess, intake, hire, 
troubleshoot, coordinate, administer 

program logistics 

PNCC 

Theresa Former Education 
Coordinator, VESL Trainings 

Recruits, assesses, intakes, hires, 
troubleshoots, coordinates, administers 

program logistics 

PNCC 

Kristin Former Regional Director for 
Workforce Development 

 

Supervise staff, sit on committees PNCC 

Ariel Former IFS/HC Trainer Taught lessons 
 
 

PNCC 

Danielle Instructor, Curriculum 
Developer 

Developed curriculum, teaches class; 
now teaches partnering college 

 

RMCC 

Pauline Former Trainer, Program 
Developer 

Created program, taught classes PNCC 

  

 The instructors and tutors are employed as part time adjuncts.  In the IFS VESL training, 

the tutor assists the instructor on two of the four days.  Her role in the first phase of the program 

is to provide teacher support; in the job search phase her role shifts to work closely with the 

career specialist in helping students secure jobs. 

Workforce Development Staff 

 Each of the workforce development staff works closely with the community college; in 

fact two are officially college employees, but they work in state employment offices and are 

well-steeped in Employment Department regulations, budget appropriations and rules, as well as 

community resources that clients can access in order to participate in training programs and 

access other social services.  Table 7 illustrates workforce development staff’s roles as they 

pertain to the VESL Program. 
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Table 7.  Workforce Development Staff 

Pseudonym 
 

Title Role Site 

James Career Specialist 
 

Milena Employment Specialist 
 

Stacy Workforce Development Specialist 

 
Procure funds 

Recruit 
Help create job plan 

 

 
DOL 

One-Stop 
 

 

Industry Supervisors  

 The kitchen supervisors highlighted in Table 8 below favorably partner with the college 

to provide internships and, at times, jobs, to VESL students.  Most of these participants have 

welcomed numerous learners, from other programs as well, to cycle through their kitchens.  

Details of these stakeholders’ relationship to the program are provided later in this study.  

Table 8 

Industry Managers in Healthcare and Retail Settings 

Pseudonym 
 

Title Role Site 

Terry IKEA 
 

Francine 

 
Kitchen Supervisor 

 

 
Manage kitchen operations 

 Legacy Hospital 
 

Sally 
 

Pharmacy Supervisor 
 

Manage pharmacy operations 
 

Kaiser Permanente 
  

Data Collection 

 In this section I detail how I conducted interviews and engaged in observations 

throughout this ethnography.   An integral component of my method was what LeCompte (1969) 

refers to as “shagging around” (p. 43).  This technique refers to informally getting a lay of the 

land by familiarizing oneself with the setting.  As I entered my research site, I identified key 

informants, as well as where they worked, congregated, gossiped, and planned.  By mingling and 

mapping in this way, I was able to further explore issues relevant to the stakeholders’ 
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collaborative processes.   In my role as participant observer, I made participants feel comfortable 

speaking with me informally, by expressing an understanding of their challenges and willingness 

to listen to their concerns and experiences.  Creating a rapport with students as well as other 

stakeholders helped me to glean insights into various stakeholders’ behaviors and attitudes about 

collaboration as related to the program’s various components, aims, and outcomes.  I captured 

formal interviews using a tape recorder; I took notes during or immediately after less structured 

interviews.  

Interviews 

 Below I detail the procedures I employed as I conducted interviews with a variety of 

informants. 

Current Student Interviews   

 With current students, I focused on how each participant contributed to the program’s 

collaborative processes and outcomes, paying particular attention to how they related their voices 

being heard and their needs being met.  Interviewing current students served as ongoing, 

formative dialogue with participants about their experience as the program unfolded.  To 

understand how the program met, exceeded, or fell short of its stated goals, I conducted two 1-

hour recorded interviews; I also undertook periodic informal interviews with students as often as 

time allowed.  I spoke with learners for at least a few minutes each week, and usually two or 

three of these students based on a random sampling (Dörnyei, 2007) more often for richer 

descriptions.  Because I was regularly observing and assisting during IFS class, I was in frequent 

contact with learners via tutoring.  Through such acquaintances, I informally spoke with them 

throughout the course of the term regarding their experience and wrote up these brief vignettes.   

 Although students have significantly less power than other stakeholders, they were, 

nonetheless the nexus of the program.  Such a position can be seen as pivotal (and powerful) in 
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the collaborative process, in that their input, vis-à-vis needs analysis, can help shape the 

trajectory of the curriculum.  Although this descriptive study did not attempt in any way to 

impact the VESL IFS program, a significant focus was on how students reported that staff and 

instructors shared information and helped facilitate access to the education, services, and jobs 

they needed.   

 The VESL Program’s goal is designed to help students acquire the skills and knowledge 

they will need to obtain an entry-level job.  I tried to elicit how learners exhibited agency in this 

regard, a component of needs analysis frequently overlooked but critical to a holistic 

understanding of the processes and outcomes involved (Long, 2005).  Moreover, through 

interviews, I sought to uncover ways in which students see themselves as agents of change, that 

is the degree to which adult learners went about critically analyzing their learning experience 

and, should they determine it falls short, ask for some type of intervention (Benesch, 1996) or, 

should they feel empowered by their newly acquired cultural, social, and linguistic capital, see 

themselves as belonging to a new social position in their community.  The interview protocol, 

which I conducted twice with each student in my study, included questions such as: 

• Why did you choose this program to enroll in? 

• How does this program compare to other education you have had? 

• What is your experience so far? 

• What do you plan to do when the program ends? 

• To reach your objectives, what do you need the most from this program? 

• How is the program meeting those needs? 

• Do you discuss this with anyone in the program? 

• How could the program do better in meeting those needs? 

• Who do you ask for help? 
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• What is the best part of the program? 

• What is the most difficult part of the program? 

• What are the most/least useful activities in your class or internship? 

• What kind of job do you want? 

 In sum, I conducted two formal, taped, hour-long interviews with IFS students.  One 

occurred around midpoint, the other near the end of the program’s cycle.  I also conducted 

shorter, informal interviews with a sample of those learners with whom I had the most frequent 

contact in order to capture more detailed descriptions over time. 

Former Student Interviews   

 I also conducted six focus-group interviews with a total of 16 former students of PNCC’s 

VESL Program.  Due to their time restrictions, I arranged with supervisors at two companies 

who have hired former students to speak with their workers about their VESL Program 

experience.  The focus-group format allowed me to connect with several former students at a 

time while they were at work.  I was able to ascertain how the program met their needs while 

they were enrolled as well as during their job search and ultimate job placement.   As students 

themselves are often the least powerful stakeholders and their voices are often the least heard, 

these interviews shed light on their program experiences that may otherwise have not been 

openly been shared.  This study examines participants’ dynamic role in the CoP as framed by 

constructs of social, linguistic, and cultural capital as well as habitus.  I learned how staff and 

instructors accommodated learners’ needs, shared information, and helped facilitate access to the 

education and jobs the cohort needed.  I also keyed into whether and how learners employed 

agency in this regard, an approach recommended in need analysis literature focusing on learner-

centered methods (Holme & Chalauisaeng, 2006; Long, 2005).  Probing students’ perceived 

areas of difficulty and how they went about overcoming such challenges by conducting informal 
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needs analyses, can yield useful information about the curriculum’s effectiveness (Bosher & 

Smalkoski, 2002).   Sample questions included but were not limited to the following: 

• Please describe your experience when you were enrolled in the VESL Program. 

• How did you initially learn about the program and enroll in it? 

• In looking back, what was the most helpful part of the program? 

• Can you tell me a bit about your new job? 

• How did the VESL Program help you train for and obtain this job? 

• What was the least helpful or difficult? 

• What did you learn the most? 

• In which way/s did the program meet your expectations? 

• In which way/s did the program fail to meet your expectations? 

• How did you express any concerns to your teachers, your peers, or the coordinator? 

• What was the best part of the program? 

• How did the program impact your life? 

• What recommendations would you make so the program could improve? 

• Please describe the relationship you had with other program participants (including 

fellow students, classroom instructors, internship mentors).  In what ways did these 

people affect your learning and/or your program experience in general? 

• What are the next steps you will take in your career? 

Because this study focused on ELLs, I modified my speech to make it linguistically accessible 

and comprehensible to the participants. 

Instructor Interviews 

 Teachers play a pivotal role in the program.  The teaching staff interview protocol 

focused on eliciting how they viewed the role as (ESP) teachers and the role of such (ESP) 
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teaching in the CoP and beyond (Basturkmen, 2002).  Thus, how teachers view their language 

teaching, and the effect it has on a micro and macro level in terms of potentially challenging the 

status quo, are components of my study.   Teacher interviews are a common technique employed 

to uncover the degree to which instructors’ pedagogical approach meets their students’ needs 

(Long, 2005; West, 1994).  This method also aimed to understand instructors’ view of 

coteaching even though it did not take place during this study (Arkoudis, 2005; Barron, 2002; 

Davison, 2006), as well as the degree to which they participate in formative critical needs 

analysis (Belcher, 2006; Benesch, 1999) and adjust their teaching accordingly.  Examples of 

questions include the following:  

• What are you teaching? 

• How do you determine your lessons? 

• How do you develop your curricula? 

• Please describe how effective you feel the curriculum is. 

• Who do you partner with to ensure your lessons are effective? 

• How do you elicit student feedback about your classes? 

• Why did you choose this program to teach in? 

• How do you make content accessible to your students? 

• What is the most challenging part of your job? 

• What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

• How do you work with other program partners to reach your instructional objectives? 

• How do you assess your students? 

• In what way/s could this program better serve students? 

 I recorded a one-hour interview with Cherry, the IFS instructor, and another with 

Heather, the healthcare instructor, during the semester.  I was able to regularly conduct shorter, 
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informal interviews with Cherry because I was in her classroom on most days, and was thus able 

to obtain more detailed descriptions over time. 

College Personnel Interviews 

 Deans, coordinators, workforce development caseworkers, instructors, and tutors, are key 

personnel with whom I conducted formal and semiformal interviews.  As these subjects played 

key roles in the program’s division of labor, it was important to elicit their perspectives on how 

the program unfolded, particularly with regard to collaboration vis-à-vis their respective 

resources and power relationships.  I elicited how stakeholders viewed the collaborative process 

(sharing, conferring, communicating).  To that end, I probed each partner’s view of collaboration 

(Batt, Bauer, Jensen, Wann, & Westfall, 1999) in terms of meeting their common objectives, and 

in terms of best preparing students to move beyond a subordinated habitus in hierarchical 

relationships that socialize students into menial jobs (Cooke, 2006) devoid of critical needs 

analysis (Benesch, 1996).  I paid close attention to the views of these administrative (nonstudent) 

stakeholders, in order to understand their view of how partners’ respective power and resources 

impacts on the program’s overall objectives (Tajino, James, & Kijima, 2005).  The following 

questions were included in the interview protocol for program personnel:  

Sample Interview Questions 

How is the term going so far? 
 
What are your biggest challenges? 
 
In what ways do you collaborate with other 
stakeholders in and out of the college? 
 
How would you characterize those 
collaborations? 
 

How do you determine and attempt to meet 
students’ long-term needs? 
 
How do you work with others to help students 
overcome the challenges they face? 
 
With whom do you confer to incorporate 
critical literacy into the curriculum? 
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 In the case of the instructor, the career specialist, and the coordinator, with whom I had 

daily contact, I also conducted informal (semistructured) interviews.  I scheduled sessions 

according to interviewees’ convenience.  With administrators, I attempted to learn how they find 

ways to overcome a myriad of obstacles (such as funding, gate-keeping assessments, and 

professional marginalization) by collaboratively (and individually) drawing on and leveraging 

the power and resources available to them. 

Industry Partner Interviews   

 I also conducted interviews with supervisors in four worksites associated with the VESL 

Program.  My purpose was to understand how industry personnel (either coworkers or 

supervisors) worked together to ensure that the learning environment was meeting students’ 

stated objectives.  By learning how such personnel attend to learners’ needs in context by making 

content accessible (via modifying speech, gesticulating, or other scaffolding efforts), I was able 

to more clearly identify the collaborative processes in which VESL trainers engage.  My further 

aim at internships was to study whether and how, in a social space, students became inculcated in 

a particular habitus, as expressed in the cultural and social norms and practices of a particular job 

site (such as clocking in, performing routine tasks while learning new ones, and acquiring 

language of the workplace to communicate with others effectively) as they learn these new 

behaviors either explicitly or implicitly with the help of others. 

Observations 

 Below I describe the various contexts in which I collected data. 

 Classroom Instruction 

 This VESL Program does not offer team-taught instruction.  That being the case, the 

VESL instructor, a key informant in this study, did not confer with any college staff with 

expertise in food service content.  As a result, my observations focused on classes she taught 
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independently.  As she went about the instructional tasks at hand, she provided a critical lens 

through which I examined collaborative processes that she engaged in with the coordinator, the 

tutor, and the career specialist.  Through interviews and observations, I saw how staff 

collaborated as they leveraged power and resources, and how the respective partners contended 

with them.  Understanding the degree to which instructors were conscious agents of change with 

regard to their social role (and power) in the VESL Program informed my study, which is framed 

by the notions of habitus and social and cultural capital.  Interviews, emails, and two planning 

meetings shed light on how lessons are planned and taught; they also revealed how language, 

technical, and job search content were integrated.   Observing the nature of teaching materials 

(authenticity of texts and realia) also widened my lens into the teaching process.  I observed 

classes daily, 4 days a week (Monday through Thursday) for 3 hours (1:00 to 4:00 p.m.); such 

observation provided an opportunity to see how collaborative practices unfold in and out of the 

classroom.  I examined how the instructor adjusted her lessons to meet learners’ stated 

educational and occupational needs.   

College Staff Meetings  

I observed and recorded two college staff meetings.  The first, which occurred the second week 

of class, centered on program orientation, the economy, and program procedures and was 

attended by two instructors, three tutors, the coordinator, the career specialist, and myself.   

The second, which occurred one month into the program, centered on refocusing the curriculum 

toward job-search preparation, and was attended by the IFS instructor, the IFS tutor, the 

coordinator, the career specialist, and myself.   

 Examining such a collaborative context lends itself to understanding ways in which 

participants view their respective strengths and weaknesses, resources (beyond financial or 

material), risks, and trust.  Meetings (which sometimes included group emails) were a critical 
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venue for ongoing planning, trouble-shooting and formatively assessing how students’ needs 

were met.  Therefore, witnessing how stakeholders interact to share and leverage knowledge and 

resources in order to problem solve, plan, and ultimately meet the program’s objectives, was 

important to my study.  It was by looking closely at how participants collectively shared their 

respective expertise, power, and resources that I could understand the processes at work.  As 

each stakeholder brought to the program varying degrees of social and cultural capital and the 

power derived thereof, I examined how each participant’s role affected the planning, trouble-

shooting and decision-making processes. 

Internships   

 Because the internship is so germane to the curriculum and learning process, I 

accompanied the cohort on extensive tours of two industrial kitchens at internship sites that have 

a history of providing internships and jobs to VESL students.  My purpose was to identify the 

learners’ language requirements in the setting they were preparing to work in.   This process, 

known as target situation analysis (TSA), involved a critical understanding of contextual 

language functions and their incorporation (after determining relevant gaps in students’ 

knowledge) into the syllabus (Long, 2005).  As described earlier, internships on this VESL 

training took place in commercial settings: hospitals, schools, nursing/retirement homes and 

retail settings.  Observing workers in their target situation provided me with an instrumental 

opportunity to closely examine the linguistic, pragmatic, and social competencies at play.  

Without such a contextualized element of needs analysis, there can be a mismatch between what 

is taught and what is needed to be learned, unfortunately rendering the enterprise inadequate at 

meeting students’ needs (Duff, et al., 2002; Jasso-Aguilar, 1999). 
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Field Notes   

 As an integral part of my study, I took regular ethnographic field notes.  This procedure 

took the form of typing observations in my laptop during class, writing notes, or audio recording 

a memo shortly after speaking with an informant, and writing analytic memos (Hammersley & 

Atkinson, 1995; Lofland & Lofland, 1995), in which I reflected on verbal and written 

correspondences as well as observations.  Writing analytic field notes provided a context for me 

to be introspective about my surroundings, what I witnessed and considered, as I identified 

relevant themes and contradictions that emerged.  The insights derived from this process allowed 

me to adjust and focus my study accordingly. 

Student Narratives     

 Learners are critical sources of program data (Posavak & Carey, 1997).  Because needs 

analysis is so germane to adult learners, particularly in ESP (Duff, et al., 2002; Holliday, 1995; 

Jasso-Aguilar, 1999; Long, 2005), it was important to determine, on an ongoing basis, whether 

and how students felt the program was effective in meeting their needs.  Narratives, then, can 

open a space wherein instruction can potentially be tailored and syllabi can potentially be 

negotiated as necessary (West, 1994).   Such an approach to needs analysis can potentially 

contribute toward learner-centered curricula (Auerbach, 1992).   

 I invited the students to voluntarily record their learning experience while participating in 

the program.  To that end, I gave each student a special notebook and assured students they were 

welcome to use L1 for this purpose.  I provided the following prompts: 

• What is your goal in the VESL Program? 

• What was your biggest surprise at your internship today? 

• Please describe your IFS learning experience so far.   What are the best/worst parts? 

• Where do you imagine yourself five years from now?  Ten? 
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• What are your thoughts about the job search experience so far? 

The cohort understood that their participation in the journal activity was strictly voluntary.   All 

students agreed to respond to the prompts, and did so in their native language.  I translated the 

Spanish speakers’ entries, and hired professional Amharic, Vietnamese, and Russian translators 

to translate the Ethiopian, Vietnamese, and Russian students’ entries, respectively. 

 Jackson (2004) asserts that having students reflect on their experience provides a way to 

understand a program’s impact.  By providing students another venue for expressing their 

opinions and feelings about the program, I aimed to learn how they viewed themselves and their 

role in the educational partnership.  That is, this component of my study sought to elicit how 

students’ saw themselves as agentive in their learning process and, by extension, in the 

vocational field they were attempting to become a member of and beyond, in the society to 

which they have immigrated.  I sought to uncover how students view their own newly acquired 

social, linguistic, and cultural capital and thus symbolic power, which may or may not have 

changed as a result of their program participation.  How each student considered her potentially 

shifting habitus in the program (and beyond) may shed light on her potentially shifting role as a 

VESL stakeholder.  In sum, I elicited students’ narratives about their program experience via 

journal entries on a semiweekly basis by asking them to respond to prompts such as those 

indicated above. 

 By undertaking formative needs analysis (Dudley-Evans & John, 1998), I hoped to 

ascertain how students felt the program was meeting their needs throughout the course of their 

training, up to and including job placement.  The study’s focus was on collaboration, power, and 

agency.  The program’s hierarchy reflected varying degrees of social, cultural, and linguistic 

capital that each stakeholder brought to it, with students residing at the bottom.  I therefore 

designed prompts that would get students to reveal how their linguistic, cultural and social 
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capital (either lack thereof or currently being gradually acquired) affected the processes they 

were engaged in. 

Data Analysis  

 A thorough, protracted content analysis of each group of data provided a systematic tool 

for organizing, coding and sub-coding the various types of data I collected and recorded (in 

meetings, interviews, classrooms and internships, as described).  According to Tischer, et al. 

(2000), at the heart of content analysis is a system of categories, which are well-developed 

definitions of variables related to a particular research problem.  Content analysis thus helped me 

to systematically cull through the data, and code and assign categories.  As this is a qualitative 

study and the data often overlapped and contradicted, I understood that the nature of data 

analysis would be multi-layered and textured, and that it would occur over time.   

Program Texts 

 Undertaking content analysis of texts such as the program description, student and faculty 

notices, and the college mission, shed light on the program’s context as well as communicative 

practices (Titscher, Meyer, Wodak, & Vetter, 2000).  By analyzing how various program texts 

are structured and utilized, I was able to get a view of the social processes and ideologies 

underlying them (Wetherell, Taylor, & Yates, 2001).  Content analysis of the language employed 

across a variety of program texts such as inter- and intra-agency correspondences and curriculum 

was particularly useful in uncovering the characteristics of collaborative practices.  Upon closer 

readings of these program texts I identified pragmatic linguistic functions such as intentions, 

instructions, requests, and notices, which served to elucidate how power was represented among 

various stakeholders and how the program was administered.  At times such a closer textual 

analysis lent itself to understanding respective partners’ habiti as reflected in their routinized 

roles via a variety of program texts.  I analyzed how such authoritative texts were organized in 
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order to understand how respective members’ social and cultural capital affected the 

relationships among program stakeholders as well as how power affected the dynamics of the 

entity.  I therefore chose some representative texts for this purpose as will be described later in 

more detail. 

Classroom and Internship Observations 

 This collection of data took the form of observational and reflective field notes.  I 

examined agentive and collaborative interactions and power relations in particular.  I also 

examined aspects of needs analysis.  As I coded, I listed lexical items (verbs and nouns) denoting 

a range of collaborative practices in which participants engaged.  I chose verbs and nouns 

because practices can be described in the form of classroom activity.  I examined particular 

topics, ideas and themes (Silverman, 2001), identifying classroom practices framed by needs 

analyses (how students’ stated and perceived educational and occupational needs were being met 

with particular activities as well as to what extent students played a role in getting those needs 

met).  Content analysis allowed me to systematically identify the degree to which collaborative 

practices occurred and power and resources were leveraged, and enabled me to examine the data 

and establish the frequency that particular topics, ideas, themes, and contradictions emerged 

(Silverman, 2001).  Examples of this method included how and whether types of content and 

linguistic activities were integrated, as well as how and whether students raised issues and got 

them resolved.  Analyzing interactions between the teaching staff and students shed light on how 

participants’ respective power and resources bore on the program activities.  Data derived in that 

context allowed me to analyze how dynamics of the social, cultural, and symbolic capital that is 

concentrated in industry unfold and, ultimately, how such dynamics influenced students’ habiti 

as they became steeped in the norms and practices of their internship and incipient employment. 
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 Given that a variety of activities took place in classrooms and internships, I performed 

the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), wherein I noted similarities and 

differences in the data that allowed me to identify, define, and refine sub-categories.  Following 

Hammersley’s and Atkinson’s (1995) suggestion, I also took note of several contradictions and 

overlap.  Content analyses thus allowed me to systematically code data as well as to characterize 

needs analysis and collaboration in a qualitative way.  It also allowed me to see how, over time 

and through collaboration, students strove to acquire new linguistic, social, cultural, and 

symbolic capital that ultimately affected their program outcomes. 

College Staff Meetings 

 An important site for investigating collaborative stakeholder processes was that of 

stakeholder meetings.  I identified and teased out emerging relevant themes through content 

analysis of those meetings I attended, observed, recorded, and later transcribed.  I was interested 

to see how stakeholders’ respective power bore on characteristics of the stakeholder team.   

Taking notice of who got and held the floor during discussions, what the tone of the meetings 

were, whose voice and opinions were ultimately heard and respected, as well as the role 

stakeholders’ respective capital played in meetings, shed light into how such partnerships 

function. 

 Saville-Troike (2003, p. 110) provides a useful framework for analyzing such 

conversation by providing a list of relevant communicative components, such as genre, topic, 

function, key (emotional tone), participants’ demographics, message form and content, as well as 

rules for interaction and norms of interpretation.  By considering these discrete elements I 

identified emerging themes and patterns that allowed me to analyze ways in which stakeholders 

respectively interact during the meetings in a more nuanced way.  By observing and capturing 
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such naturally occurring data, I uncovered how power was represented and unfolded during 

meetings and how participants’ respective capital affected the collaborative processes. 

Stakeholder Interviews 

 As interviews with program participants were often unstructured, except for the formal 

session described earlier in this chapter, there was a trove of powerful data to mine that was 

laden with ideological viewpoints (MacLure, 2003).   I culled this group of data for relevant 

themes by performing a content analysis.  I shed light on how stakeholders’ respective levels of 

power and prestige unfolded throughout the course of study and impacted the ways participants 

attended to various programmatic topics.   Fairclough (2001) points to the discursive practice 

that connects text and social practice.  That is, by critically analyzing stakeholders’ comments I 

was able to shed light on ideologies and biases.  Concepts such as symbolic violence are 

particularly useful for understanding how discourses (of tests, education, business, civil rights, 

immigration, work and language) have bearing on NNSs participation in job training.  As such, I 

paid attention to how speakers used verbs, agents, and rhetoric to articulate academic 

considerations such as collaborative initiatives and students’ needs.  I also critically analyzed 

how social relationships or phenomena were embedded in stakeholders’ utterances.  I keyed into 

higher-level semantic relations such as cause and effect, and problem/solution.   

Student Narratives 

 Students’ journal entries provided a critical perspective to my study; as such I performed 

a content analysis to identify, code and sub-code the patterns that emerged.  I then further culled 

these data to determine how language ideologies and values imbue beliefs and social practices 

related to their own learning experiences.  I was particularly interested to understand how 

students’ participation in training has affected their habitus.  Through these students’ narratives, I 

gleaned how learners view training experience and skill proficiencies impacted their lives by 
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providing access into arenas previously inaccessible.  Such analysis, which can uncover how 

power was represented, lent itself to analyzing the degree to which these often-silent 

stakeholders challenged the status quo’s language ideologies, thereby informing policies that 

directly affect them, and began to consider a new set of social dispositions for themselves.  Such 

theoretical analysis of student narratives provided a lens through which to view how language 

instruction may have contributed to students' particular social processes with regard to acquiring 

(at least some of) the skills necessary to obtain sustainable employment and, through the building 

of new social and cultural capital, to thus, potentially, alter their social status (Benesch, 1999; 

Blackledge, 2004; Fairclough, 2001; Titscher, et al., 2000).  

Reliability and Validity 

 Reliability and validity may be considered to be relevant criteria primarily in quantitative 

research; however, there is a need, when undertaking qualitative research, to substantiate the 

trustworthiness of one’s claims (Seale, 1999; Silverman, 2001).  By collecting and triangulating 

different types of data from different sources, my study aims to minimize threats to reliability 

and validity in the following ways. 

Reliability 

 Reliability can be defined as the degree of consistency that instances are systematically 

assigned to the same category, either by the same observer during multiple instances or by 

different observers (Hammersley, 1992).  My study attempts to answer my research questions 

with data derived from a variety of sources, facilitating triangulation and drawing connections 

between the responses (Wetherell, et al., 2001).  This process helped to minimize bias and to 

develop new lines of inquiry.  One of the potential pitfalls of my study’s reliability was  

inaccuracy in my personal observations.  To assuage this potential, I was as diligent as possible 

to be as accurate as I could be while I recorded what I saw by systematically recording and 
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transcribing field notes using field conventions for this purpose (Kirk & Miller, 1986).  In this 

way, I indicated my recording conditions and processes by employing a systematic protocol 

geared toward minimizing inconsistencies and inaccuracies, and, thus, threats to reliability.  

Whenever possible, I used a tape recorder and transcribed as soon afterwards as I could.  This 

method afforded me the opportunity to concurrently begin data analysis as I continued data 

collection and to adjust my study as salient themes emerged and contradicted one another. 

 Another threat to reliability was the potential for me to reflect my own biases and 

interests in the data I recorded, either through observations or analytic memos.  My strategy for 

mitigating this potential weakness was to do regular “check-ins,” which consisted of a conscious 

effort to double check whether, indeed, what I recorded actually reflected the data I was 

capturing or if it was subjective.  The analytic memos served as useful context within which I 

strove for accuracy in this regard.    

Validity 

 Validity refers to the degree that an account accurately represents the social phenomena 

to which it refers (Hammersley, 1990).  Validity also refers to the degree to which research 

diverges from anecdotal evidence and deals with contrary cases (Silverman, 2001).  One of the 

most significant threats to my study’s validity was, ironically, that of my own presence affecting 

my subjects’ behavior.  The degree to which this occurred would have affected the veracity of 

the collaborative processes I investigated.  To minimize this potential weakness, I played the role 

of participant observer whenever possible.  In this way, over time, I became familiar to the 

various stakeholders (in and out of the classroom) and my presence thus became more that of an 

insider, and participants behaved more routinely and not as if a stranger were in their midst.  For 

example, my presence in the classroom was justified by my role as a tutor.  In this way, students 

were accustomed to having me there.  I assisted the coordinator with administrative duties, so 
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that my presence during stakeholder meetings was not as awkward, and partners behaved more 

naturally.   To be sure, there were instances, as I will describe, when my presence or intervention 

may have impacted events.  However, whenever that occurred, I weighed the potential of any 

negative consequences against the potential benefits and, using my best judgment, proceeded 

accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 4 

VESL PROGRAM PAST AND CURRENT HISTORY 

 This study examines salient aspects of a specific VESL training program that was 

launched and implemented in 1999 to address the needs of immigrant learners who were eligible 

for training but could not access the existing programs designed for native English speakers.  

This chapter describes how, by responding to layoffs of NNSs in the community, staff at an 

urban college struggled in a discursive and recursive field to create, launch, and sustain a 

potentially meaningful training program so immigrants can enter the workforce and earn a 

sustainable wage.  It details how staff exhaustively expend tremendous effort to help NNSs gain 

access to, and successfully complete, an educational opportunity that would be impossible 

otherwise.  Yet, as I will describe, this opportunity remains constrained.  Powerful institutions 

commit symbolic violence by reinforcing a status quo wherein immigrant ELLs as a 

marginalized group, remain in low wage, often dead-end jobs.  In a myriad of ways staff 

struggle, through collective practice, to provide immigrants with linguistic, social, and cultural 

capital that they can then convert into economic capital in the form of jobs, or social capital in 

the forms of connections to expand social networks.  This lofty process, however, yields learners 

with low earnings and virtually no systematic opportunity to chart more promising vocational 

trajectories, effectively reproducing an inequitable social hierarchy. 

 To fully understand how the VESL Program functions in 2009, this chapter provides a 

chronologic overview of what I learned through interviews and observation, and highlights key 

ways that a variety of stakeholders operate in – and out of- their respective habiti so NNSs can 

acquire linguistic, cultural, and social capital they need to navigate the U.S. workforce.   It 

presents relevant aspects of collaboration, power, and agency during the program’s inception, 

development, and implementation.  Providing such historical details germane to collaborative 
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stakeholder practices situates this investigation in a social, educational, and political context 

within which to understand how the VESL Program came into being and how, because of 

ideological, political, and institutional forces that bear on it, the program unintentionally 

contributes to reproducing social inequality.   Today this process manifests in a discursive shift 

away from lifelong learning pathways and toward one of quick placement into pools of low wage 

labor.  

Establishing a VESL Program consists of challenging the status quo in the community 

college, and beyond, which until then had not offered NNSs any vocational training 

opportunities.  Developing curriculum with partners in and out of the college, establishing long- 

lasting ties with industry, recruiting and empowering students to take initiative to meet their 

objectives, comprise much of the processes detailed herein.  These processes are typically 

fraught with funding inequities, staff, program, and student marginalization, as well as the 

college’s resistance to systemic change.  Some of these difficulties, through the relentless 

determination of a handful of dedicated individuals, are overcome; others remain.   

Immigrants Marginalized with No Training Opportunities 

 The VESL Program at PNCC began in 1999 as a response to widespread layoffs as a 

result of companies going off shore, affecting over two thousand jobs in the region.  Many of the 

displaced workers were immigrants who spoke languages other than English (i.e. Vietnamese, 

Spanish, Arabic).  At the time, there were no established mechanisms to address the educational 

needs of such insipient learners, even though their “displaced worker” status qualified them for 

$10,000 worth of retraining through the North American Fair Trade Act (NAFTA).  Theresa, one 

of the program creators, recounts that The Department of Labor (DOL) issued a “Rapid 

Response Team” to apprise affected workers of their options.  However, presentations about 

those options occurred in English, rendering the newly unemployed workers uninformed about 
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potential avenues they might pursue.  According to Kristin, the dean responsible for the regional 

Dislocated Worker Program (DWP), which assisted the laid-off workers, the VESL Program 

started because the college could not get NNSs into traditional, academic credit programs, 

whether in Career and Educational Technology or General Education classes.  To be eligible for 

training funds from the DOL, programs must prepare learners to work in jobs that are in demand 

in specific, local communities.  High demand jobs in the labor market are those positions which 

are most robustly filled due to industry’s demand for them.  As a result of the likeliness of being 

hired after training, WIA approves funds for those who qualify to undertake training in only 

those jobs.  By channeling students into specific slots in the labor market, the college functions 

as a mediator between students’ and industry’s needs.  In this way, dominant corporate structures 

external to the school, exert their influence to prepare working-class students into human capital 

that most precisely serves the status quo.  Powerful ideological forces, such as “English only” 

also bear on policies that affect how immigrants, via their language and culture, remain 

marginalized (Pavlenko, 2002).  So, in conjunction with the DOL and a local healthcare 

provider, the community college stepped up to serve the needs of these workers who were 

eligible for significant sums of training money.  Theresa, the program’s first coordinator, 

explains, “We had to [implement it] because we had nothing.  We had to literally change the way 

that the community colleges did training; they had never spent this kind of money on immigrants 

before” (Interview October 22, 2008). 

 One of the first trainings the Career Pathways Program staff created was for a student 

cohort of ten, mostly Southeast Asians.  Pauline was an instructor charged with creating and 

implementing a new curriculum.  She describes how a warm partnership developed with the 

manager of the Pharmacy Packaging department at a major regional healthcare provider, in part, 
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because as an immigrant herself, she was sympathetic to the workers’ exceptional life 

circumstances: 

Sally is… Lebanese.  And she hired these Vietnamese guys because [the company] just 

fell in love with them [the workers]; they’re great guys, they had been detained in the re-

education camps because they had assisted the US military and they barely survived, you 

know, and then they did (Interview January 13, 2009). 

Of note, nine of this original cohort remain employed in Pharmacy Packaging and two are 

preparing for retirement.  Pauline, the former instructor, does not overstate the impact Sally, the 

Pharmacy supervisor, has had on the students’ lives.  During interviews with several of this 

initial cohort, former students state: 

S1:  We love here [our job] and we love our manager, she’s very, very nice, 

 she treat everybody very nice.   She’s wonderful lady. 

S2:  She help a lot. 

S3:  She love us.  (Focus Group December 3, 2008) 
 
Indeed, these former VESL participants are now relatively better off than today’s VESL cohorts.  

The former students earn almost $20 per hour and receive top of the line employee benefits 

whereas today’s cohorts are lucky to start at $10 per hour; few, if any receive benefits because of 

industry’s ubiquitous trend towards hiring part time employees.  Yet, what both cohorts have in 

common is that they are in dead-end jobs.  As will be detailed later, some of the female workers 

express a desire to pursue further schooling and progress further in the workforce.  But due to 

gendered constraints of raising their families, they cannot afford to invest time or money into 

their further professional development.  Their children’s needs–education or otherwise—come 

ahead of their own.  In this way, gender factors into immigrant NNSs habiti, and concomitant 

exclusion from access to opportunities they imagine for themselves.  Without socially- 
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constructed institutional support to empower them to delve out of that disposition, gender plays a 

role in their subordination. 

Curriculum Development 

 Collaborating with industry was integral to the process of curriculum development.  

Pauline’s first job was to connect with managers and to form a relationship so that they learned 

to trust her.  During interviews she ascertained what skills their workers needed.  Specifically, 

she asked them what types of tasks a new employee would need to know how to do.  What they 

told her informed the curriculum (Holliday, 1995).   From the Pharmacy Packaging Department, 

she learned that workers needed to make certain trays, and to be able to put them in order.  Sally, 

the Pharmacy manager, details the tasks that she conveyed to Pauline: 

….assembling the final package which includes scanning the bottles, folding and 

inserting paperwork, they have to have minimal kind of Windows capabilities, …. they 

have to be able to match name against the computer to make sure that we have the correct 

patient.  (Interview December 3, 2008)  

 The very nature of ESP is that it is geared to the needs of the learner (Dudley-Evans, 

1997).  To that end, within the program’s scope, curriculum developers observed workplace 

settings first hand to determine what skills and language learners would need to be successful in 

their incipient jobs (Bosher & Smalkoski, 2002).  This initial needs analysis consisted of 

gathering mainstream instructional materials and tailoring them for English language learners 

(ELLs).  This process was integral to creating and delivering relevant content.  Determining 

students’ levels and meeting them has been less transparent to the needs analysis process.  As she 

developed the curriculum, Pauline watched the job being performed so that she could “see with 

her own eyes” exactly what tasks students were required to perform so she could best determine 
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how and what to teach.  She then went through ESL texts and developed games and classroom 

activities.  

 Danielle, a veterinarian steeped in the language of science, who had recently earned her 

MA in TESOL, created the healthcare and direct care curricula in its early days.  Integral to that 

process was collaborating with another ESL instructor.  They worked with a preexisting, 

mainstream curriculum for a multitude of jobs in the healthcare field.  Their goal was to create a 

program tailored to assisted living facility caregivers.  For instance, some students learned how 

to do surgical sterilization in their internships as well in their VESL classes.  Danielle and the 

ESL instructor identified skills that caregivers need by visiting assisted living facilities and 

talking with managers about what they were looking for in their caregivers.  They then tailored 

the mainstream, general healthcare training to make it more specific to their needs.  In addition, 

the curriculum was informed from experience they had had personally in the care-giving fields as 

far as family members being in assisted living and nursing facilities.  They pored through texts 

designed for caregivers and determined the language skills and content that caregivers needed 

and then developed a curriculum around the communicative skills that workers need to be 

effective in their duties.  The multi-step process proved quite time consuming, something that 

staff had not anticipated.   

 Katrina, VESL Coordinator during its initial expansion into other training areas, 

describes how staff worked with other entities to develop the healthcare curriculum.  Partners 

consisted of a group centered at the Workforce Training Center and two employers, one which 

has several assisted living facilities and a number of residential care facilities, and another which 

has two large facilities:  a nursing home and an assisted living center.   Skilled healthcare 

workers served as curriculum development advisors.  VESL instructors met with employers to 

ascertain requirements for entry-level, direct-care workers and then identified what components 
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they would need to present in the curriculum.  This partnership was a consortium of 

professionals including stakeholders like Danielle, the former instructor, who helped with 

individual segments by filling out the curriculum with activities and lesson plans.   

Collaborative College Partnerships 

 The college has also been tied to nearby Mountain Community College (MCC), since the 

inception of VESL, during the wave of massive layoffs and English language learners accessing 

trainings through their NAFTA benefits.  Katrina describes the partnership with MCC which was 

also developing training programs to serve immigrants involved in the Dislocated Worker 

Program (DWP).  There was a network of partners in collaboration with MCC’s workforce 

development program.  Partners attended monthly meetings where personnel from both colleges 

worked under the DWP umbrella.  Coordinators and deans would strategize ways to develop 

their respective training programs so as not to overlap.  Respecting each other’s turf in this way 

allowed the two colleges to provide students with a broad range of training options that would 

provide access to many entry-level positions. 

 In an interview describing multiple components of curriculum development, Katrina, a 

former coordinator, describes the program’s need to work with governmental agencies in order 

for students to be in compliance with industry-wide regulations.  One salient component of 

finding qualified direct care workers is to determine all steps integral to the hiring process:   

One piece was the criminal background check.  As a result, the program established ties 

with the state police to facilitate a direct care worker profile in order for to them to 

perform criminal backgrounds checks for those students that were interested in taking the 

training.  The collaboration also extended to the County Health Division because students 

needed to be screened for TB (Interview January 30, 2009).    
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The initiative thus consisted of a community effort with regulatory agencies to prepare a pool of 

ready workers for the assisted living industry.   To that end, this curricular component, which the 

state sanctions if not outright mandates as a condition for funding, focuses primarily on meeting 

industry’s economic needs.  Thus the school serves as a mediator between an array of political 

and market driven institutions to ensure students’ compliance with all existing codes, effectively 

reinforcing the status quo.  This mechanism also reinforces the existing hierarchy of power since 

society can thus use such programs to direct workers into jobs that need to be filled. 

 These brief accounts, as recounted by college and industry staff involved at the time, 

highlight the context and particular ways in which the dean, the coordinators, and the instructors 

developed a program over several years to serve NNSs who would not have been served 

otherwise.  Today, many of the partnerships and most of the curricula still exist, albeit with 

modifications made to address particular personnel and workplace changes.  What follows is a 

description of how instructors today implement the established curriculum.  

IFS Training:  Off to a Running Start, with Tenacity, Good Will, and Luck 

 Through its opaque funding practices the DOL externally imposes program constraints.   

College staff consequently work within a compressed timeline, often tirelessly, to make sure that 

curriculum delivery matches students’ needs that correspond to their learning process as it 

unfolds.  Initially, this procedure comprised of consulting with regulatory and industry partners 

in the health field to determine what learners would need to function on the job.   The 

pedagogical goal, therefore, mirrors an externally driven hierarchical corporate structure.  Over 

the VESL Program’s ten-year history, this process consisted of creating and implementing a 

handful of additional training opportunities.  Currently, the program delivers three trainings:  

Healthcare, food service, and office skills.  Staff continue to collaborate with one another to 

deliver content and engage students in their job search process.  This effort persists in spite of the 
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program’s precarious stability, which hangs in the balance of a myriad of variables and obstacles, 

and characterizes much of how it currently functions.   

 Just as with the launching of the maiden VESL Program’s Pharmacy Packaging training, 

the IFS training unfolds amidst turmoil, quick wittedness, serious dedication, and lucky stars.  

Stella, the coordinator, is nimble in her ability to cope with circumstances that are constantly in 

flux.  Indeed, dominant economic forces operate to shape the educational process. Although such 

forces, which bubble over the surface, are invisible, they tacitly control the program’s 

framework.  She contends with securing funding and sufficient student enrollment (by reaching 

out to community partners and conducting information sessions) to justify running the training.  

She also struggles to comply with unclear qualification criteria.  She does all this while hiring an 

adjunct instructor at the last minute because the previous hire could not accept the position (a 20-

year veteran teacher had recently retired and had hoped to teach the IFS which was a part time 

position; however, she learned that doing so would jeopardize receipt of her retirement benefits, 

so she declined the position).  This 11th hour hiring snag, which occurs just before taking a long 

planned vacation, results in delaying the program’s start date one week, setting off a series of 

careening chain reactions that characterize how the program would unfold to the semester’s end.   

Despite the threat of funding cuts and potential IFS ineligibility, Stella consistently instructs 

workforce development colleagues to send prospective students to Information Sessions, even 

though it remains unclear that money will be available for the program to run.   

 Information sessions, which begin six weeks prior to the program’s scheduled start date, 

consist of a PowerPoint presentation to prospective students at various locations throughout the 

city, explaining the program’s purpose: 

• To introduce nonnative English speakers to entry-level jobs in the food service industry.  
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• To improve work-related skills in order to get a job in food service (communication, job-

readiness skills, specific work-related skills, and some computer skills). 

• To get connected to employers in the food service field through field trips, internships, 

and job leads. 

In addition, students take the CASAS reading test.  As will be examined more fully later, the 

program’s purpose, to introduce ELLs into entry-level jobs is stated up front, yet does not jibe 

with students’ imagined trajectories of one day becoming professional cooks.  Unfortunately, 

program constraints, and perhaps, a resultant shortsightedness, preclude staff from engaging with 

students about developing a plan to achieve their long-range goals.  VESL’s goal, then, is to 

channel learners into the bottom rung of the corporate ladder with the hope of upward mobility.  

Yet, as I will describe, with no established career pathway for learners to follow, the program 

unintentionally reproduces the social inequities that it paradoxically struggles to mitigate through 

its training program. 

Recruitment, Information, and Intake Sessions 

 Most often, the college recruits students who are involved in the workforce development 

system.  Prospective students are typically unemployed and receiving unemployment benefits.  A 

local immigrant and refugee community based organization (CBO) provides new arrivals 

assistance in their initial adjustment such as finding housing and a pre-training program.  There 

the director explains, “What we are talking about [is] pre-training….of the huge number of 

people out there who need a short, 4, 6, 8 week pre-training to get into the trainings” (Interview 

October 22, 2008, emphasis added).  Therefore, CBO stakeholders who serve immigrants and 

refugees have a protocol for getting recent arrivals up to speed so they can potentially access 

training opportunities.  Workforce development staff then find ways to serve such ELLs who 

want training by helping them to navigate the workforce system, counseling them about 
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upcoming training opportunities, and mentoring them through the educational and job searching 

processes.   

 After conducting the information/intake sessions, Stella, the coordinator, contacts each 

prospective student’s workforce development employment specialist.  Once she determines that 

funds are approved, she then schedules intake interviews.  This interview comprises part of the 

screening process, and consists of questions such as: What’s your most recent job?  Do you have 

any travel plans?  Why do you want to take this training?  What are your job goals (short and 

long term)?  What is your availability?   

 Childcare is notoriously a barrier for ESL students to attend class (Kourtizin, 2000).  

Stella therefore finds ways to provide support along those lines by letting prospective students 

know potential resources they can access.  Yet it is unclear how students will be able to leverage 

such support as they seek employment.  After the intake interview, the coordinator sends out 

acceptance letters and arranges the registration meeting.  There she guides students through a 

packet of forms, explains the internship and the job search processes, as well as reminds them all 

about the requirements they are signing up for as part of the training.  Students thus enter into a 

contract that plays a role in creating a community in a short term ESL environment (Martinsen, 

1990). 

 As will be described in more detail later, the IFS program was in jeopardy of not running 

due to funding uncertainties.  Fortunately, the dean was able to overcome these obstacles.  Yet, 

the precarious funding stream, combined with a late start, makes for a very shaky beginning to 

the semester. 

IFS Instruction 

 Students must become steeped in the language and customs of their internships and, soon 

thereafter, their jobs.  All stakeholders, college staff and, especially students, are keenly aware 
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how important English proficiency is for social mobility.  Indeed, linguistic capital becomes a 

potentially powerful tool as learners attempt to enter new social spaces that can impact their 

relative position in the corporate hierarchy (Bourdieu, 1977).  The more they know, the better 

they can communicate and reach into new social spaces they would not have legitimately been 

able to approach without control over dominant linguistic forms.  This concept holds true for 

cultural capital, which is the knowledge of norms and procedures that individuals can possess to 

give them a legitimate status in a particular social field, in this case an industrial kitchen or, more 

broadly, the food service industry.  The goal is to convert this newly acquired capital into 

economic capital as students proceed to the job search component of the program.  Learning the 

dominant language and cultural codes, or at least having a better command of them, also serves 

the status quo, which needs a continual supply of workers at the bottom of a hierarchical division 

of labor.  

 To ensure incipient workers who will be handling food understand and can comply with 

sanitation and safety regulations, the state requires of the food industry that all employees obtain 

a Food Handler’s Card.  To obtain this credential, prospective employees must pass an online 

multiple-choice test, which is offered in several languages.  To that end, the county publishes a 

training manual, in multiple languages, which specifies the content students need to learn to pass 

the test.  College staff administers the computer-based exam in the computer lab.  On the second 

day of class, the coordinator distributes the manual in all the students’ respective languages: 

Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese, and Chinese—except for two Ethiopian women whose native 

language is Amharic.  Had they wished – or understood that they had an option – they could 

have gone to the Health Agency and received testing assistance (being queried with visual cues 

of the content) to take the exam in person.   
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Industry Tours 

 The curriculum includes scheduled industry tours, typically held during the second week 

of class.  Their purpose is to give students an idea of what type of setting they will be interning 

in, and later working in, as well as to further inform the curriculum about the particularities of 

specific worksites, and maintain industry ties.  Tours began with the inception of the program, at 

the healthcare facility where the original cohort of dislocated Southeast Asian workers interned 

and are still working.  There, Tanya, the company’s recruiter, recognized the need to find good 

workers to accommodate the firm’s steady growth, and suggested to Sally, the Pharmacy 

Packaging supervisor, that they “set up an internship.”    

 On the first day of class, Karen, the career specialist, distributes a handout to prepare 

students for the tours.  The handout emphasizes the appropriate clothing to wear in an industrial 

kitchen (i.e. no open toed shoes), and the appropriate language to speak:  English: 

This is not fair, but when some people see others not speaking in English, they don’t like 

it.  This is a tour, but it’s also a chance to meet with a supervisor.  So you want the 

supervisor to remember that “oh yes, that person spoke English when they did their tour.”  

(Class Notes September 29, 2008) 

To demonstrate to the managers conducting the tours that the students are engaged with the 

information being presented to them, and willing to use English to clarify details, Karen 

encourages students to ask questions.  These tours allow all to see the type of environment that 

they will be training to work in.  I accompany the students, the coordinator, the instructor, and 

the tutor on both tours and begin to absorb the tremendous amount of content that the teacher 

would be presenting and the students would be grappling to learn in the ensuing weeks.  

 The first industrial kitchen tour is of IKEA, which recently opened.  Jennifer, the kitchen 

supervisor, explains that Stella, the coordinator, contacted her shortly after the store’s opening to 
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inquire about offering students internships.  Since then, this site has provided tours, internships, 

and jobs for students. Jennifer, IKEA’s kitchen supervisor, walks everyone through each section 

of the sprawling kitchen, all along the way explaining the purpose of each cooking area (i.e. 

salads, hot foods, desserts), differentiating the various storage areas (dry, frozen, cold), and 

emphasizing the diligence with which employees are to engage in food safety in all areas.  

 The second industry kitchen tour is of a major hospital where the VESL Program has had 

a longstanding tie.  When asked how the partnership began, Jennifer, the manager, recalls that 

someone in the program took the initiative, “It’s been a long time.  Somebody just contacted me.  

And asked.”  Terry leads the tour and points to the different areas of the subterranean kitchen 

operation as well as takes students’ rehearsed questions at the end. 

Internships 

 Incorporating the internship experience into the VESL curriculum from the program’s 

outset was a key way that staff met students’ need to contextually and quickly acquire new 

language and job skills as well as to develop workplace ties.  Hands-on learning provides interns 

extremely relevant opportunities to practice speaking, to learn new vocabulary, and to acclimate 

to workplace cultural norms.  By and large, Karen, the career specialist, places students in the 

types of kitchen settings they had requested. As the term gets underway, she secures student 

internship assignments by reaching out to long established contacts in the food service 

community.  Identifying, establishing, and maintaining these coveted contacts which, in a 

shrinking economy characterized by hiring freezes and the like are becoming more and more 

competitive to maintain, is pivotal because the internships are so germane to the program’s 

contextualized curriculum. 

 Without exception, all managers emphasize that the internship provides them an 

opportunity to “test drive” potential employees.  Jennifer, kitchen manager at IKEA, sees the 
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VESL partnership as an opportunity, from a business perspective, to bring in workers to 

“basically test drive” them.  In this way, she can see how they perform.  If they were good 

employees, and Jennifer thought that they were going to work well with the company, she could 

then determine whether the company had openings, and if so, offer the student permanent 

employment. 

 By the second week of class, the topic that students endeavored to become the most 

engaged in during group discussions centers on their internship experience.  As soon as learners 

begin interning in the mornings, Cherry, the teacher, invites them to share their experiences 

through debriefings.  It is especially in these first days of their internships that students 

animatedly recount their work experience by expressing pleasure, relief, challenges, and 

sometimes posing questions for their cohorts and the instructor.  These discussions are elaborated 

on in subsequent chapters. 

 The curriculum was developed prescriptively, and teachers are expected to present 

specific lessons as they appear—in a huge white binder tabbed day by day—on a daily basis. 

This constraint sometimes poses challenges when instructors recognize a particular day’s lesson 

falls short of what students need most.  As the IFS program’s delayed start affects the training 

schedule, to best serve the students’ immediate needs, the instructor uses (and more often 

chooses to ignore) the prescribed day-to-day curriculum as she sees fit.  “The first two weeks of 

lesson plans had shifted tremendously where the site visits and food handlers test and internship 

placements were up front, so I was just pulling the most important pieces out of that manual” 

(Interview November 11, 2008).   

 The prescribed curriculum, entitled “Food Service: Dislocated Worker Program,” exists 

in a large white binder dated 2004.  Fifty-one tabs separate each day of the term.  Daily lessons 

center on food service and job search; they are titled and their purpose is explained.  The 
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instructor’s daily lessons never correspond to the curriculum’s daily assigned lessons.  Language 

learning activities in the white binder include games (“fold the line,” “making a paper cup,” 

“mind maps,” “jigsaw puzzles,” “bingo”) and aim to facilitate communicative competencies.  

Communication skills are woven into the curriculum by having students share their cultures with 

each other, coach each other, and share their feelings.  Warm up exercises consist of stretching.  

The instructor never employs these lessons due to time constraints and their pertinence to 

students’ needs outside of the classroom (i.e. in their internships or during job search).  

According to the curriculum, food service content is to be imparted in several lessons, span a few 

weeks and focus on safety (washing hands, controlling food temperature and storage), menus 

(with lists of vocabulary and games to reinforce it), and job search (defining what a good 

employee is, meeting human resource personnel, parsing recruitment ads, exploring food service 

jobs).  The instructor delivers lessons on these topics when and how she deems appropriate.  

 Therefore, as I will describe in more detail later, abandoning the program’s authorative 

text in favor of teaching—in an ad hoc manner—what the cohorts need is the VESL instructors’ 

modus operandi.  Time constraints preclude her the luxury to engage in language learning games.  

She focuses on the linguistic structures (i.e. past tense) that students needed at a given time (i.e. 

when practicing interviews that describe their job history).  While clearly operating on the fly, 

this type of reactive instruction is more responsive to students’ questions about their respective 

internships and food service.  During internship debriefings, all learners benefit from each 

others’ queries, since everyone is unsure of exactly what context they will wind up in.  So 

students appreciate the teacher’s clarification of their cohorts’ questions about various workplace 

texts, procedures, or dilemmas. 

 The initial set of vocabulary students needed to master is that of food safety.  Although 

the instructor is not steeped in this genre, and often learns the content as she teaches it, she 
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utilizes the county’s manual and focuses on parsing the content and its meaning with word lists.  

Cherry then checks for understanding by asking students to provide definitions.  Student 

discussions often generate vocabulary lessons that concentrate on their internships and job 

search. 

Pronunciation and Intonation Instruction 

 As the term gets underway, students particularly appreciate lessons that focus on 

pronunciation.  They overwhelmingly state that speaking is the most important skill they need to 

communicate effectively on the job in English, and the one they experience the most difficulty 

with. 

Grammar 

 Explicit grammar instruction comprises a very small percentage of classroom time, and 

occurs only as it relates directly to decoding some type of text that students need for their 

internships or job search.   For instance, the instructor takes advantage of class discussions, 

wherein students talk about their internship that day, to incorporate a grammar lesson.  

Tense 

 The instructor asks students to describe their internship experience and to do so in the 

past tense.  Eliciting what they had done, she writes their activities on the board in the past tense 

and students copy this in their notebooks.   

Count/Non-Count   

 In one of her few explicit grammar lessons, the instructor embeds an impromptu 

count/non-count lesson in a vocabulary and pronunciation lesson on produce.  She holds up some 

plastic food, “realia,” and asks students to indicate if it is count or non-count.  Fabiana points to 

the direct relevance of such a lesson to her internship.  “I was serving the rice for students.  You 
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no say ‘how many.’ With spoon for serving” (Class Notes October 21, 2008).  Consequently, 

there is a connection between classroom and contextual learning which reinforce one another. 

Formulaic, Canned Speech 

 Some language lessons center on drilling sentence formulae (Wray, 2008) that students 

would need in their job search phase: 

Right now, I’m looking for a food service position at a college 

Right now, I’m looking for a position as an assistant cook.  

This lesson gives students an opportunity to practice the explicit structures they need to master as 

they go about looking for employment.  The teacher presents other such contextualized lessons 

that involve chunking so students can practice their “30-second commercials” (Ellis, 2000).  The 

30-second commercial is an ongoing assignment that the instructor devises (which departs from 

the curriculum) as a strategy to develop students’ confidence for the job search phase (Mavor & 

Trayner, 2001).  “Talking about their personal qualities, talking about their goals, giving a 30 

second commercial about themselves is all consciousness raising as far as what they can bring to 

any job” (Interview November 11, 2008). 

 In this case, then, students create, develop, and then drill utterances directly pertaining to 

their history, their job preferences, and their abilities.  Such practice provides students 

opportunity to practice pronunciation of terms they ubiquitously come across that they find 

particularly challenging such as (but not limited to) dining, worked, hospital, as well as to 

become familiar with a potential format for presenting themselves to potential employers (Class 

Notes November 12, 2008).  Thus, all activities pertain to preparing students to market 

themselves in the field.  Indeed, that is what preparing their 30-second commercial is all about. 
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Computer Literacy 

 Without exception, students grasp that computer literacy adds to the cultural capital that 

they need to acquire to access and succeed in the U.S. workplace.  However, although other 

VESL training curricula at the college includes a computer component, the IFS training does not 

include any explicit computer literacy instruction.  But, students must be registered in the 

County’s Workforce Development Online Employment System in order to learn of job openings, 

as well as to navigate the internet for job opportunities, and often apply for them online.  

Therefore, the instructor takes the initiative to teach students basic computer literacy.  “The more 

that I give them the tools, like the computer skills the more that I am weaving the critical literacy 

into the curriculum” (Interview November 11, 2008).  Such teacher initiatives will be elaborated 

upon in following chapters. 

Shifting Emphasis from IFS Content to Job Search Conventions 

 Approximately two weeks after IFS students settle into their internships, and their 

classroom instruction begins addressing their internship needs, all staff (IFS and Healthcare 

tutors and instructors, the coordinator, and the career specialist) attend a teacher assistant/trainer 

meeting to discuss how to prepare for the launching of the upcoming job search phase. While 

abrupt, this shift is essential to meet learners’ needs, given the work entailed with building 

resumes, practicing interviews, and learning job search protocols before the Christmas holidays.  

The meeting emphasizes that going forward, IFS classroom time and instruction need to focus on 

preparing students’ resumes and interviewing skills.  The sooner that students could compile 

details of their respective work histories and provide them to the instructor and the career 

specialist, the sooner the latter could create viable resumes.  At this meeting, then, the 

coordinator and career specialist distribute a calendar specifying when students are to submit 
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their “practice” resumes and “master” applications in order to “get them prepared for the job 

search.” 

So almost immediately after class begins, focus on food service content dwindles 

considerably in favor of preparing for the upcoming job search phase that would formally 

commence in January.  Staff, therefore, employ neoliberal discourses at a time when uncertainty 

prevails and social inequities continue to deepen.  That is, as bailouts, foreclosures, and layoffs 

dominate the headlines, all become increasingly aware of how the economy will affect the 

students’ imminent job search.  Karen drives home the point that “with all of our students, and 

especially now, the way things are going with the economy, with how difficult job searching is 

going to be, I think we’re all going to have to be task masters” (Field notes October 10, 2008).   

Karen explicitly points out to the students that they will be competing with native speakers for 

even the most meager jobs and will have to go above and beyond to make an impression in the 

field: “You’re looking for an entry-level job and you’re going to have to be better than 

everybody else in your attendance and your willingness to do anything and learning new tasks 

and doing everything” (Field Notes October 10, 2008).  

Consequently, students do not receive as much sustained, food service content instruction 

as they require (particularly the communication skills that students repeatedly state they need to 

practice).  Nor is there any emphasis on incorporating critical literacy into the curriculum which 

would elevate students’ sights above “survival” English to a more empowering stance (Auerbach 

& Burgess, 1987; Wrigley, 1993b).  The shift, divorcing students from food service content with 

a heavy emphasis on job search preparation content, serves to disadvantage them because this is 

the material they ultimately need to become inculcated with the cultural capital required to 

access and remain in jobs.  That is, the competing need between teaching Institutional Food 

Service (IFS) content versus job search skills surfaces almost immediately as the program gets 
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underway.   Because the cohort are novices at specific cultural capital necessary for gaining entry 

into the U.S. workforce, such as developing a resume and interviewing skills, the program stacks 

the education process towards devoting considerable time to this component at the expense of the 

actual IFS content.  This process will be detailed in subsequent chapters.  

 Having such an accelerated schedule is especially important for the career specialist.  She 

is responsible for typing resumes and registering all students in the IFS and Healthcare trainings 

into the state’s workforce development online job search system (among other extremely labor 

intensive tasks).  Of note, another VESL training, healthcare, is nearing completion.  To 

maximize resources so the program can adequately serve both cohorts, there is a staggered 

schedule of internship placement, classroom instruction, and job search.   

 Resume building gives students a chance to learn new vocabulary and syntax.  The genre, 

which the instructor scaffolded (Vygotsky, 1978) and spiraled throughout the term, is socially 

constructed and bolsters their self-confidence.  It also serves to amass a significant amount of 

detail, an informal, student-generated portfolio, that Kelley, the career specialist, needs to most 

effectively create each student’s resume. 

Contextualized Language Learning    

 Kitchen managers report developing learning strategies with interns to facilitate better 

understanding and communication between those unfamiliar with some U.S. foods and their 

more experienced kitchen staff peers.  For instance, Theresa, manager at Mercy Hospital, reports 

that one semester a new intern did not know the difference between toast and bread or the 

difference between white toast, wheat toast, and the like.  She responded to this cultural and 

linguistic challenge by working with staff to create flash cards and in context would say “wheat,” 

display the picture of the dark bread, and show the difference between them.  Kitchen staff did 
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the same with oatmeal, cream of wheat, and cream of rice, because “hot cereal to them was one 

type of hot cereal, not three different kinds.” 

 When asked to describe their VESL experience, former students recall learning items and 

concepts salient to U.S. cultural norms, such as the different types of milk commonly found on 

menus and in stores, what to wear in a hospital setting, and the language to express them:  

Former Student 1:  When you go to work with patient you don’t want to wear a lot of  

         perfumes, or body language, stuff like that. 

Former Student 2:  Before [the training] we don’t know anything 1%, 2% skim milk.   

         Now we know. 

 Workers native to the US are steeped in ways of living and being that they take for 

granted.  Such knowledge and dispositions comprise the cultural embodiments contained within 

such persons.  Those who are not native can thus be surprised by common events as they occur.  

Responding to a prompt, what surprised you in your internship this week? Aisha describes in her 

journal her first encounter ever with a fire alarm: 

Today at 7:30 a.m. … I observe something in my internship.  It is strange to me.  The 

alarm was making a warning sound.  I do not know what is wrong.  I ask a coworker 

what is happening.  She says she doesn’t know.  The manager comes in a hurry and told 

us to go out.  All the workers go out and stand outside.  After ten minutes the alarm stops 

and we get into the workplace.   (Undated Journal Entry) 

Something as mundane as a routine fire drill can (and does) clearly perplex a newcomer.  

Experiences such as this provide students with an opportunity for learning social and cultural 

norms. 

 Jennifer, IKEA’s kitchen manager, relates how NNSs learn contextually at her site.  She 

points out that making salads, is not “not hugely complex” in terms of the language that workers 
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need to use, and through exposure and repetition they are “going to pick up, inside of a week, the 

basic vocabulary germane to that position.”   

 Francine, kitchen manager at another hospital, also reports having a multilingual staff 

speaking thirteen different languages.  The training protocol at this internship site is for learners 

to “shadow” (i.e. follow and observe) a coworker on one day, to assist that coworker the next 

day, and, depending on how quickly they learn, may perform certain tasks themselves the next.  

This trains prospective employees in all duties integral to the multiple kitchen stations so they 

could, if hired “on call,”4 potentially step into any position.  

The Mock Interview    

 For students to become best poised for job search, the program provides opportunity for 

plenty of interview practice, including participation in a taped mock interview and a feedback 

session afterwards.  Part of this orientation consisted of Cherry, the instructor, and the students 

generating a variety of interview questions and potential responses.  Over the course of two 

weeks Cherry, Nadia (the tutor), and I conducted a marathon of countless interview drills with 

each student.  They needed repeated practice in order to master difficult to pronounce words, 

practice syntax, and to feel comfortable with the cultural capital they needed to acquire such as 

interview conventions such as handshaking, maintaining eye contact, and speaking with 

conviction about their experience and skills.   The interview culminates with many intertextual 

elements that students exhibit agency to contribute to and practice in a variety of forms 

throughout the term.  It begins with the personal and work histories they gathered and learned to 

                                                             
4 Hospitals almost always hire new employees on an “on call” basis which consists of working an erratic schedule, 

usually to fill in for someone on extended leave or absent for only a day or two.  This poses a contradiction for those 

wanting hospital positions because it means they may have to spend months working part time only; however, if and 

when a position opens up, they become full time employees and receive a package of highly sought after benefits. 
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put into their own words.  It proceeds to their internship and training in which they became 

physically and intellectually immersed, and ends with their vocational intention of securing 

employment for sustenance which was the purpose of all of the above.  Throughout, the program 

weaves into the curriculum the workplace norms and customs as well as the language they need 

to function.  This scaffolding facilitates an awareness and subsequent internalization of codes 

that may not initially have been transparent to ELLs.  

 The rehearsals helped bolster students’ confidence for what they sensed would be a 

challenging job search.  This component of the curriculum exposes the way in which learners 

must accommodate to norms of the dominant culture or remain further marginalized.  Former 

students overwhelmingly state that this type of practice was the most helpful component of their 

VESL experience and therefore integral to having successfully landed a job upon receiving their 

completion certificate.  In addition, the instructor gives a lesson that reinforces what a fax, a 

cover letter, and a resume is, and requires students to produce theirs to illustrate they understand 

what she is asking.  On another day she and the tutor model how to express interest in the type of 

industry setting one applies for during interviews: 

 Teacher:  And if I’m [interviewing at] a hospital you’re going to say: 

 Tutor:      I’m especially interested in working for a hospital.” 

So that students become steeped in all aspects the interview genre, the instructor speaks with 

somewhat exaggerated enthusiasm; she models deadpan versus enthusiastic, elicits where 

pronounced emphases are, and brainstorms questions of what people might ask in an interview.  

She practices firm handshakes with each student and reminds them to look their interlocutor in 

the eye while doing so. 

 Two weeks before the end of class, Stella, the coordinator praises the students for their 

hard work and announces the Completion Ceremony details:   
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So you’ve almost survived, done lots and lots of work.  This is the invitation to your 

graduation ceremony.  I will send an invitation to career specialists, but they will only 

come if you invite them.  To celebrate your hard work.  Take a copy for yourself and 

anyone else.  It’s a fun event, a chance to celebrate all the work you’ve done. (Class 

Notes November 24, 2008) 

 In the meantime, preparing for the end of the term, students work on getting references 

from their internship supervisors.  They learn to write thank you letters for the opportunity to 

intern at their respective sites.  “It’s something that we like the students to do for their internship 

supervisors. We also have information on helping people ask for their supervisors to be a 

reference for them” (email December 7, 2008).  This etiquette is yet another convention students 

learn, a strategy to stand out from others who may want to apply, should there be an opening at 

their internship site5. 

Transition to Job Search 

 What follows describes the job search process, which involves program routines, 

participants’ efforts and concerns, and staff’s ongoing challenges to meet learners’ needs.  Job 

Search consists of a total of about 15 hours over six weeks, which is not nearly enough given the 

students’ respective job search skill levels.  Because of the worsening outlook in the local job 

market in Fall 2008, job search begins immediately after the students’ Program Completion 

Ceremony in December.  This downturn falls right before the Christmas holidays and over the 

course of several school closures due to snowstorms.  As a result, the job search schedule begins 

somewhat erratically, similar to how the class began in the fall.   

Sharing Personnel  

                                                             
5 Unfortunately, many companies are on a hiring freeze as the program winds down. 
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 Due to students’ still developing language and computer proficiencies, the VESL 

Program’s protocol is for students to work one on one with tutors to complete and submit all 

online and faxed applications.   This policy of expedience is specified on several occasions over 

the fall to ensure the greatest accuracy and efficiency, at the expense of enabling students to 

undertake tasks on their own.  Employing one-on-one assistance to students is extraordinarily 

costly and logistically demanding, given there are eight students and fewer staff available.  To 

get around this, the administrators decide to split the cohort so that four students attend job 

search Mondays and Wednesdays and the other four attend on Tuesdays and Thursdays.   

 When I return from the Christmas holidays, this “split cohort” arrangement is in place.  

Moreover, the coordinator is discouraged to tell me, and I am discouraged to learn, that because 

of budget issues, the career specialist position, which is especially pivotal at this juncture, would 

be abruptly ending in one week.  That means, ironically, that Karen would no longer be working 

in the program and, consequently, that students would receive far less support and would likely 

flounder.  Students remain completely unaware of Karen’s numbered days since staff is reluctant 

to tell them for fear of “demoralizing them.”  Administrators tell me that precarious funding 

streams through the workforce development system and the college are the crux of the problem.  

Because of the way in which the college perpetuates how financial and educational resources are 

opaquely allocated, actors in the field thus shape relationships based on unequal control of such 

resources.  The process is unseen and uncontrollable.  That is, in this instance, the expendability 

of a key employee at a critical juncture (as with the precarious running of the program to begin 

with) legitimizes power in the hands of dominant groups (such as federal and state departments 

of labor) that control workforce development training purse strings at community colleges.  This 

phenomenon occurs at the expense of subordinated staff who run programs for marginalized 

groups (Apple, 1990).  This process unwittingly contributes to reproduction of social inequities. 
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 The program’s daily job search routine begins with Karen scouring the newspaper, 

Craigslist, and the county’s online workforce development website for recruitment ads and 

writing the job opportunities on the board.  She reviews information about the vacancies; this 

procedure usually includes details such as the location, wage, and duties to perform, as well how 

to apply (fax, in person, or online), and what experience is required.  Karen then asks the group 

which of the daily listings they are interested in applying for.  Jobs are mostly part time.  Starting 

wages range from $8.00/hr to $12.00/hr.  Most jobs are in retail contexts.  That is, they are 

usually in restaurants, cafes, bars and bakeries and require adequate communication skills.  Some 

jobs are in assisted living and long term care facilities.  None offer benefits.  Natasha expresses 

her frustration of being inadequately prepared to interact with English speakers, and will not 

consider applying for such positions (Field notes January 14, 2009).  Students thus express 

preference for working in the “back of the house” jobs where one only needs to interact with 

peers. 

Student Agency: Reluctance to “Pound the Pavement” 

 Each day, Karen encourages all students to seek jobs in person as a way to make an 

impression and have an advantage, but admits privately, that because of confidence issues she 

doubts that they will comply: 

….self interest on the students’ part in leaving the safety of the computer lab.  They 

understand that finding a job is going to entail going to a company for an interview, but 

they seem very hesitant about going out and advocating for themselves and introducing 

themselves.  So it will be interesting to see how many students actually did … their 

homework assignment (Interview January 14, 2009).  

Indeed, her suspicions are borne out, as only two students personally apply for jobs as instructed.  

At the time, students offer little explanation for their failure to undertake the assignment (Class 
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Notes January 14, 2009); yet in interviews with me and in their journal entries they express a 

lack of confidence in their linguistic abilities as they look for work and therefore unanimously 

state their need for continued ESL.  Ming’s comments typify some of what the cohort 

experiences: “I understand and can write, but my pronunciation is not as smoothly sounded; 

therefore, I’ve been hesitated to express myself.  That’s my weak point; I would like more help 

from instructors” (undated journal entry).   Here, then, she expresses that she is not getting 

enough of the instruction she feels she needs.   

 When asked if she had practiced her personal introduction when applying for jobs in 

person “in the field” Natasha says, “No, because I can’t go.  It’s hard for me to go, I don’t know 

what to ask, how to ask…I still need more English…I no understand other people talking” (Field 

notes January 14, 2009).  One day, Natasha balks at my suggestion to print out copies of her 

resume.  “Why I need this resume?  This very difficult.  This time so competition for job” (Field 

Notes January 15, 2009).  On another day, Natasha states she was “too busy” to pound the 

pavement.  That same day she forgets her eyeglasses, rendering her unable to effectively 

participate in the job search session.  Besides, she says, “there is nothing I want to apply for.”  

She is demoralized and elaborates that she applied for a cooking job but was told that she was 

unqualified.  She explains that cooking jobs require more skill than she is qualified for, “I do not 

know how to do this.  I do not want to application for this job” (Field Notes January 22, 2009).   

It appears that she has chosen to forego whatever leverage for social advancement she may have 

gained as a result of participating in the program (Lareau & Horvat, 1999).  Her choice to 

proceed in this manner is likely because she does not feel adequately prepared for the task of 

finding a job in an economy that “is impossible to find a job” (Field Notes January 14, 2009).   

This choice of action may be explained by students’ feeling that their current language (or 

technical skill) proficiency renders them ineligible to impose reception with an English speaker 
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who has the power to hire them (Bourdieu, 1977).  Clearly this works against them.  Yet, both 

Natasha and Adina remain faithful to their own agenda and state their preference for applying for 

jobs online using their college.edu email account because they believe the prestige of being 

associated with the community college will hold more weight than applying in person.  In this 

case, students want to leverage the social capital they have acquired through their association 

with the college as a community institution that holds sway.   

 As a strategy to approach this challenge, the coordinator and career specialist tune in to 

each student’s level of engagement with their respective job search process.  Based on the effort 

they see, they determine how much to support that student.  As Stella says, if students do not 

appear to be engaged in the process, staff will take a step back and wait until they do engage, at 

which time staff will orient the students in the tasks they need to take.   

If we’re pushing too much, if all of the effort is coming from us, the student is going to 

have absolutely no follow through.  So we push up to a point and then….step back and 

say, “what are you doing?”  When we start to see the student coming towards us and say, 

“I really need a job and I’m willing to go to this place and do this on my own,” then [we 

say] “ok, let’s move forward and let’s see how we can help you build skills that will 

make you more successful in that.” (Interview January 14, 2009) 

Here we see a neoliberal discourse that shapes how college personnel attend to contradictions 

students face at a critical juncture in the program.  The onus is put on the students to “produce” 

in the form of pursuing whatever staff determine to be a viable job opportunity in the labor 

market.  This process leaves little space for better understanding and potentially addressing the 

nuanced factors that shape students’ job searching process. 
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Conclusion 

 This chapter highlights relevant aspects of the VESL Program’s early implementation 

and present functioning.   By and large, as adult learners, students routinely reflected on their 

learning experience.  They did this by sharing their experiences with their cohorts, the staff, and 

to me in their journals.  They, themselves, knew what areas they needed to improve upon, and 

often asked for assistance along those lines.  They thus engaged in an interactive and supportive 

scaffolding process throughout the term (Vygotsky, 1978).  That is, beginning with the industry 

tour which emphasized workplace values (Valadez, 2000) and protocols, continuing with their 

resume preparation, creating their 30-second commercial to sell themselves to prospective 

employers, and, ultimately, practicing for and actively engaging in their job search, learners drew 

on much of the resources that the program provided.   

 Yet simultaneously, the program instilled the cohort with specific values of behavior that 

legitimize cultural domination over them.  That is, the college, as an institution serves as a 

mediator between market forces in the economy and ELLs.  It infuses relevant aspects of the 

dominant culture pertaining to the labor force into the curriculum, with the goal of preparing 

students to become low-wage workers.  It does so by focusing more heavily on dispositions that 

are considered to be legitimate worker behavior at the expense of IFS content. The prevailing 

and unquestioned doxa remains a default space within which English Only is one of several 

dominant discourses underpinning what is misrecognized as legitimate practice.   This practice 

serves to perpetuate a privileging of dominant culture and language above forms that are 

embodied in immigrant learners.  This reproductive process occurs at the expense of valuing the 

latter as an asset and a potential springboard toward students realizing their full potential.  Such a 

process could take the form of implementing a more visionary curriculum based on students’ 

trajectories, available resources and realistic timelines within which they could achieve their 
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long-term goals.  Without such a vision, the college serves the dominant strata as a site in which 

layers of struggle occur and place constraints on the students, who seek to obtain a better job, but 

who, unfortunately, largely remain unemployed upon the program’s completion. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MAKING IT WORK AND WORKING CONNECTIONS:  

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND HUMAN AGENCY 

 This chapter details ways in which deans, coordinators, instructors, tutors, workforce 

personnel, and the students themselves leverage resources to negotiate complex educational and 

workforce systems and make strides towards shared ends.  In particular, this chapter focuses on 

how staff exhibit agency under challenging circumstances in order for students to enter the labor 

force with new marketable skills by challenging the status quo and providing meaningful 

learning opportunities.  This chapter also explores how students exhibit agency to reach their 

objectives by operating purposefully with an agenda and engaging with their new workplace 

identities.  Yet as I will detail, such agency does contribute to students’ social reproduction.   

 Staff undeniably advocate for students who convey to me their interest in becoming 

professional cooks.  As previously described, by tapping into social networks, staff and ELLs 

can draw on additional power within the community—and within themselves—to reach 

programmatic objectives.  Moreover, they do so by infusing specific sets of cultural and 

linguistic forms into the curriculum that students need to master in order to effectively assimilate 

into the dominant society where English prevails and particular ways of behavior are expected on 

the job.  As I will describe, however, there is a dissonance between the students’ imagined 

trajectory in the field of Food Service and the program’s goals of placing them in jobs at the 

bottom of the food service industry’s hierarchy which affords them little chance for social 

mobility. 

Challenging the Status Quo 

 Staff operate within a social space, sometimes in defiance of the existing state of affairs 

within the college and the workforce systems, so that immigrant learners can access and 
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participate in training opportunities.   Former and current college personnel as well as workforce 

caseworkers, advocate, often tirelessly, to implement and sustain the VESL Program.  Some 

industry partners also advocate for NNSs under their charge, by valuing their multicultural and 

multilingual identities.   

College Advocates Launch VESL 

 Given the utter dearth of training programs available for ELLs because of countless 

obstacles, it is a tribute to the creators’ boldness and determination that they created this 

particular VESL Program.   At first it was the ubiquitous offshoring and the sheer numbers of 

dislocated workers left in its wake that prompted a few dedicated college personnel, with the 

blessing of their dean, to find a way to serve and empower these individuals.  The initiative itself 

represents a challenge to the status quo, because, as Theresa, one of the creators, emphasizes 

how “White people who spoke English kept being served and not immigrants” (Interview 

October 22, 2008). 

 Thus, the status quo was one in which the overwhelmingly White, culturally wealthy 

communities are dominant, whereas NNSs immigrants often lack authoritative forms of cultural 

capital.  In this way, the former group prevails as privileged members of society.  Perhaps this is 

obvious, but that the VESL Program still exists is also a tribute to the staff’s tireless advocacy for 

the program’s effective running and continuation in the face of tremendous obstacles.  

Uncertainties superimpose themselves on the daily functioning of the program.  Yet without the 

agency of a handful of tenacious individuals, in their professional capacities in this relatively 

small community of practice situated in a small progressive city, the program would cease to 

exist and there would be absolutely no training programs for immigrants whatsoever, even 

though these tremendous efforts may result in social reproduction.   
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 Kristin, the former dean, shares Theresa’s insight into some of the initial success in 

implementing the program, which had to do with staff, who “have such a passion and such a 

belief that this has to happen” “flying under the radar” (Interview December 5, 2008).  That is, 

college staff developed the initiative independent of much administrative scrutiny, affording 

them freedom to make unfettered progress.  In this way, college staff struggle to create a field 

within which students can have a chance for social mobility. 

 Kristin managed a range of programs that addressed the needs of mainstream, native-

speaking, dislocated workers.  Because there was nothing in place for immigrants, she directed 

her staff to create and implement a training program that would provide sustainable jobs to the 

NNSs dislocated workers. This agency speaks towards the effort providing students with a 

chance for social mobility, even though such mobility is structurally curtailed.  It was this 

maverick initiative, to figure out some way to provide the ELLs with some amount of training, 

even if it would be noncredit, to get them back into the workforce.  The college, then, sought to 

convert access to VESL training into economic advantage for the learners.  Theresa, the initial 

VESL coordinator, emphasizes that program development focused on creating short-term 

trainings to meet students’ immediate employment needs: 

They’re just desperate to work and they’re not really interested in that much training, 

they just want to work and they don’t care, they just need to get a paycheck.  There’s a 

certain amount of desperation we are dealing with. (Interview October 22, 2008) 

 One former student who participated in the VESL Program’s earliest training explains 

how it met her primary goal to secure job placement as soon as possible so she could provide for 

her family, “For myself, and for my family, we want something short [training] and then get a 

job to support our family, especially when we get laid off, we don’t have medical for the kid” 
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(Interview December 3, 2008).  For some, then, the program provides a chance to experience 

social mobility and thus alter their habitus in a new social space. 

 Yet, as I will detail in the next chapter regarding the cohort that my investigation focuses 

on, the orientation of quick training, regardless of staff’s altruistic intentions and hard work, does 

not provide the most beginner ELLs with nearly enough linguistic or cultural capital or critical 

literacy that they ultimately need to overcome cultural domination which bars their social 

mobility.  That is, there is not enough instruction to more critically imbue students with the 

linguistic or cultural competencies they need in order to overcome their marginal status as 

outsiders.  Thus, the rushed framework (regardless of the newest downward turn in the global 

economic crisis), which leaves no time for depth of training, reinforces a hierarchy of inequity, 

with these learners decidedly at the bottom.  Because of institutional constraints beyond their 

control, program staff cannot impart sufficient IFS content or present a critical framework that 

can empower learners to realize their full potential.  Yet they struggle to do so. 

College Advocates Facilitate Access 

 A key way that staff struggle to meet students’ needs is by exhibiting agency on their 

behalf.  That is, they draw on the power they have at their disposal, either within themselves or 

within social networks they belong to, to advocate for students, even if such agency results in 

social reproduction.  NNSs, then, benefit because, as new program participants, their relationship 

to college staff (who hold power embodied in them by the dominant group) affords them access 

to resources, knowledge, and in some cases, privileges, they had not been privy to previously.  

Stella, the coordinator, upon reviewing each prospective student’s application to the program, 

routinely makes judgments about whether to accept a particular candidate.  She suggests she has 

some power to maneuver within a social space to provide additional consideration and access to 

prospective students, “We look at not just the raw numbers …. there is a human aspect to 
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this…[t]hat you can’t ignore” (Field Notes August 12, 2008).  Further, she shares that she 

sometimes allows access to individuals who have advocates:   

Once in awhile I’ll get advocate calls:  “My student so and so is a great student and they 

always do this and they always do that and could you please place them in the training?  

I’m sure they’ll be successful.”  And I’ve …. found that people that have an advocate like 

that generally are very successful.  (Interview August 12, 2008) 

However, she does not make such judgments lightly because, she says, “I am ultimately 

responsible for whether they go to work, I have to at some point make that call” (Interview 

August 12, 2008).   She acknowledges working within a social space that is nonetheless bound 

by powerful external constraints.  She therefore factors students’ CASAS scores when 

determining entry into the program.  Sometimes, if an applicant scores poorly, she will allow 

them to retest: 

Occasionally I’ll let people retest…. I certainly couldn’t stop someone from coming to 

multiple [information] sessions, if that’s what they want to do but I’ve had people call 

and say “I know I can do better than this.  I was really nervous the day of the test,” or “I 

came from another [training] and I’d like to be in this class can I come and retest?”  I say, 

“Of course.” (Interview August 12, 2008) 

This special consideration illustrates how the coordinator’s power and agency play a decisive 

role in providing access.   Prospective students, then, gain entry by tapping into members of a 

relatively powerful social network.  In this way, by participating in the VESL Program and 

widening their social membership, students can profit by having new chances for social mobility 

in new social fields.  This opportunity can allow for conversions of such social connections into 

other types of currency such as economic capital in the form of a job or cultural capital in the 

form of new skills and knowledge that can provide greater potential for social mobility. 
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 Along those lines, Pauline, VESL’s initial instructor and curriculum developer, recounts 

conversations with Theresa, the former coordinator, wherein she expressed concerns about the 

employability of her students, who were, as older men, traditionally difficult to place in jobs: 

I remember saying to Theresa, “Oh my god….How are we ever going to place these men, 

they’re old?”  Theresa said, “We’re going to do it!” And Sally took them….It was 

students’ work ethic that enabled the program such facility in placing them in permanent 

positions.   Once a couple of students interned, that was it.  They [the students] sold it 

because they’re such wonderful employees.  Sally (the Pharmacy supervisor) comes from 

an immigrant family.  And her heart was open to all of this and we were just so lucky to 

connect with her and if we said, “Sally, this is a really good employee.” (snaps fingers) 

That was it; she took them.  (Interview January 13, 2009) 

Here we see the emergence of a neoliberal discourse, which serves to reproduce a subordinated 

class of “Other” workers who are expected to accommodate to a patriarchal status quo.  As I will 

describe more fully later, this intertextual discourse operates sublimely, yet prevalently in the 

field of immigrant worksites.   

 Some branches of the WorkSource system receive more funds than others, even though 

they may serve fewer clients.  Sending her clients to One Stop locations other than her own to 

procure program funding, is a way that Connie “works the system” to serve those who want 

training:  

[The other One Stop] got more money than us.  For some reason.  And they are 

collaborating with the college… We have a hundred people almost every day coming to 

our office.  They don’t have that many people…sometimes it’s just very, very difficult 

for us to say, “sorry, we don’t have any money.”  It’s not right.  (Interview August 14, 

2008) 
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 Therefore, to get around these limitations, Tatiana reports in a journal entry how Connie, 

her DOL caseworker, sent her to a different One Stop location where funding was reported to be 

available. “I went around [to various Worksource locations] looking for who could fund my 

training, speaking with many people so that they would give me information” (Undated Journal 

Entry). 

 As an employment specialist, Connie is also charged with recruitment.  Her agency in the 

field, wherein she seeks to engage potential participants, exemplifies how social capital can 

afford immigrants entry into an arena of educational opportunity, even though such opportunity 

may not translate to longterm social mobility.  Without connection to a secondary social network 

(outside of family, friends), which can orient them in their career trajectories, immigrants often 

remain outsiders, without the cultural capital—or knowledge— necessary for navigating 

education and workforce systems.  Connie goes to flea markets, stores, soccer games and even, 

at times, advertises on television and radio to attract prospective students.  She laments, however, 

that the immigrant community is unaware of the training opportunities, “The problem with this 

community is that they don’t know a lot of things.  So I have to go out there and say, ‘We have 

these services and you can take advantage of them’” (Interview August 14, 2008).  Without such 

outreach efforts—at flea markets, soccer games and the like—to imbue the immigrant 

community with the cultural capital they need (knowledge of how to access opportunities), or the 

social capital necessary (being connected to secondary social networks such as the workforce 

development system, or to individuals such as teachers who share such information with their 

students), scores of immigrants remain unaware of educational options.  This condition 

reinforces a status quo that reproduces ELLs’ marginalization, domination, and oppression. 

 Chin Chin reports that she learned of the VESL Program through her teacher and that she 

was very excited about it, because it offered her an alternative to pursue college: 
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So, my ESL teacher told me they have program where they train the people and then they 

get a job that’s interesting.  So I keep asking her.  I go to her office many, many times.  I 

don’t when they are open.  I don’t know, I think maybe 6 times.  And she kept saying 

come back again (Interview October 27, 2008). 

She had been succeeding in academic (noncredit and free) ESL classes at the college.  However, 

upon reaching a certain level, to continue she would have had to pay tuition, which was 

prohibitive for her.  This anecdote illustrates how one tenacious student who exhibits agency, is 

able, through her persistence, to learn about and enter the program. 

Social networks appear to be key to accessing VESL.  Most of the current and former 

students I interviewed for this study are women.  Each learned of the program because of her 

membership outside her primary social network consisting of family, church, and friends.  For 

the vast majority, it was because of their involvement in secondary social networks, which 

provide external capital, that they became privy to the learning opportunity (Alfred & Nanton, 

2009).  For Chin Chin, as described, it was because her college ESL teacher told her about it, and 

she chose to follow up on it, tenaciously, until receiving all the information she needed to decide 

whether to apply.  For a former student, from Togo, and two current students from Ethiopia, it 

was because of their membership in a local refugee and resettlement organization that they 

learned of the program.  For the vast majority, who were recently displaced workers, it was 

through their involvement in the workforce development system that they learned of the 

program.  Thus, participants acquire information about and access to VESL because of their 

association with those who know about it outside their primary social network and who can and 

do provide mentoring and support.   

 Like college staff, workforce personnel also possess discretionary power that they can 

utilize to make access easier for prospective students.  They find ways, on an individual basis, to 
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resist the status quo by operating in a social space (a field) that affords them an opportunity to 

make special allowances.  For instance, Connie, a career specialist responsible for procuring 

training funds for hundreds of unemployed individuals, advises candidates to go to her 

colleague’s office across the city when funds in her office dry up.  James, another career 

specialist, patently ignores his agency’s protocol of requiring ELLs to navigate a cumbersome 

online application: 

We waive certain requirements we don’t like.  We have this skills review and it’s all in 

English and all computer based and I just flat out don’t make limited-English clients take 

it because what’s the point?  What’s it assessing when it’s not in your language and it’s 

on a computer and you don’t know how to use a computer?  So there’s things like that 

that we make allowances and say, “It doesn’t make sense,” and try to still make services 

accessible.  (Interview January 29, 2009) 

Such flouting of the rules and working of the system are ways that stakeholders can and do use 

the discretionary power that they possess within the scope of their positions to facilitate ELLs’ 

access to training that would be extremely difficult to gain otherwise. 

 To determine which of her clients she would approve for WIA’s training dollars, Milena, 

an Employment Specialist at another One Stop office, reports putting prospective trainees 

through a “determination” test to gauge their tenacity: 

If they are determined, they will learn English.  They will go through the training.  And 

they will succeed.  As long as they are determined.  But the hardest part is for me to 

determine, “Is this person going to be successful?”  And the only determinant for me is to 

see how they are following through initially.   (Interview November 6, 2008) 

This strategy consists of requesting clients to undertake certain tasks to see if they are 

determined.  She provides clients with a job-training packet containing forms they need to fill out 
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and questionnaires they need to answer.  They have to demonstrate that they know, by signing up 

for a particular training program, what they are signing up for.  They need to know about the 

VESL Program and they need to know it costs close to $2000.00.  They need to interview VESL 

staff.  They need to do informational interviews with two workers who are already employed in 

the type of job they plan to be doing in the future.  Milena requires due diligence of her clients.  

“Just because they decided that this is what they want to do, that doesn’t necessarily mean that 

they will be happy doing it.  So we want them to talk to people who are doing it” (Interview 

November 6, 2008). 

Social Connections: A Tactic to Chart IFS Career Pathways 

 As I will describe in the next chapter, beyond the IFS training, there is no established 

career pathway for students to take.  As a result, there is a tradition of developing an alternate 

strategy for career advancement which relies on social connections at the workplace.  This 

approach occurs in the hospital setting.  For instance, Ariel, a veteran VESL instructor with 

decades of experience, explains the “pathway.”  Because IFS is a relatively more accessible 

training for students just beginning to develop their English skills who want to get into 

healthcare, this tactic could serve as a connection to get hired to pursue opportunities from within 

the hospital:    

Some wanted to work in a hospital setting, but they weren’t competitive and so this is a 

second choice for them.  And it could be.  You could get into food service and improve 

your language skills and work interactively and then, a year or two down the line, you’re 

already employed by [a local hospital], there are lots of opportunities.  So it is an avenue 

they could then switch to something else if they wanted.  (Interview August 14, 2008) 

In this way, then, there is a tacit understanding among staff that if students want social mobility 

within a particular workplace hierarchy, a viable approach is to “work interactively” with peers 
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in the hospital to learn of openings in other areas.  However, such movement is not based on 

formally acquiring or developing any medical skills, but relies on social networking.  While this 

game plan may be a clever strategy to move within the confines of the hospital, it is clearly not 

one which could garner a more stable and upwardly mobile career trajectory. 

Juggling Resources 

 Typically, the college staggers the training modules because of space and internship slot 

limitations.  If necessary, however, the coordinator does adjust the schedule to accommodate a 

larger number of students: 

We’d really struggle with [serving] the students, with the computer lab and classrooms 

and…finding resources for internships because it’s very labor intensive to set up the 

internships.  Because we work really hard to do “close to home close to school6” and we 

have a group [of industry partners] that we regularly call on for internships and they can 

only host a finite number [of students].  So if we have twice the number of students, 

that’s more taxing on our existing development of new resources. So…it’s doable, but I 

would stagger start dates if I was going to do that (Interview August 15, 2008). 

In a variety of ways, then, actors utilize their power to advocate for ELLs’ access to training, and 

in some cases, to jobs.   As college staff, their membership to institutional networks affords them 

this power, in small and unsystematic ways, to challenge and work around existing social 

structures that restrict adequately serving large numbers of immigrant.  Operating in this ever 

shrinking social space, staff unwittingly reproduce an inequitable arrangement where NNSs are, 

for the most part systematically excluded because structures preclude staff’s ability to effectively 

do their jobs.   Actors in the field, therefore, contribute to this arrangement, despite their 

persistent efforts—and stated—desire to achieve the opposite.  

                                                             
6 Assigning internships convenient to where students live and attend class. 
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Industry Supervisors Advocate for Immigrant Workers 

 A large population of NNSs speaking 17 different languages works in IKEA’s kitchen.  

Jennifer, the supervisor, states that the company values diversity and having a cadre of 

employees who are multilingual and multicultural.  She says it helps when she gets a phone call 

from a colleague in one of the retail departments, “There’s a customer downstairs, she speak 

Vietnamese, can your Vietnamese-speaking cook come down and translate for us?”  As a result, 

she keeps “a bank of workers who speak other languages” and uses them in that capacity.  In this 

corporate context, workers with differing language ideologies (including management) jostle for 

currency in a particular linguistic field.  Valuing nondominant languages embodied in students as 

a form of worthy linguistic capital in a global city, illustrates a multilingual ideology and 

discourse at play, which refutes hegemonic English Only practices.  Thus an ever-changing and 

linguistically diverse labor market is seen, in some contexts, as valuable currency.  

 Without exception, all of the kitchen managers who participated in this study valued 

ELLs in their workplaces.  As such, they leveraged the power they held in their supervisory roles 

to provide openings for learning.  One proudly described her kitchen as “embracing 

diversity…having thirteen different language[s] spoken,” and another as earning “The National 

Diversity Award…they call us the mini-nations.”   

 Jennifer, IKEA’s kitchen manager, holds an advanced degree in poetry and has language 

teaching experience.  This background, she says, gives her an advantage because she brings “a 

teacher and an instructor….perspective” to her current role.  She takes full advantage of her 

supervisory authority to encourage multilingualism and multiculturalism among her staff and 

refuses to hire native speaking job applicants who express any skepticism of a workplace culture 

that values bilingual peer coaching:  “In general, there is almost always someone else who’s 

going to speak their language, so there’s a lot of coaching that happens from peers.”  Research 
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shows that pedagogically, valuing a learner’s L1 is affirming and encouraging critical learning 

processes helps students become more independent  (Wrigley, 1993b).  Drawing upon her power 

as a manager, she opens the door for learners to engage in meaningful social interaction, and to 

facilitate language acquisition (Block, 2003; Firth & Wagner, 1997).  That is, such 

“comprehensible L2 input triggers natural acquisition processes and is crucial for language 

development” (Scheffler, 2008, p. 290).  This process occurs in a field wherein power privileges 

English Only discourse and practice.  Jennifer’s oppositional stance and practice of utilizing the 

multilingual capital embodied in her immigrant workers represent meaningful resistance of 

social conformity in a battlefield of opposing language ideologies of homogenization or 

multicultural voices.  

 Industrial food personnel recognize that English is the legitimate medium of 

communication in their kitchens.  However, given that staff in such kitchens often consists of 

multilingual employees, conferring with coworkers who share a student’s native language to 

ensure meaning is clear is common.  The hospital manager is pleased that should she need to 

facilitate communication between speakers of different languages, she has a big enough staff that 

she can find workers who speak the necessary languages to translate. 

 Jennifer describes fostering a culture of tolerance in her kitchen by working with staff to 

help NNSs along either by translating, repeating, or making cue cards.  Jennifer believes strongly 

it is her responsibility to help all employees succeed and equates language challenges with other 

“handicaps,” such as deafness.  This raises the notion of the imperative to make reasonable 

accommodations for ELLs (Matsuda, 1991).  In this manner, she is inclined to mentor, model, 

and continue to support NNSs.  She also points out that often, “Someone’s got to learn a new 

word.  Should it always have to be an ELL?”  She believes it would be reasonable for all staff to 
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learn certain words in other languages, so the responsibility is shared among all, and does not fall 

exclusively on ELLs.   

 Jennifer acknowledges there are difficult moments when a customer or a coworker 

becomes frustrated when an ELL is not “getting it.”  However, she makes it clear to all NSs 

candidates, when interviewing for a position in her kitchen, that it is overwhelmingly 

multilingual, and, further, she requires each applicant to explain how they would troubleshoot 

communication difficulties with their prospective ELL coworkers:    

Half of the people you work with may not understand what you say the first time.  So tell 

me how you’re going to communicate before I hire you that that’s ok. You might have 

three people in a group and you’re the only one who speaks English well and you have 

[speakers of] two other languages in front of you.  (Interview November 17, 2008) 

Staff Advocate for Students In Industry 

 The program’s history attests to the contradiction of how much effort goes into creating 

and maintaining industry ties for the students’ benefit and how much effort the students 

themselves exert in the process.  Pauline, who developed the initial curriculum and set up initial 

partnerships, recalls how labor intensive her job was: 

It was really difficult because I felt such a responsibility to the students and so [it was] 

my own fault that I would work seven days a week. I called the managers… to get them 

interviews.  When there was a job available and I’d call and say, “I have this really 

incredible student.” And I’d schedule the interviews….So [I was] constantly on top of it.  

Every day.  Every day. (Interview January 13, 2009) 

Indeed, this effort is not lost on the students.  One former student shares her belief that 

participating in the program provided her with a way into a job she would not have had 

otherwise.  She recounts how she took a suboptimal “on call” hospital position in the 
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Housekeeping Department, while waiting for something in Pharmacy Packaging Department to 

finally open up: 

I was step in the door, start with the housekeeping and when, for two and a half year I 

been on call and when I see when they have the job open, so I know that something I can 

do I just try to apply for.  Then I got a job.  (Focus Group December 3, 2008) 

 Another former student offers her opinion–and expresses her gratitude–that as a 

newcomer, the program was indispensable in helping her secure employment: 

And other thing [they help us with is] how to connect with jobs.  It’s hard for us to find a 

job but this program, it’s easy to get internship and to find job.  It’s good for that from 

other countries; it’s not easy to find a job and this, they help us a lot; we never forget this 

big help for us (Focus Group December 3, 2008).  

 Pauline, the initial instructor and curriculum developer, further describes how she 

believes that student placement was largely due to the program’s diligence in creating and 

maintaining industry ties.  Program staff presented ELLs to employers who, because of the area’s 

largely NS demographics at the time, were not accustomed to having immigrants in their labor 

pool: 

It wasn’t easy to get them the jobs that they got.  Without the program it would’ve been 

next to impossible because of the job search component and because of us.  We were a 

foot in the door and without us they’re just a piece of paper with a name that the 

employer can’t pronounce and if they can’t pronounce the name…I had managers say, 

“to tell you the truth, I would never hire a foreigner.”  So [when students would] fill out 

an application the employer would say, “What kind of name is that?” (Interview January 

13, 2009).   
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College staff, then, serve to chart a path in industry by asking workplace supervisors to 

acknowledge a change in demographics and to consider developing a multilingual and 

multicultural workplace by promoting immigrant students as viable workers.  They thus operate 

as ambassadors to corporations that may not be open to hiring immigrants otherwise.  Such 

advocacy functions to provide students with an entrée into newly developed social capital that 

they can leverage to access jobs that would previously have been inaccessible. 

Providing Meaningful Learning Opportunities 

 As I observed the Institutional Food Service (IFS) program unfold, staff supplied learners 

with a variety of timely information that they would need to assimilate over the course of 

curriculum delivery.  This approach took the form of contextualized language instruction that 

focused on either IFS content or job search conventions.  From the very first day of class, Karen, 

the career specialist, and Cherry, the instructor, provided learners with a range of lessons and 

strategies that they would need as they engaged in the program.  This practice included preparing 

for industry tours that students would take during that first week (normally tours occur during the 

second week of class, but because of the program’s one-week delayed start, they occurred 

immediately).  It also included practicing for their food handler’s test, coping with their 

internships, and preparing for and finally applying for jobs.  Below I examine how the instructor 

does her best, under extreme time constraints, to teach the content, language, and strategies 

participants would need in spite of her admitted unfamiliarity with some of the food service 

content.  This challenge required her, as an ESP instructor on several occasions, to develop 

effective strategies for her lessons to proceed smoothly.  Wu & Badger (2009) make the valid 

point that ESP instructors are understandably often novices to the content they are incorporating 

into their lessons.  They therefore adapt, often employing impromptu but effective strategies.  As 
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a result, lessons corresponded to what learners needed at particular intervals during classroom 

instruction.   

Tours 

 Because of the IFS delayed start, the semester’s tours occur early on, on the second and 

third days of class.  This jump-start requires the instructor to rearrange her lessons: 

Immediately the calendar shifted in favor of tours of facilities and starting students on 

their internships relatively earlier, which I thought was brilliant to have the tours and 

internships pushed up to the front.  It gave them concrete experience of what it would be 

like to work in these internships and work in the food service industry.  (Interview 

November 11, 2008)  

Tours, therefore, prove invaluable for the learners, the instructor, and the tutor, to quickly grasp 

the plethora of content that participants would need to acquire.  Observing first hand the tasks 

that kitchen personnel actually perform, as well as how food is received, handled, prepared, and 

stored supplied endless grist for the mill during class.  Such observation constituted a significant 

(albeit informal) needs analysis, which is critical to ESP (Widdowson, 1981).  Thus, the tours 

provided the instructor with the content her students needed to learn in order to pass the Food 

Handler’s Test.  Cherry emphasized that the tours furnished everyone with vocabulary, 

pragmatics, and other contextual information students were to acquire throughout the term: 

[the tours] gave me context for …. especially the food handler’s training. I wasn’t a food 

handler’s safety expert by any means.  So I was learning the content in order to teach the 

students but it gave me context to be able to frame the content in a way that they could 

visualize, you know the walk in [freezer], the receiving [area of the kitchen] etc. 

(Interview November 11, 2008). 
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 Responding to the need to prepare students for the tours, Cherry, the instructor, for the 

first time of many, draws on the power she possesses in her capacity as a teacher (Duhon-

Haynes, 1996).  She exhibits agency and abandons her planned lesson to ensure students adhere 

to the guidelines, by helping students generate and practice posing questions about the worksite.   

This educational field is a harried environment.  To prepare for the imminent tours, Cherry elicits 

potential questions students have about industrial kitchens and about the specific internship sites.  

She asks to prepare questions for the upcoming tours.  They share their questions in class the 

next day.  The instructor asks students to form groups and practice.   Most work independently, 

but some write the following questions on the board: 

What’s your department’s dress code? 

What is the starting wage in your department? 

What are your work hours? 

What types of jobs are being performed? 

When do you hire intern? 

How many shifts do you have? 

What is your leave policy? 

How many hours a week do your food workers work? 

Do I (your food workers) get vacation and health benefits? 

Who is the person in charge? 

Who can I talk for more information? 

 In these ways, the program tries to empower students to learn necessary codes yet 

simultaneously tries to ensure students’ participation in the tours serves to capitalize on the 

connection with the supervisor by making a good impression, linguistically and culturally.  This 

accommodationist approach, to ask questions students may not be interested in asking is not 
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neutral.  It reinforces a structure wherein a subordinated cohort must oblige to this Q/A format in 

order to ingratiate itself to a more powerful supervisor.  The college, then, plays a tacit mediating 

role between working-class students and outer corporate interests.  Yet, en route to the hospital’s 

kitchen area where the tour is to be held, students exhibit agency within a social space to reach 

out to workers who speak their native language and ask about their work experience.  Lang, a 

Vietnamese cohort runs into a friend, and asks how she likes working at the hospital.  Tatiana, a 

Mexican student speaks with a compatriot worker, a former student who completed the IFS 

program.  These examples of agency demonstrate students’ initiative, yet they do not exemplify a 

challenge to social inequities inherent in their insipient workplace. 

Forming a Community 

 It is after this tour, that the entire cohort sits in the hospital’s courtyard to talk about their 

impressions.  This impromptu meeting seems to have opened a social space or field for students 

to speak up about their prospective internships and they are engaged in a lot of chatting.   They 

want to know what other tours are planned. Ming interjects that Lang, another student, wants to 

intern at the hospital (especially after seeing her friend there), and suggests that Lang could take 

Natasha’s place.  This impromptu meeting gels the class and provides a space for students to 

express their concerns as the program gets underway.  It also serves as a field within which 

coercive power relations can be challenged. 

 Learners collaborate to get their needs met by creating a classroom community, which 

can be seen to extend to the workplace.  As described above, the IFS cohort gels during an 

impromptu meeting immediately after touring Mercy Hospital’s kitchen.  There was a sense of 

forming as a group in what would be a fast paced whirlwind of learning.  In such an 

environment, building community sets a positive tone for the ensuing weeks (Martinsen, 1990).  

The meeting, which took place around a table in the hospital’s quiet, empty courtyard, brought 
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the women to a secluded corner in the community, and as a supportive community, they 

embarked on an endeavor together, in a noncompetitive field.  Such community building seems 

to have implications for maintaining cohesion among participants after completing the program 

and securing jobs.  For instance, several who trained in the program’s maiden healthcare cohort 

found jobs in the Pharmacy Packaging department at Kaiser Permanente.  The nature of such a 

job is highly mechanized and quick-paced so workers heavily depend on each other to do their 

share of the work so others are not burdened with extra responsibilities.  However, despite this 

prevailing sentiment across a range of workplace settings (Hodson, 1991), the VESL Program 

may have fostered an exception.  Of note, the cohorts described above are still working together 

and draw on their power as a community to support one another. Their supervisor shares an 

anecdote to illustrate: 

We process about…9 to 10,000 prescriptions a day so…. if someone is working at half 

the pace of everybody else it would mean that I would have to have two of them to get 

the same work done.  Plus, there’s a...morale issue...if someone is having to pull twice as 

hard because someone can’t do that.  However, … we did hire a wonderful...Vietnamese 

guy, he was much slower.  He was older.  And they just wanted him to be here….we tried 

to find the best place for him.  And the group really took care of him, they really did.  So 

they said, “let’s not have him do all these other jobs; let’s just put him right here.”  And 

that’s what he did. 

Their collective membership in an occupational social network, affords them currency with 

which to challenge existing corporate codes that routinely terminate workers deemed 

“unproductive.” 
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Bridging the Digital Divide 

 Realizing that her students need more time in the computer lab in order to get through 

assignments, Heather, the healthcare instructor, requests a one-half hour extension in the 

program’s daily schedule, from 3 hours to 3.5 hours to accommodate this need.  “They’re not 

moving through the material as fast as I want them to. It’s strenuous, 3 ½ hours together, but 

boy, when they do have that 3 ½ hours, especially in computer class, they can finish 

assignments” (Field Notes October 10, 2008).  After ensuring, through the college, that the space 

was available, the coordinator agrees to the healthcare instructor’s request. 

 At the same trainer meeting, Cherry, the instructor, asks and receives permission from the 

coordinator to incorporate some basic computer literacy into the curriculum, as this critical 

component is missing from the course.   Deviating from the curriculum in this manner is a key 

way that the instructor exhibits agency to meet students’ needs.  Conveniently, there is a 

computer in the classroom with an overhead projector and a state of the art computer lab next 

door.   All but two of the students have had some experience with computers; but, all express—

either in class or in interviews—a keen interest in learning as much about using a computer as 

time would allow.  When asked to describe the relevance that computers could have in her life, 

Lang states, “If you find a job, somebody need me how to use computer for example somebody 

needs type the keyboard…somebody needs the cafeteria, someone needs the receipt for money 

and I need to learn more.  More” (Interview October 23, 2008).  Immediately it becomes 

apparent that the digital divide, until their involvement in the VESL Program, has served to 

exclude these women from a technological tool that is critical for them to become full 

participating members of society.  Computer literacy, then, can be seen as a type of cultural 

capital that learners can leverage to become better equipped to function in the workplace and 
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other milieus.  It can also be seen as a vehicle through which to acquire additional linguistic 

capital for the same goals. 

 Although the IFS tutor, who provides hands on assistance in class twice a week, and the 

teacher do not typically coplan or coteach lessons, because they are not paid to do so, they do 

find ways to work together electronically to make some lessons more meaningful and go more 

smoothly.  Computer training is one area they make it work.  To that end, the tutor shares with 

the instructor via e-mail a link to a website with mouse exercises for novices, as well as a 

“keyboard shortcut” page: 

Here's some computer vocabulary we could use for the introduction, just to make sure 

they know the basics before introducing the [hospital] website.   For the more advanced 

students, I've attached a keyboard shortcuts page.  I'll make a vocabulary sheet, too. I'll 

send it later.  The [hospital] job search and application would be good practice (email 

October 29, 2008). 

In this way, instructional staff create a field, a social space within which to work around a system 

that devalues their labor. 

Classroom Instruction 

 All women in the cohort repeatedly state that their primary goal in the VESL Program is 

to learn as much English as possible.  Because they recognize the value its mastery will afford 

them in the social sphere–or linguistic market–of the U.S. workforce, ELLs strive for 

membership in the dominant, English-speaking labor market.  As such, they are banking that 

their decision to study English will provide opportunities for converting their newly acquired 

linguistic capital into currency in the form of access to job and social mobility.  Below I examine 

how VESL language classroom instruction serves this purpose. 
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Instruction Complements Internships 

 Bringing internship materials to class for further explanation is another way that the 

program directly addresses students’ immediate learning needs, in lieu of adherence to the 

prescribed curriculum.  While most of the work that students perform at their internship sites is 

literally hands-on, some tasks require them to read texts (menus, expiration dates, cash register 

keys, temperature charts).  In general, students understand what these texts represent, and bring 

representative texts (realia) to clarify with the teacher.  Lang, for instance, brings a menu and 

describes her internship at a local college, which has a salad bar, a pizza section, a salad section, 

and a menu section in the cafeteria.  She relates her responsibility to serve in the “menu” section.  

The instructor clarifies some details, distinguishing between the various menus offered at 

different locations in the cafeteria and the foods served in each one respectively.  Then she uses 

the opportunity to clarify vocabulary, “Does anyone know what a la carte means?”  Nadia shows 

her menu.  The instructor explains the types of foods Nadia is responsible for temperature 

controlling, writes several menu items on the board, and clarifies the difference between a la 

carte and dinner plates.  In this way, the teacher abandons the prescribed curriculum in favor of 

developing her own, one that explicitly and effectively attends to students’ immediate questions 

about their workplaces. 

 Nadia relates that her task is to “test the temperature every 45 minutes to 1 hour.”  She 

also produces for the class a form on which she is to write the temperature for all menu items; 

she describes the food safety intricacies of her temperature-taking task. The next day, Nadia 

brings in the [alcohol] wipes that she uses to clean off the thermometer, and the checklist she 

must use for maintaining her temperature records.  Lang, too, describes her food-tallying task at 

the hospital and, highlighting those items she is asked to prepare, shares a menu and a tallying 

chart.  “Today I did the same as yesterday.  The first time I did cold food tallies.  I counted 40 
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each plastic dishes.  And 140 Chinese dishes” (Class Notes October 15, 2008).  As a result, 

students acquire previously unfamiliar terms such as “a la carte,” “wipes,” and “tally,” that are 

germane to their respective internship responsibilities. 

Vocabulary   

 Vocabulary lessons comprise the vast majority of the class time that the instructor 

devotes to language teaching.  Students need to understand and express words related to their 

internships, incipient job searches and, ultimately, their new workplaces.  They need to 

effectively communicate, to understand, and to be understood.  As a result, language instruction 

centers primarily on meaning-making, whether it is of nouns related to kitchen equipment and 

food, or verbs related to institutional food service activities, behaviors, or students’ job search.   

 Once, during job search preparation, to develop the students’ job description sections on 

their resumes, the career specialist visits the class and elicits tools and/or equipment vocabulary 

that everyone uses at their internships.  Current and former students report that by 

complementing their internship, classroom vocabulary lessons help them to perform their tasks 

better as well as to prepare for their insipient jobs.  Students share their experience in this regard: 

Fabiana:  The vocabulary that they teach every day seems very good to me.  In my case, 

it helps me enrich my English and also, the internship, because the direct practice at the 

worksite helps clarify the expectations that one would have at a future employment. 

(Undated Journal Entry) 

Former Student: They teach the language of how to work. The medicine and any kind of 

healthcare in the US and after that...if you work in different kind of place, you can use.  

Here, we pack, but if different place, not the same, we...learn about vocabulary to make 

sure you know about your job (Focus Group December 3, 2008). 
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In her journal, Fabiana reports that communication practice at her internship serving food to 

students in the cafeteria at a nearby private college, is helping her in this regard.  “I am 

improving my English because the students are very friendly and decent and by interacting with 

them, they’re helping me to enrich my English vocabulary”  (Undated Journal Entry).  Fabiana’s 

trajectory towards her dream is contingent upon mastery of the legitimate language.  Until that 

point, however, there is a sense that she is not a legitimate speaker and not worthy of achieving 

her dreams.  Aisha, too, expresses a similar sentiment that computer literacy is integral to the 

food service content she is learning.  She outlines how she sees her education unfolding in 

specifically ordered stages, each one providing access to the next:  “I would like to go to school 

to learn English so that I can be fluent in the language.  Then I will study the computer.  When I 

become proficient with computers, I will study food service” (Undated Journal Entry).   

Pronunciation   

 Because students express such difficulty with pronunciation, the instructor conducts 

some–but not many–contextualized pronunciation lessons that consist of practicing responses to 

common interview questions such as Why do you want to work in food service?  What is your 

experience working in food service?  To begin, she identifies two salient words that repeatedly 

pose particular difficulty to pronounce and which are ubiquitous in the students’ job search:  

“experience” and “internship,” writes them on the board, and indicates where the stressed 

intonation is.  She then conducts repetition drills to provide students with practice.  Nancy the 

IFS classroom tutor, asks students to share their food service experience in the US and in their 

home countries and conducts substitution drills with formulaic speech so students feel 

comfortable expressing their experience to others, such as: “In my housekeeping job (I learned -

______________ ) or (I liked _________________) 
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In their journals, students report that such tailored lessons meet their needs by helping them to 

improve their communication skills: 

Lang:    My teachers have taught me on pronunciation, grammar, conversation, and 

  speaking…. For more than 3 weeks, I have studied Food Service and had  

  your help to learn English and speak it more clearly than before. 

Fabiana:  I spend a lot of work on pronunciation and with new vocabulary that they  

  teach us in class and pronouncing it helps us to improve, especially for  

  me. 

Fabiana elaborates how speaking practice in English, over time, is a condition for achieving her 

life goals: 

First [before my dream job] I need good pronunciation of English.  This is why I don’t 

want to stop English classes.  I’d like to continue practicing and improving; by next year 

I’ll know even more and will be able to speak even better.  (Undated Journal Entry). 

Socioculturally Relevant Instructional Strategies 

 In addition to teaching contextualized language lessons, the instructor mentors strategies 

that help students engage in their learning process, develop their critical thinking skills, and help 

students cope with challenges they face in their internships.   

 Language learning strategies.  Given the students’ developing language abilities and 

their lack of experience interacting with English speakers, the instructor carries out the 

program’s lesson on “Asking for Clarification,” and is one of a small handful of prescribed 

lessons she chooses to teach.  The lesson consists of showing two video scenes wherein workers 

make mistakes because they fail to clarify a particular task.  The video generates much 

discussion of ways to clarify meaning with interlocutors, and students relate successfully 

employing this strategy to cope with misunderstandings in and out of the program. 
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 Another language lesson, “Make your Mark,” involves practicing sentences that describe 

various workplace attributes, such as, “Mary is always punctual.”  Tatiana uses this activity to 

relate, with a joke, how she sometimes chooses to defer at her internship where she is not always 

comfortable promoting her attributes, and where her coworkers do not follow food safety 

guidelines.  “’Always has clean nails’ or ‘always wears clean uniforms.’  Maybe I should put 

[my completed worksheet] on the wall.”   No say nothing for clean or short my nails.  Maybe 

when I go for other place….” (Class Notes October 14, 2008). 

 Telephone conventions.  On several occasions, students call Karen, Stella, and me to let 

us know if they will be absent or late.  Almost always, however, they hang up before leaving a 

message.  This behavior is not uncommon.  While taken for granted by cultural insiders, 

telephone conventions such as how to take and leave messages, are important cultural capital that 

students need to acquire as they search for a job.  As a result, the instructor, with the support of 

Stella, the coordinator, and Karen, the career specialist, incorporates telephone practice into the 

curriculum.   She asks students to sit in pairs back to back and role-play a hypothetical 

conversation between a prospective employer and employee.  She provides questions such as, 

“Are you still interested in the job?” as well as strategies, such as letting a call go to voice mail 

so students can, at their own pace, review the message, and most importantly, the contact 

information a prospective employer leaves.  Karen suggests that students ask their children not to 

answer the telephone during their job search phase, unless they are able to take good messages.  

Cherry emphasizes the need to ask for–and write down–the caller’s contact information and to 

repeat it back to the caller.  This lesson bears fruit a few weeks later when Ming, who is the first 

of the IFS cohort to land a job, recounts having set up her interview over the telephone and just 

before closing, realizes she does not know where to go and employs what she learned:  “Wait!  

Don’t hang up!  Please tell me exactly where to meet you.”    
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 Critical thinking skills.  The instructor regularly asks students to reflect on their learning 

experience and encourages them to back up their statements.  This pedagogical approach, of 

teaching critical thinking skills, serves as a strategy to elicit students’ needs, interests, 

understanding, and analyses related to their internships or job search.  For instance, to elicit 

opinions about particular jobs, she asks students to share their reaction to specific job listings by 

asking them to list the pros and cons of each position. 

 On another occasion, the instructor asks students to work in pairs and ask each other what 

kinds of jobs they want (or don’t want) and, requests that they explain why (or why not).  She 

puts responses on the board, such as: 

• Aisha wants to work in a hospital because of job security.   

• Aisha doesn’t want to work at a hotel because it’s noisy and stressful.   

• Aisha wants to be an assistant cook because she loves to cook.   

• Aisha doesn’t want to be a dishwasher because the chemicals aren’t good 

for your hands. 

The dyad interviews generate fruitful needs inventories as well as reinforce relevant 

communicative competencies via sentence structure practice.  It also serves as a vehicle to 

incorporate some critical pedagogy into the curriculum.  Providing a space for students to 

consider what would be acceptable or unacceptable jobs, gives them a chance to consider the 

possibility of employing agency and following through in ways that serve their respective 

multiple agendas. 

 Coping strategies.  Internships provide an opportunity to learn new kitchen and language 

skills as well as how to cope as an employee in a new and sometimes challenging work 

environment.  One lesson students quickly grasp is that they must learn to contend with 

contradictions in their workplaces.  Learning how to navigate issues that arise so as to maintain 
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relationships, by being diplomatic, is a critical skill set integral to workplace norms.   Tatiana’s 

initial concern is her internship site’s noncompliance with the health and safety regulations she 

had learned while obtaining her Food Handler’s card.  For example, she relates that staff do not 

wash the lettuce and, instead, put it directly into sandwiches.  Her comments spur others to join 

in the conversation, and support Tatiana’s desire to wash the lettuce, even if it flouts her 

workplace norm:   

Tatiana:  The lettuce is in the big box, no wash?  Is only taking and put in the  

  sandwich. 

Instructor:  Lettuce in the big box has already been washed. 

Tatiana:  I see dirty. 

Chin Chin: I see something. I throw it away. 

Tatiana:  You no wash this? I see dirt on my fingers! Supervisor say, “No washing.  

  That will make bread wet.” 

Instructor:  That’s what happens with lettuce or spinach.  You will find  dirt. Washing  

  can make bread soggy if not dried. 

This discussion also generates an impromptu, contextualized vocabulary lesson: 

Aisha:   What is soggy? 

Instructor:  The bread takes some of that water.  Maybe you can ask your supervisor  

  what to do.   

Tatiana:  Is dirty. 

Instructor:  Dirt is physical contamination  (Class Notes October 15, 2008) 

 To directly address Tatiana’s concern that her internship peers and supervisor do not 

adhere to guidelines spelled out in her Food Handler’s manual, Cherry works with her to develop 

a strategy.  She suggests Tatiana to ask of her supervisor, “I have a question.  This is what we’re 
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learning in class.  That we have to cut our nails, wear gloves, pull our hair back, wear a clean 

uniform.  Is that true, are those the rules here?”  She then spirals in a lesson on “asking for 

clarification” by suggesting that Tatiana could take the initiative in her internship by putting 

signs up about appropriate health and safety procedures.  In this way, she encourages Tatiana to 

engage professionally with her supervisor and demonstrates her desire to be compliant with food 

safety.  (Class Notes October 15, 2008)    

 Peer teaching at internships.  By and large, kitchen-worker peers teach VESL students 

how to perform their duties.  This environment provides a context within which to present 

relevant realia and opportunities to acquire the associative linguistic skills (Belcher, 2004).  Chin 

Chin reports learning well when coworkers show her how to perform a particular task, by 

providing her with a display of a real example of what she needs to prepare.  “They show 

me….make me example, a big one on the table [like a sandwich]  They will put chicken…and 

make the first sample and then you can watch it” (Interview October 27, 2008). 

 Former students, when asked how they learned on the job, recount that their more 

experienced internship peers willingly taught them tasks and answered their questions.   

One former student recalls, “I have one lady she’s always with me and I can ask her and she 

show me.  During the four hour intern.  So she’s very nice and she willing to train me.”   Another 

former student remembers, “Ask seniority people.  People who been here longer” (Focus Group 

December 3, 2008).  Natasha, while she believes the supervisor should also play more of a role 

in mentoring, expresses satisfaction with her peer-teacher.  “I really like Anita.  She explains and 

shows everything….Every time I work with Jesse she teaches me and shows me what I need to 

know.  I like to work with her….I like in the kitchen.  Everyone knows their job” (Interview 

November 10, 2008). These accounts of feeling comfortable to clarify questions with their peers 

suggests that internships provide NNSs with a safe learning environment wherein they can rely 
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on their more seasoned cohorts to mentor them.  The internship context, then, serves as a 

meaningful sociocultural context wherein guided learning can take place in their zone of 

proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). 

 Students report feeling empowered by engaging in the above highlighted instructional 

activities.  They are aware that participating—and being actively committed—in all aspects of 

the program provides them with an opportunity to learn codes and information relevant to their 

immediate objective of finding a job.  In her journal, Fabiana details how the program has made 

her more aware of presenting herself with the skills she learned and the tools she created in class: 

They’re helping me with the internet, applying for jobs that way. They’re helping us 

understand how to apply for jobs in person.  They correct certain words to prepare for 

interviews, and with online applications.  Because the resume is different here than in 

Colombia, so they’ve helped me to create a useful resume here and to present it to 

prospective employers.  They’ve taught us that and it helps us to understand how to 

present ourselves with the resume.  Every company has it’s own process of taking 

applications and making interviews.  This helps a lot so we fill out everything correctly.  

In this way, it provides an advantage.   

Students’ Agendas 

 All of the students are very motivated to get the most out of their program experience.  

Yet, as adult workers, they are motivated on their own terms and by their own agendas.  

Considering themselves college students, they carefully proceed throughout the term in ways that 

reflect great thoughtfulness about their choices.  Usually, the women’s personal lives influence 

the nature of their agency; at other times, it is their industriousness as workers that propels them 

to live up to their potential as productive beings and to their personal code of ethics.  In fact, 

students proved to be quite savvy about negotiating in the field to best suit their needs and 
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circumstances.  They operated in very sophisticated ways that bolstered their self-confidence 

even if their agency did not fundamentally translate to social mobility.  They rose to challenges 

and moved out of their comfort zones when and how it best suited their particular dispositions.  

Below I discuss students’ professional agendas as they bear on their learning experience. 

Resisting Authority 

 One former student relates how her strategy of actively resisting her teacher’s suggestion, 

to decline a housekeeping position in favor of waiting for a more covetous healthcare position to 

open up, wound up paying off for her.  The former student hedged her bets, which ultimately 

worked in her favor.  She explains that her resistance, which was largely influenced by her need 

to obtain medical insurance for her three children, resulted in ultimately achieving her objective 

of securing a full time job with benefits in a hospital: 

Our teacher expect us to get a better job and when the class almost done and I felt my 

children need the medical and I applied for Housekeeping and she doesn’t want me to 

apply until very last week of class.  I …. told her I need medical for my children so 

housekeeping is easy to get in and then I feel like it doesn’t hurt to have a foot in the 

door.   And then four months after that I have medical for my children (Focus Group 

December 4, 2008). 

This mother had a clear agenda for herself and for her family.  She carefully weighed her options  

and conducted herself in a way that ultimately proved fruitful for her.  Such calculated agency 

illustrates ways in which subordinated groups can successfully jostle in the field and in so doing 

challenge the status quo for their own ends.  In the end, as will be described more fully in the 

next chapter, this student’s experience, and that of her cohort from 1999, remains an anomaly.  

Today, such coveted full time jobs with benefits have become more and more of a challenge for 

marginalized—as well as mainstream—individuals to access.  However, it does show how 
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individuals can and do appropriate social spaces for themselves in the field in order to mete out 

their respective agendas. 

 Students’ agendas are not always transparent, but they affect how students take advantage 

(or not) of opportunities.  Although they may seem passive, in that they do not often challenge 

the status quo wherein they find themselves subordinated, they take quite a bit of initiative to 

carry out their personal and vocational agendas to best suit their needs.  Below, I describe how 

the cohort manages to make decisions and navigate through the social structures of the school 

and their internships in order to best address their concerns.   

Setting an Example 

 After much discussion in class about how to deal with the practices she found to be 

incongruent with health and safety procedures Tatiana decides to set an example: 

When I start yesterday I took jewelry off I put in my pocket.  My supervisor said, “no, 

that’s ok”.  But I do it anyway.  Maybe tomorrow I put glove and other people see me 

and they do what I do.  I be teacher (Class Notes October 14, 2008). 

 During class discussion, Chin Chin mentions her task for the day revolved around 

labeling expired food.  Tatiana takes the opportunity to reiterate ways she enforces health and 

safety conditions, which her peers routinely ignore at her worksite, by discarding expired foods, 

when “Yesterday I see something. You know the little milk is 2-3 days ago.  I see expiration date 

2-3 days ago and I say, ‘throw out’” (Class Notes October).  Here Tatiana conveys her 

commitment to following the health code by taking the initiative, and doing what is required by 

law, even though her coworkers and supervisor are not as diligent.   Tatiana begins to leverage 

her newly acquired cultural capital and, by setting the example in this way, suggests the potential 

for shifting her habitus to being a leader in food service contexts, rather than a subordinated 

worker. 
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Developing Study Skills 

 Chin Chin, whose primary task is to prepare sandwiches and salads at her internship, 

develops what turns out to be an effective note-taking strategy for acquiring new vocabulary: 

I taking notes of [the words] and then, what is this item.  Anything that is different, like a 

lot of kind of sandwich, if I have time, I write down the item, the name and then what 

include, what put in the sandwich, what put in the salad.  I try to go home and remember 

and then for the next day, so it’s easy, so I don’t have to ask somebody again, “what 

include in this?”  So I think that it’s a good way to remember.  (Interview October 27, 

2008).  

The instructor notes, on several occasions, that she is impressed with the cohort’s note-taking 

habits in class.  “It’s the best note-taking group I’ve ever taught in my life; it’s unreal; they write 

down every single word”  (Interview November 11, 2008).  Such diligence demonstrates the 

dedication with which students approach their learning experience. 

Transnationality 

 James, a career specialist, is skeptical when asked whether the workforce development 

system will be able to address NNSs needs during the economic crisis, especially in such 

uncertain times.  He adds, that as a response to the crisis, he is noticing a trend of immigrants 

moving back to their home countries: 

If there’s more jobs I suppose, once things kind of get back to normal.  But until then I 

think it’s going to be really tough.  I don’t see it will be met, really.   A lot of people are 

moving back to Mexico or their own countries because they’re not finding work here” 

(Interview January 29, 2009). 

 Indeed, Fabiana seriously considers using her recent learning experience as a springboard 

to pursue what could be a long-term entrepreneurial opportunity in her native Colombia.  In her 
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hometown a new commercial center opens which, she thinks, might offer her entrepreneurial 

possibilities.  As a result, she returns to Colombia to determine the viability of starting some type 

of food service endeavor: 

In Colombia, when there is a new commercial center, the people visit it a lot.  …. because 

it’s new…. it sticks out.  This seems like a good idea to begin something new there.  And 

even further ahead, I’d have more money and could do something here in the US.  While 

the economy …. has so many problems, it’s an option.  One of two, to stay here or return 

to Colombia to at least, it’s a way to reach my objective.  (Interview January 14, 2009) 

Thus, Fabiana sees herself operating binationally as a way to cope with dominating global 

employment issues.  When I ask, in mid-January during our final interview, what she was 

currently working towards regarding her job search, she beams with pride and determination.  

“I’m going to begin a new year, organize myself, my objectives for the new year.  This is 

important for me, to move up a little more, to fulfill my objectives of things I didn’t finish last 

year” (Interview January 14, 2009).  She lists three clear criteria she has developed and plans to 

bring to fruition.  She wants (a) a full time job so she can “get some money because things are 

very expensive;” (b) a fixed schedule so she can enroll in further English classes to “perfect her 

skills;” (c) an above minimum wage, “because I’ve got the Food Service Certificate.”  She adds 

that her five-year goal is to have her own business, either in the US or in Colombia.  Of note, 

Fabiana, who was a health care industry sales executive in Colombia, has begun to fulfill at least 

two of her New Year objectives by securing a full time job earning above minimum wage 

working at FUJIFILM (email October 22, 2009).  

Conclusion 

 This chapter explores how actors struggle in a social field to give NNSs the tools they 

need to acquire the knowledge and skills they seek.  It reveals how stakeholders over time have 
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challenged the status quo, overcome persistent obstacles, and managed to provide meaningful 

learning opportunities for ELLs.  This chapter also investigates how students exhibit agency to 

serve their own agendas in and out of the workplace.  As I will discuss in the next chapter, this 

has all taken place in a program that has become increasingly marginalized in the community 

and in the college itself, which, as a powerful institution mirroring dominant ideologies, 

contributes to inequitable social reproduction.  
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 CHAPTER 6 

VESL REPRODUCING SOCIAL INEQUALITIES 

 The previous chapter examines numerous heartening examples of how staff go out of 

their way to challenge the status quo and provide meaningful learning opportunities to help 

students to reach their goals.  This chapter, in contrast, investigates ways in which macro, meso, 

and micro influences bear on the VESL Program, that through routinized and legitimized 

institutional structures, tacitly steer staff to serve the status quo by reproducing social inequities.  

On a macro level, I examine the impact that powerful economic and political structures constrain 

the community college’s mission to serve multilingual and multicultural students.  On a meso 

level, I then examine how, in response to these constraints, the community college (seemingly 

unintentionally) functions to reproduce social inequalities.  I delve into how wellmeaning staff 

wind up systematically tracking students into dead end, low wage pools of labor.  Finally, on a 

micro level, I explore how students’ agendas also function to preserve an inequitable hierarchy 

that keeps them subordinated, which is antithetical to their dreams of social mobility.  Indeed, 

what follows illustrates how adult immigrants are channeled into low-paying, dead-end jobs, and 

urged to accept it.  Furthermore, newcomers unwittingly play a role in this institutionally 

sanctioned reproductive process.   

 From the outset of the VESL Program’s inception in 1999, invisible transnational forces 

bore down heavily on local industry, prompting community college staff to struggle to build 

something out of nothing.  Veiled, yet powerful, macroeconomic and political structures 

exercised control of an accepted doxa wherein social stratification in the college prevailed to 

exclude ELLs from training opportunities.  On a meso level, the college, then, served to mediate 

larger globalized forces that shaped hierarchies wherein immigrants remained subordinated.  

This tiered arrangement remains fully intact in 2010.  The college is not a neutral site.  Indeed, 
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on the surface, it appears to be training NNSs to learn dominant codes that will afford them 

social mobility.  Yet, upon closer inspection, we see how it functionally prepares them for entry 

into subservient roles wherein they must accept the most menial, bottom of the barrel jobs, take 

orders, and serve a dominant class.  This arrangement is partly achieved by employing a 

neoliberal discourse that shapes and legitimizes their subordination; it is also achieved by 

students’ lived experiences in their internships wherein a firmly entrenched division of labor 

persists with immigrants firmly at the bottom.  Succumbing to this inequity is not what students 

signed up for. 

Macro Transnational Pressures Bear on VESL 

 As described in Chapter 4, the last decade has seen pervasive offshoring of industry 

causing massive layoffs and affecting thousands of workers.  This reality significantly impacts 

large numbers of low-skill assembly line factory workers in industries such as textiles and 

electronics.  Many ELLs work in these production-type environments, which require mostly 

repetitive tasks and very little English.  Below, I explore the effects that such transnational, 

globalized economic markets have on the creation, implementation, and functioning of VESL.   

Initial Program Launch 

 In 1999 Department of Labor (DOL) representatives met with recently laid off 

workers to inform them of their benefits and options.  Theresa, who was the original 

program coordinator, points out that the sessions were conducted in English, rendering 

the presentations useless: 

Pretty quickly we determined that they did not understand anything that had been said to 

them but that’s how the Employment Department did their business.  We had all this 

NAFTA Trade Act money and we had nowhere to spend it.  They have the Cadillac and 

they don’t know it…because they’re not literate enough [in English] to get into the 
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college English classes, so all they’re qualified for is free ESL, which isn’t rigorous 

enough.  They need something rigorous.  (Interview October 22, 2008) 

 Theresa emphasizes the inequity of the status quo wherein no training programs existed 

that could meet immigrants’ linguistic needs in order to grasp new technical content delivered in 

English.  “As long as you spoke English you got served.  Therefore White people who spoke 

English kept being served and not immigrants…” (Interview October 22, 2008).  The college 

had, until that point, not responded to the community’s change in demographics that required a 

shift towards addressing the needs of a more multicultural and multilingual student body.  

Adapting to a changing student body is what Bourdieu (1984) specifically identifies as a major 

responsibility that higher education needs to assume.   As a result of transnational neoliberal 

influences, which have an effect on global migration, the college, as a powerful institutional 

structure, has consequently served to reproduce an inequitable social hierarchy that excludes 

immigrants from access to educational opportunities for social mobility.  This paradoxic process 

occurs in spite of a dedicated, hard-working staff that often advocates for students to pursue and 

achieve their goals. 

 Almost ten years later, stakeholders continue to struggle against the omnipresence of 

external forces bearing heavily upon the program.  The Institutional Food Service (IFS) Program 

that I had identified and arranged to focus my study upon, is in peril from the moment I arrive, to 

such an extent that I was unsure if I would be able to conduct my fieldwork.  Students are not 

eligible for financial aide because the program is not credit bearing so the program relies 

exclusively on DOL funds.  Moreover, schools typically have limited control over the monies 

they receive (Apple, 1982).  Making access more challenging is that DOL funds, which 

according to the dean, diminished nearly 40 percent in fiscal year 2008, were recently further cut.  

In addition, in the new fiscal year (2008-2009) new federal DOL regulations have deemed the 
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IFS training as not having met WIA’s critera of a high demand job as described earlier.  

According to the dean, that IFS was said not to be a demand job was a misconception in the field 

about the IFS status.  Therefore, because of her position on the Regional Competitiveness 

Committee, which determines funding allocation, she planned to clarify the situation among her 

committee peers.  Evidently the new regulation hadn’t come into just weeks before class was 

scheduled to begin, and the IFS, if there was funding, would be eligible to receive them.  The 

dean offers timing as another variable in the funding process, and suggests that budget allocation  

throughout the year sometimes results in shortfalls at the end.  This complicated and sometimes 

arbitrary process remains opaque throughout my study: 

[Running a training] is always precarious.  For any of the VESL trainings because it 

depends on the time of year, because obviously those sites have all their money right at 

the beginning of the year and if they spend all their money then people who are coming 

in towards the end, then classes that are running towards the end of the year won’t fly.  

And it just depends.  (Interview August 14, 2008) 

Program Sustenance 

 In a follow-up conversation almost a year after completing my field work, Stella, the 

coordinator, laments that a new cohort of IFS students who qualify for NAFTA tuition are not 

eligible for GED coursework because, she says, “they [NAFTA policy makers] determined that 

GED training would take too long and they didn’t want to pay for it (telephone conversation 

December 12, 2009).   She complains that denying such benefits will make it harder to place 

students upon program completion, yet she offers no way to resist this arrangement.   It is 

arguable that denial of such funds constitutes national origin discrimination (Kirkpatrick, 2004) 

because if effectively bars their access to opportunities that native speakers enjoy.  Thus various 

echelons of college management operate in a routinized way utilizing a powerful institutional 
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discourse that accepts inequitable opportunity as inescapable.   Stella has no ability to leverage 

power via her social networks or her cultural knowledge of the workforce development system.  

This doxa is not challenged, but, rather, taken as the natural order of things.  The institutional 

discourse functions to help carry out the interests of dominant political and economic powers and 

serves to reinforce a hierarchy that subordinates ELLs.  

 The nature of short-term training by definition imposes limits on the scope of service 

provision.  Such an orientation, which is the result of limited resources, consequently constrains 

the parameters within which the program can adequately function to serve students who need 

protracted, sustained language and content support.  As described earlier, Stella, the coordinator, 

often makes allowances to accommodate students and teachers with certain curricular changes.  

But clearly, there are limits as to how far the program can extend itself.  The coordinator declines 

the instructor’s e-mail inquiries about providing students with First Aid training, and helping 

students get reimbursed for the cost of their FHC. 

Teacher:  Some jobs that are coming up on i-Match require First Aid/CPR certification 

(e.g., Head Start). Is this something the program helps facilitate for our students? 

Coordinator:  This is not something that we do for the food service students. They can 

enroll in a PCC class, or through the Red Cross to obtain this credential (email 12/2/08).  

At a staff meeting, shortly after the IFS cycle gets underway, Stella, the coordinator, and Karen, 

the career specialist, announce a shift in focus.  Going forward, instructional efforts must focus 

on preparing students for job search.  While necessary, due to the nature of the short-term 

training, this shift in emphasis feels abrupt.  Nadia, the tutor, notes that the turn from teaching 

food service content to job seeking preparation may be related to outside influence:  

The impression that I get is there are political pressures that nonprofits have to get 

students jobs rather than teach them English. I think the curriculum is very structured.  I 
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don’t know if we’ve covered it.  I don’t know if they’re getting as much food stuff as 

they need.  (Interview November 18, 2008) 

Her comments reflect a concern that, because moving forward the curricular focus must be on 

job search, students will not receive adequate support via language instruction specific to Food 

Service content.  In other words, by accelerating the curriculum to a point where students are not 

getting enough of what they need, interests, other than those of the students, are being privileged. 

 Indeed, the coordinator expresses concern about jeopardizing future funding if students, 

for whatever reason, do not find a job.  She reports: 

It hurts our reputation with the people who funded students because, we’re not grant 

funded any more.  The program has maintained good performance, relevance in the 

internship and job market[s] has maintained a good reputation among funding sources 

because typically the program places 100% of our IFS students.  But it is a constant 

struggle (Field Notes December 9, 2008).  

She is therefore expressing worry about the program’s receipt of future funds if students do not 

end up becoming employed, because that is the required outcome.   Dominant macro structures 

that bear on resource allocation, therefore, influence how the college carries out its mission and 

reproduces a hierarchical status quo that is unfavorable for ELL students. 

Hiring Practices Compromise Integrity of Instruction 

 The college mediates larger political and economic forces that not only affect students’ 

reimbursements, but also sharply affect VESL hiring practices.  The delayed start date for IFS 

causes a rush, and, a bit of a panic.  Opaque institutional constraints that influence resource 

allocation remain completely out of site, yet force college staff to hustle, thereby compromising 

the integrity and efficacy of training.  In practice, then, the college mediates systemic external 

forces, which serve to reproduce social inequities.   
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 For instance, because Cherry, the (adjunct) instructor, is hired just prior to the first day of 

class, she has no time to adequately preview a plethora of resources provided to her.  This 

material includes a key video she misses, that explicitly demonstrates salient portions of the 

Food Handler’s Card (FHC) content.  As a result of such last minute hiring practices, students 

unfortunately miss being taught content in a contextual and visual way that could have helped 

them enormously as they prepared for the FHC test.  Remarkably, all students pass the online 

test.  The testing procedure caused students to experience a palpable learning curve and quite a 

bit of confusion over computer glitches, and creating usernames and passwords.  However, that 

video clearly illustrates a great portion of concepts they needed to know and would have made 

studying for and ultimately taking the exam much more favorable for them.  So starting the term 

already from behind makes catching-up logistically (and pedagogically) challenging, sometimes 

frenetic and almost impossible. 

 External forces increasingly bear on how the program unfolds, extending through the 

final component, job search, which takes place in the computer lab and typically lasts four 

weeks.  Budget constraints preclude paying the instructor’s continuation during this phase so the 

program relies on tutors to work with students.  The discrepancy between the instructor’s and the 

tutors’ pay rate is significant: instructors earn $35 per teaching hour plus $17.50 for preparation, 

per teaching day, whereas tutors earn $12 per hour.   During this phase, economic constraints 

preclude any possibility of language instruction taking place, despite the obvious need for this 

critical component to continue for as long as possible.  Curricular focus therefore fixates on 

students finding a job at the expense of prolonged VESL instruction.  In the job search phase, 

where Karen, the career specialist’s role is key, she is told her job is in jeopardy due to budget 

constraints.  Luckily, Karen learns that shortly before what would have been her last day, that 
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monies were found for her to remain in her position7.  This funding process which has been 

opaque since beginning my fieldwork, remains so, but clearly bears on VESL’s functioning. 

Accommodating and Acclimating 

 As described earlier, industry tours occur almost immediately.  This rush gives the cohort 

little time to acclimate to their program experience.  The tours, however, do serve as an 

opportunity to begin inculcating learners with behavioral norms expected of them while on the 

tours, and, ultimately in the U.S. workplace (Duerksen, 2003) as well as to ingratiate themselves 

with potential employers with whom they might wish to connect.  To that end, Karen, the career 

coordinator, provided a “Guidelines for Tours” document which reminds students not simply to 

adhere to what may be a new dress code (no blue jeans, open-toed shoes) but also emphasizes the 

need to speak English and “ask at least one question.”  The guidelines drive home the point to 

“ask questions,” “be especially polite,” “be punctual,” “look interested” and “not fall asleep or 

look bored.”  Adopting these cultural attributes could make a positive impression on a potential 

supervisor and allow students to convert their newly acquired cultural capital in a job.  Karen 

reminds students of what should be obvious to the cohort of adult women: not to yawn or to 

repeat a question that someone else has already asked.  These directives aimed at mature adult 

women has a patronizing overtone and explicitly relegates them as subordinates in their learning 

process. 

 Responding to the imposed rush on the curriculum, Cherry, the instructor, for the first 

time of many, draws on the power she possesses in her capacity as a teacher.  She employs 

agency and abandons her planned lesson to ensure students adhere to the guidelines by helping 

students generate and practice posing questions about the worksite.  In these ways, the program 

                                                             
7 Largely because of this scare, Karen, who is married with one child, has since taken a more stable position 

elsewhere. 
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tries to help students to learn necessary codes, yet simultaneously tries to ensure students’ 

participation in the tours serves to capitalize on the connection with the supervisor by making a 

good impression, linguistically and culturally.  This approach rewards those who take on 

required dominant cultural attributes and penalizes those who do not.  Indeed, the tour, as a genre 

(Belcher, 2004; Hyland, 2002), exemplifies how this expression of ESP results in the tendency 

toward accommodationism, which aims for learners to become suited for –rather than challenge–

existing structures, regardless of power inequities (Belcher, 2004; Bowles, 1977; Moore, 1999).  

Taking initiative in this way can thus result in social reproduction.  As staff guide learners to 

master dominant workplace codes, ELLs unwittingly remain subordinated.  The college therefore 

bears on the process of inculcating students into rewarding behavioral norms that would reap the 

most currency (in the form of a potential job, or a favorable letter of recommendation).  Yet 

these jobs barely offer sustenance. 

Students Question VESL’s Rigor 

 As described, the internship is an integral component of the program, yet from the very 

beginning students question its rigor.  Karen, the career specialist, assigns students their 

internships right away, which, as described earlier, causes some students to initially resist.  Karen 

tries to mollify Natasha, who expresses concern about her internship assignment: She thinks the 

kitchen is too large for her and as a result would only offer her a cursory inventory of tasks to 

learn.  Karen follows up with me and relates her conference with Natasha to allay her concern.  

Karen admits that the program’s early crunch has caused students some stress.  “I just said, ‘I 

hear that you are worried, nervous about working at the kitchen [at the hospital].  Can you 

explain why?’ And she said, ‘it’s so big.  I don’t know can I do it?’”  (e-mail October 1, 2008).   

 All palpate the program’s haste as a result of the delayed start date.  This rush is 

superimposed on the compressed schedule inherent in an accelerated (i.e. “short term”) curricular 
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format.  Karen acknowledges that the first week has been hurried because of IFS’s start delay, 

forcing the tours to take place immediately, and internships to start shortly thereafter.  This 

hustle, she realizes has understandably caused students to feel somewhat nervous and 

overwhelmed about their internships.  In Natasha’s case, Karen uses the opportunity to 

encourage her to accept the assignment because of the valuable experience she will gain and be 

able to transfer elsewhere: 

I told [Natasha] that the kitchen is very big, but it’s a good opportunity to do a lot of 

different things that you may have to do in any kitchen if it’s a school, a nursing home, a 

restaurant. And that the supervisors did not expect her to come in and know everything, 

that she was there to be a student and to learn…And that seemed to be enough for her to 

say, “ok I’ll try it.  I’ll do it.”  So it felt like it was more a case of cold feet than “Auugh, 

what a big kitchen, this looks nothing like my kitchen.  I can’t do that!”  But yes, it is a 

large kitchen, but I think most students will be in kitchens just as large so I did want to 

push her because it is such a good internship opportunity and it will help her in her 

employment search so much (e-mail October 1, 2008). 

Natasha compares the VESL Program to her formative training in Dairy Science: 

[In Ukraine] I learned math, very much amount of math; many, many chemicals, organic 

analysis.  This is many, many biology.  This is many, many chemicals.  This [college in 

Ukraine] is a big college.  This is a serious, big college.  VESL is program is easy for me.  

It’s like, not college, it’s like easy, easy, easy, easy, easy, easy.  This college in Ukraine 

this is a big college, this is a serious college (Interview October 30, 2008). 

 With a college degree, Natasha is an outlier among the cohort in terms of her educational 

background.  Such academic history may have emboldened her to initially resist accepting a 

hospital internship that she feared would relegate her to myopic kitchen tasks and render her 
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experience useless.  Yet these students’ comments certainly suggest that the VESL curriculum 

does not challenge participants in terms of the knowledge and skills they aim to acquire through 

critical pedagogy.  English only discourse bears on schools to teach primarily discrete linguistic 

functions at the expense of engaging students to think critically about their learning experience.  

 In light of the fact that her concerns were borne out, I asked why she chose to pursue this 

internship option.  She describes taking the path of least resistance.  “I understand, before 

internship not know more education for kitchen. I see it’s not need because no need.  Simple job, 

little bit”  (Interview January 15, 2009).  Natasha opines that for an older person, the program is 

fine, but for younger learners, who have many more years of work ahead of them than she will, 

the program should have more rigor.  She expresses dissatisfaction with being trained by peers, 

which is the typical approach to teaching at most of the internships, in lieu of being trained by a 

manager. 

For me ok.  But young people internship must be more. Manager must be like teacher, 

“let’s go see this, let’s do this, look at this.”  This is some little bit program for kitchen 

for young people, but for me that’s ok (Interview January 15, 2009). 

 Students therefore retain their subordinated habitus, which keeps them from pursuing a 

more challenging learning experience.  Here, regardless of students’ transnational agendas and 

dreams, the career specialist acts as an agent for the community college, which maintains the 

status quo and functions to appropriately direct working-class students into various strata in the 

corporate milieu.  Despite Natasha’s expressed reluctance to accept this internship assignment, 

because she believes it might not offer the most rigor, Karen coaxes her into it.  This scenario 

does not necessarily jibe with the student’s transnational dreams.  And Natasha’s concern about 

the internship’s rigor bears on other cohorts.    
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 Adina, too complains about the lack of experience she believes she is gaining in her 

internship:  

I would like to learn more.  I didn’t see all kitchen.  I see only one room, little bit part.  I 

don’t know if I will see or not.  I only put food in little containers all time.  I think it’s not 

very big practice.  It’s not enough (Interview October 30, 2009). 

Internship Rigor 

 Indeed, evidence of social reproduction surfaces at internships, which some students 

characterize as sometimes hostile and exploitative work environments that lack rigor.  For 

instance, in their journals students express dismay and frustration with their coworkers who 

resent them for threatening their jobs.  Macro structures thus pit low-wage workers against each 

other who covet their jobs out of fear.  This contradiction illustrates how external forces function 

to keep immigrants in their place at the bottom of a stratified workforce.  In interviews, 

classroom discussions, and journal entries, students convey experiencing national origin 

discrimination and resentment from coworkers at their internships.  In her journal, Chin Chin 

considers quitting her internship.  She writes that she perceives resentment from her coworkers, 

who see her as threatening their job stability in an increasingly uncertain economy.  In spite of 

feeling awkward, she does her best to cope with what she describes as a tense situation so she 

can continue to get the most out of her internship experience.  She reassures her coworkers that 

she is there to learn, not to take their jobs away from them: 

In the beginning, everyone seemed nice and friendly. But since the supervisor asked me 

what I would do after the training….the people are worried I will take their jobs.  

Supervisors didn't give me any work to do. They'd say, “Check with someone else.”  I'd 

check with someone else and they'd say the same thing, “Check with someone else.”  So I 

felt useless…I understand I'm taking hours away from people, so I feel unwelcome.  I try 
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to explain that I come to learn and not to take their job from them. I'm sorry the situation 

is like this. What I try to do is explain and let them know how I feel so they don't 

discriminate against me, make my internship much easier to finish…From the bottom of 

my heart, I appreciate them training me and teaching me new techniques, but sometimes I 

feel that they don't treat me nice when I'm out of sight.  I feel mad about it, so every day I 

want to quit this job, but I still like the training and new knowledge (undated journal 

entry).  

Students develop coping strategies to remain in their subordinated habiti.  Chin Chin’s 

experience is not an anomaly (Natasha, too, reports being wary of giving her coworkers the 

impression she is covetous of their jobs) and suggests this tension may be pervasive in an 

economy where job openings are increasingly scarce and employees are increasingly concerned 

about their job security.  

 Throughout her internship, Ming expresses exasperation to her classmates with how 

frenetic her daily experience is, which, she says, consists of running around, at the beck and call 

of her coworker.  “I do many cleaning.  I do tuna and egg salad and maybe I don’t remember.  

She [coworker] tell me, ‘here, then there, hurry up!  Come back!  Do this!  Do that!  Hurry!  

Clean!  Run here!’8  I don’t like that” (Class Notes October 14, 2008).  Classroom discussion 

provides a context for her to express her frustration at feeling exploited and subordinated.  Yet 

there is no meaningful challenge to this status quo.  Here we see how the internship component 

of the VESL Program aims to provide relevant, hands-on learning opportunities, but nonetheless 

contributes to social reproduction wherein learners are relegated to procuring, and remaining in 

menial, low paying jobs that barely offer them and their families sustenance. 

                                                             
8 Emphasis in original. 
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 Evidence of national origin discrimination between workers also serves to maintain ELLs 

in an underclass.  At the close of an interview, a month into her internship (October 29, 2008), 

Ming relates feeling discriminated against by a coworker because she is Vietnamese: “Maybe 

she don’t like Vietnamese….” She is reluctant, however, to discuss her concerns with her 

internship supervisor, for fear of exacerbating the situation.  Unsure how to handle this dilemma, 

I raise the issue with the VESL Program coordinator and career specialist, the latter of whom 

calls a meeting for the following week.  At that meeting, Ming goes into more detail about the 

unsatisfactory nature of her internship: “Only watching, wrapping.  Too many watching.  I can’t 

get more experience to get a job.  The internship is too easy.  I would like to learn more…how to 

use the cash register, to learn more” (Meeting November 3, 2008). 

 Students thus express dissatisfaction with the rigor of their internships.   Ming also 

complains of feeling exploited.  Yet her assertion is not surprising, given the menial nature of her 

assignment, which is common in workplace training programs and often considered to be 

“second chances” for those who had previously failed academically (Hull, 2007).  Thus, there is 

a neoliberal discourse in place of blaming adult students who have not yet achieved mobility.   

To counter this discourse, Ming makes concrete suggestions for the program to consider which 

would provide a more salient learning opportunity: 

I think we students should do something different every week besides those two tasks 

which are too easy and don’t bring me any experience …. we need to learn some things 

else such as how to look at the menu, how to cook simple dishes and how to operate the 

cash register.  I ….suggest that we students don’t have to do only one or two simple 

task…. we could have more experience ….if we had internship at different location every 

two weeks or so.  I think most employers only need me to do menial work for them, not 

really want to help me to gain experience.  I wish there were a program to teach students 
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how to use the cash registers, how to read the menu, and conversation related to food 

service (Undated Journal Entry). 

This comment reflects a concern that some industry sites may host internships as a cynical 

strategy to procure free labor, especially if there is evidence that little or no mentorship takes 

place.   

 Limited resources preclude college staff from being more involved in mentoring students 

in their internships.  For instance, Terry, the hospital kitchen manager where Adina and Natasha 

intern, elaborates about communication difficulties she and her kitchen workers have with Adina 

that may have been assuaged with more communication between she and VESL staff.  She 

describes how repeating instructions eventually, and usually, gets the point of the assigned task 

across.  When that fails, she describes how she has to be more “hands on” with Adina. 

I would tell her, “I want you to take this box and load all these right here,” and she would 

just stand there.  And then I said, “Ok.  Take this box and do this.” Or, I’d say, “Go find 

[coworker],” and she’d just stand there and look at me.   And I’d go, “Ok, remember 

[coworker]?”  Then she’d look at me like, “Ok”… so I kept on having to repeat .… 

(Interview January 16, 2009) 

 Although such communicative challenges can and do occur with many lower level 

learners, this hurdle is atypical in Terry’s experience mentoring VESL interns.  She provides a 

common example of assigning a menial, repetitive task: “Ok, I want you to dish out one full tray 

of peaches.”  If she shows an intern how the end product is to appear, they usually have no 

problem doing it.  But, in Adina’s case, the coworker literally “had to show her the peaches and 

put the lid on, a couple of times.”  Terry relies mostly on visual cues so interns understand what 

needs to be done and catch on.  She details how sometimes that strategy would work with Adina, 

and other times she would have to literally walk her out and get her started in addition to 
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repeating everything two times and sometimes more.  She therefore heartily recommends that 

Adina return to the VESL Program for another session, because “each time she’ll get better and 

better.”   Previously, staff was in contact with internship supervisors throughout the term.  

However, the economic crisis has impinged on staff’s ability to sustain such contact.  As a result, 

aside from students’ anecdotal reports to the teacher during class, administrators remain out of 

touch with students’ day-to-day experience.  Had VESL staff become aware of this 

communication difficulty, Terry says there may have been opportunity for some type of 

intervention.  It is worth bearing in mind that the job Adina trains for comprised of repetitive, 

routinized, factory-like production tasks in a large institutional environment.  This position does 

not draw on her intellect or prepare her for a more lofty trajectory in her career; it exemplifies the 

types of low-wage, subordinated jobs students ultimately wind up applying for, and, if they are 

lucky, obtain (Mitchell, 2005).   

 Regardless, two kitchen managers corroborate this comment on the VESL Program’s 

rigor and suggest that once students begin their internships, college staff should check in with 

participants on occasion, as an added support.  Even though there are limits on college staff’s 

time, managers convey a sense that the students are left to fend for themselves.  Jennifer at IKEA 

states, “As a teacher, I would want to observe how this person’s doing rather than relying on 

anecdotal information.  Once they go into their internships, it’s kind of like, “here they go; here 

you are, good luck” (Interview November 19, 2008).  Terry, the hospital kitchen manager, while 

acknowledging limited college staff resources, would like college staff to reintroduce periodic 

check-ins. “There’s limitations on how much [college] staff have to get done.  But that was nice 

when they would visit at least once and see how their students are doing” (Interview January 16, 

2009).  She acknowledges the limited resources that college staff operate with.  Yet while there 

may be an expectation of doing more with less, this industry partner acquiesces to this sub-par 
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arrangement wherein ELLs do not get adequately mentored in this critical component of their 

learning experience.     

Competition for Internships 

  The career specialist experiences great difficulty in securing internships in the healthcare 

field because there’s so much competition from other credited and certificate programs in the 

city, which struggle to place students as well.  As a mediator between powerful global forces 

bearing on the job economy and placing students, she is therefore torn between being empathetic 

to students’ needs and preferences and being exasperated when, she says, students in the 

healthcare cohort are being “incredibly picky.”   

The understanding part of my brain is trying to say, “Yes, everybody has a special 

situation and needs special consideration because everybody is an individual.”  But the 

business side of me is saying, ‘if you were my employee, you would be out the door right 

now.’ And that’s [the] kind of the message that I want to put across in a rather serious 

way because there are a couple of individuals [among the healthcare cohort] that I’m 

afraid are going to get placed in internships and they’re going to burn a bridge and we 

don’t have that many bridges left.  (Field Notes October 10, 2008) 

Although it remains unclear why healthcare students do not take as much initiative to apply for 

jobs in their fields, it does appear that the program is marginalized in the community.   Macro 

global forces impinge on the workforce community and serve to subordinate ESL, as a 

programmatic field, or social space within that community.  While Karen may want to empathize 

with the fact that students have their own agendas (which are often not explicitly conveyed to 

her), she clearly expects students to subordinate those concerns to that of finding a job.  

Unfortunately, lack of resources and Karen’s part time status precludes any systematic way for 

her to help students deal with contradictions that they face as they try to juggle family 
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responsibilities, as well as transportation and other personal/health issues.   If the college were to 

provide supportive services such prevalent concerns might be assuaged.  As a result, the college, 

as a prime structure that serves immigrants, is unable to locate a more nuanced social space 

wherein it can adequately address students’ respective agenda. 

Competition in Labor Market 

 As the job search phase gets underway, larger, dominant discourses are superimposed on 

the educational field that all stakeholders, including students, jostle in.  Everyone worries about 

the worsening economy (as evidenced by massive mortgage foreclosures and layoffs), as well as 

the U.S. auto industry crisis and deepening uncertainties.   There is tension.  Staff face the 

economic and political realities with tenacity and determination, even though the job market is 

increasingly dim.  Nadia, the tutor, is new to the program.  Her primary responsibility is to assist 

students with submitting job applications.  She conveys that in her assessment, the new economic 

status quo is affecting the job search phase by putting extra pressure on everyone.  The pressure 

changes the class dynamic and causes her to question her own efficacy and job security, as well 

as the process she is engaged in: 

The class has shifted from very touchy-feely to all business. I find it hard to push the 

students into applying for jobs they’re not interested in. I guess it would be good practice 

if they got a chance to interview.  I think I’m driving Karen crazy with questions, and she 

seems frustrated that I don’t crank out enough applications per class. Maybe she’s just 

frustrated with the pressure of getting these students jobs in a terrible market. I am doing 

this in hopes of getting a chance to teach next time, but I don’t think Karen thinks I’m 

very competent (e-mail January 9, 2009). 

Nadia clearly palpates the duress that is omnipresent during job search.  She reveals that her own 

employment trajectory is precarious and is therefore reluctant to deviate from the directive to 
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urge students to apply for any and all openings, despite students’ personal agendas.  She is 

therefore conflicted between urging students to apply for positions they are disinterested in 

working, and, as a result, potentially jeopardizing her own future in the program.  Yet she 

rationalizes acquiescing with the notion that “application practice” would be of value to the 

students, and acknowledges the negative impact the economic downturn has caused.  Keith, 

another part time tutor, notes, “The troops are getting demoralized,” in response to the dismal 

headlines the cohorts and staff confer about each day (Field Notes January 14, 2009). 

 Stella, the coordinator, in response to the bleak job market, and upon learning that the 

tutors were submitting only one or two applications per student each day (and needing to 

accelerate that rate), e-mails a memorandum to all staff specifying requirements: 

We have found a direct correlation between the number of applications submitted and the 

number of jobs attained. At this point none of the Food Service students have had any 

offers. While this is partially because of the slowing of the economy, it is very atypical 

for students coming out of the food service training (e-mail January 15, 2009). 

She therefore attempts to take control of how external events impinge on the immediate 

programmatic goals and makes a shift in the job search approach.  She breaks from the “split 

cohort” model, and employs a neoliberal discourse of accountability for students and staff alike.  

She requires all students to attend each day, specifies how many applications the tutors must 

send out, and how many applications students are required to submit in person in their 

neighborhoods.  Should this modification also be ineffective, she adds that she may need to 

change the job search format yet again, to weekly scheduled one-on-one sessions with Karen, in 

her office, and abandon the computer-lab structure altogether: 

 It is critical we set goals to hold students accountable, and keep on track with helping 

them to meet those goals….If students are not able to accomplish these goals we may 
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switch over to a one-on-one format with individual student appointments with [Karen] 

rather than large group job search (e-mail January 15, 2009). 

  Apologetically, she further acknowledges that she needs “to see more results for the 

money” in the form of allotting such a high staff to student ratio in the budget.  “Sorry if this is 

abrupt, I do really appreciate the work that you all are doing with the students, but we are 

concerned about the best use of staffing resources” (e-mail January 15, 2009).  So while 

tempering her message, she is clear about requiring results that she must produce to unseen, 

powerful forces that bear on the program’s present and future functioning. 

Assimilate or be Penalized 

 Milena, a DOL caseworker, believes that the timing might not be right for some, who 

don’t understand the country or the system well.  As a result, she says, they might not succeed.  

Acculturating sometimes has to do with time and maturity, as well as being proactive; so 

according to Milena, “For some of them that it may still take longer to get a job than for others, 

depending on their personality” (Interview November 6, 2008).  Milena, a first generation NNS 

European immigrant herself, understands how important acquiring cultural capital is for NNSs.  

Here we see how the process of becoming normalized into the dominant culture and acquiring a 

new habitus or set of societal dispositions depends on individuals’ personalities, agency, and 

investment.  This assimilating process, which NNSs need for access to a myriad of opportunities, 

is protracted, and serves to reproduce dominant codes and subordinate characteristics that do not 

match up. 

 The VESL Program unwittingly reinforces inequities by penalizing those who do not 

conform to dominant cultural standards.  For example Karen highlights an incident where a 

Healthcare student submitted her cover letter and resume with errors, prompting the prospective 

employer to be rude to the applicant, causing her great embarrassment:  
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[An application] was submitted with a gigantic mistake, which the employer pointed out 

in a somewhat rude manner.  The student feels completely embarrassed and wrote 'I think 

the employer is making fun of me.'  Not the message we want students to be getting. (e-

mail October 28, 2008).   

This “incident” prompts Karen to emphasize to staff how critical it is to take the time to carefully 

proofread each cover letter and resume that each student sends out.  The orientation has long 

been integral to the VESL Program’s established job search protocol, and raises the contradiction 

of students needing to become more independent, while simultaneously needing to receive 

tremendous support because of their respective skill levels.  Unfortunately, given the rapidity 

with which the term progresses and the lack of computer skills the students possess, Karen 

undertakes the task of creating resumes and cover letters for expedience sake.  When it comes to 

revising their resumes by changing descriptions of their internship activities into the past tense, 

Karen undertakes this task as well, even though students demonstrate they are capable of 

completing this type of grammar exercise. Clearly, mentoring tasks, such as these, so the 

students themselves could have undertaken them would have been more empowering, had there 

been the time to do so.  This example demonstrates the tension between “hand holding” and 

showing students how to become more self-sufficient.  It also serves to deskill students in tasks 

they critically need to perform and ultimately master.  It also functions to maintain their 

subordination.   They do not become as steeped in the conventions, and thus miss an opportunity 

to acquire and feel comfortable wielding relevant cultural capital. 

 The approach soon proves to be so labor intensive for the tutors that the manager assigns 

other mainstream Career Pathways staff to assist in the computer lab for this purpose.  As a 

result, on several occasions, staff that typically work with NSs, assist VESL students on a one-

on-one basis.  As I observe one such person assist, I am curious about her experience working 
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with NNSs, based on how she relates to a learner.  “I wonder what [this person’s] experience 

with VESL students is.  She speaks to them in a singsong voice, infantilizing them as if they 

were children” (Field Notes January 8, 2009).  My question is rhetoric.  Trained, experienced 

ESL instructors of adults do not typically interact in such a patronizing way.  In this way, 

program constraints compromise the efficacy of job search and functions to further subordinate 

NNSs. 

 In class, interviews, and journal entries, students express increasing concern about the 

deteriorating economic situation and their keen awareness that, as ELLs, the downturn would 

affect their job search efforts.  In our closing interview, Lang states after submitting 15 

applications, “ I am worried about job.”  Laughs.  “Worry and still now not get a job.” (Interview 

January 20, 2009) 

 In her journal, Lang further conveys her worry, and sense of powerlessness, that the U.S. 

economy is in “financial crisis” and that her “first concern is looking for a job.”  She adds that 

she needs to study more English because it is “the key for me to get a better job.”  She feels 

confident that “studying requires more hard work and patience” and that in due time she will 

reach her objectives.  This awareness is something that students raise regularly in job search and 

contributes to an overall sense of doom and gloom for the group’s prospects.  Here we see how 

Lang acquiesces to powerful symbolic institutional forces that preclude her entry into the job 

market until she becomes a legitimate speaker of the dominant language.  Internalizing this tenet 

and remaining passively in her NNS immigrant habitus perpetuates symbolic violence through 

her marginalization.  It also legitimizes her exclusion from the meager wages she might 

potentially earn even at the bottom of the corporate hierarchy.   

 So, regardless of their hard work, successfully completing their internships and classroom 

instruction, macro structures, in the form of the global economic downturn, make it seemingly 
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impossible for immigrants to find even minimum wage jobs.  The college mediates this 

predicament by encouraging students to apply for any and all jobs.  Staff are up in arms.  

Nowhere does the contradiction of empowering versus handholding the students become sharper 

than during job search.  The deteriorating economy poses unique challenges for students in the 

IFS training, which has consistently prided itself on having the most successful job placement 

rate because of close industry contacts who had a good track record of hiring program 

completers.  Pauline, who created the curriculum and taught in the program when it began, notes 

that changes in the status quo affect the job search process.  “Jobs were easier to find, so we had 

almost 100% placement in our classes.  And as time went on, [the] economy got tighter, but we 

still had really high placement numbers” (Interview January 13, 2009).  Yet, there is no mention 

whatsoever of considering ways to break out of this habitus of struggling for jobs that offer no 

opportunity for advancement.  In this way, despite staff’s efforts to help students find something, 

the program nonetheless serves to maintain an underclass of immigrants who scramble to cobble 

together a living. 

 Karen adds that traditionally, VESL students have not had to go so far out on a limb to 

get hired because the program had such a good reputation among employers.  As a result, the 

interview was often a matter of formality to getting hired: 

Students, especially at the food level have been helped a lot ….where it’s really been, 

“here’s a job. And we’re relatively sure that you were going to be hired for it, so go out 

and apply and you’re going to get this job.”  (Interview January 14, 2009) 

Yet, she admits that sometimes it has been a struggle to empower students to apply in person on 

their own.  In an effort to support students as they search for jobs, Karen vacillates between 

encouraging them to become more independent by taking their own initiative and, literally 

accompanying them.  Further, she predicts how the economic deterioration will likely, ultimately 
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affect students’ employment prospects.  “They’re not used to having to fight for their job or fight 

for a job….it’s going to come to their level of desperation and how they are to go out and get 

that job” (Interview January 14, 2009). 

 Staff are unable to reconcile between students’ agenda (which are not always explicitly 

conveyed) and the external realities superimposed upon the program.  The economic downturn 

places tremendous pressure on educators.  This pressure is derived from barely concealed macro 

structural forces that recursively interact and inform mediating meso discourses at the 

community college level.  In discussing the challenges that IFS students confront, Stella suggests 

that the program provide additional support –support already provided to the Healthcare students 

in the form of  what she refers to (but does not explain) as “watered down exercises”–to continue 

building their self-confidence.  She expresses concern that students will “dawdle” until the last 

hours of the job search, when they know that program support will soon significantly decrease 

and, ultimately, disappear entirely.  In short, Stella is willing to help students who work hard and 

reluctant to help those who do not exhibit agency on their own behalf.  “I have a hard time when 

I feel like an adult baby sitter.  ‘You have to want a job for you more than I want a job for you’” 

(Interview January 14, 2009).  Employment of this neoliberal discourse reinforces the notion that 

the most subordinated students can somehow, without sufficient knowledge, skills, or resources, 

overcome the tremendous adversity that well-educated NSs are experiencing.  Certainly Stella’s 

frustration is understandable.  She and Karen are overloaded with responsibilities and have very 

little time to give students the personalized attention that they need.  Students very much want to 

comply, but given the challenging labor market even for NSs steeped with vast cultural capital, 

the cohort feels tremendous pressure and uncertainty.  They realize their skills, while improved, 

are still not up to par in such a competitive field.  Given the rapidity with which the term 

progresses in a downward spiraling economy, students and staff do the best they can under the 
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circumstances.  As detailed previously, students struggle to balance their personal lives with their 

desperate need to join the workforce.  The quick paced college environment and lack of personal 

attention precludes the program from establishing systematic protocols to help students negotiate 

their job search contradictions.  The neoliberal discourse paradoxically puts the onus almost 

entirely on students who need the most support thus suggesting a superficial understanding of—

or, because of a constrained social space to work within, an inability to engage with—the 

complex lives that students live.  It is counterproductive to contributing to developing a long 

term, comprehensive plan for meeting students’ goals to break out of their subordinated habitus.  

It also, unfortunately winds up reproducing a hierarchy where ELLs remain marginalized from a 

process that could potentially determine a different trajectory.  As students accept the status quo 

by not challenging and working with staff to develop a plan to meet their needs, they, too 

contribute to the reproductive process. 

 When Ming takes the step of complaining about feeling exploited because she spends a 

great bulk of her time washing dishes, Karen, the career counselor, urges her to see the bright 

side, “You could be the best dishwasher in the whole class.”  I privately admit to being horrified 

at her attempt to instill pride in doing the most quintessentially recognized menial job (Field 

Notes November 3, 2008), especially because Sara, the coordinator, explicitly states at the 

beginning of my study, “We call it Institutional Food Service because it isn’t just back room dish 

rooms at a Mexican restaurant...we’re looking for an actual decent job with benefits with career 

advancement” (Interview 8/12/08).  Yet, this intention is not how the program bears out.  College 

staff in the field shape relationships based on inequality. 

 To legitimize the notion of dishwashing as a marketable skill as well as to concurrently 

legitimize domination through social reproduction, Karen asks students to include on their 

resumes a “list of kitchen equipment they know how to operate (including industrial 
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dishwashers).”  Thus, it is not surprising that some (but not all) in the cohort, who had adamantly 

stated they would not take a dishwashing job, internalize this discourse during job search and, 

desperate to take anything they could find, apply for such jobs.  This anecdote illustrates how the 

college, as a social structure and through its discourse, serves to lower students’ sights (Clark, 

1960) and further entrench them in a devalued state.  Therefore while not enthusiastic by any 

means about washing dishes, students misrecognize power and contribute to their own 

subordination through symbolic violence.  Although staff may want better outcomes, there is no 

mechanism for supporting students after obtaining entry-level job so they could achieve some 

social mobility. 

Neoliberal Discourse Subordinates ELLs 

 Jennifer, IKEA’s kitchen manager, along with other industry partners, routinely value 

immigrant employees’ work ethic.  Implicit subjugation is reified within a neoliberal discourse 

under the auspices of “the good work ethic” that contributes to keep workers in their place in the 

corporate and social hierarchy: 

I see two factors that create the ideal employee:  One is age.  The older employees who 

have commitments …. families …. mortgages, come to work every day, and they’re 

happy to have a job, and they’re happy to do that.  I don’t mean that they are groveling 

happy, they just recognize that it’s of a benefit to them to continue to work well with us 

because then they keep their jobs and have stability; and they come from environments 

where perhaps they haven’t had stability.  I also find that by and large my NNSs, people 

from Russia, Africa, Cuba, and Vietnam, have a much stronger work ethic.  There’s far 

less drama, and far less difficulty as a manager with those employees.  So, the VESL 

Program and the staff that I’ve brought in from that are very good examples of that.  

These people come to work on time, they follow the rules, they’re happy to do it.  They 
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don’t fight or argue or get in little spats or difficulties with other employees.  (Interview 

November 28, 2008) 

 Francine, kitchen manager (and native French speaker) at a local hospital where one 

student interns, shares her industry peers’ appreciation for VESL students’ work ethic.  “I think 

all them has a very high code of ethic.  And they appreciate what the value of a job” (interview 

November 10, 2008).  Jennifer, at IKEA, points out that while there is an investment on the 

company’s part, it has paid off, “rather nicely.”  And even though there are challenges to having 

NNSs in the work environment, with patience and dedication to see everyone be successful, she 

believes those are easily overcome.  For her, as well as others, the benefits outweigh whatever 

“heartache” there might be.  As she says, “The benefit to having NNSs come in, and the quality 

of work that they provide, and the dedication to their jobs that they perform, is well and above 

what you normally get from someone who’s making $9.00 an hour” (Interview November 17, 

2008).  Thus, there is an acknowledged value placed on offering NNSs opportunities in industry, 

which appears, on at least some levels, to work in everyone’s favor, yet manages to further 

entrench a subordinated class earning low wages.  Indeed, this discourse appears neutral, but 

privileges domination of a compliant workforce to best serve corporate interests (Mitchell, 

2005).  Imbuing ELLs with this habitus offers them the reward of dead-end jobs, not social 

mobility. 

 In the above section I have argued that macro globalized forces influence how the college 

reinforces a hierarchy wherein immigrants remain subordinated, despite staff’s diligent efforts to 

give them the tools they need for social mobility.  Transnational influences such as ubiquitous 

offshoring have displaced thousands of NNSs in the industrial labor force.  While college and 

industrial personnel strive to retrain immigrants in a new field that has been created by such 
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radical changes in global markets, they are constrained in their efforts and wind up reproducing a 

subordinated class of workers.    

The Community College: A Meso Force of Social Reproduction 

 In this section, I argue that the community college, as a meso, mediating force, serves to 

reproduce social inequities through the functioning of the VESL Program.  That is, as an 

institution, the community college serves dominant global forces that undercut college staff’s 

efforts to challenge the status quo and provide meaningful learning opportunities.   This process 

occurs by marginalizing the program, its staff, and, ultimately its curriculum in such a way that 

immigrant learners do not have access to comprehensive education that can provide them social 

mobility.   

College Marginalizes VESL 

 According to the former dean who oversaw the VESL Program’s early days, there were 

several challenges operating against program launching and implementation: (1) resistance on 

the part of the college to accommodate ELLs beyond traditional ESL classes, (2) the level at 

which learners were at in terms of their English skills, or (3) sometimes students’ L1 literacy was 

such that they couldn’t get into existing programs.  “So … there was no place for them to start.”  

Employing neoliberal institutional discourse of the college, she acknowledges the great challenge 

to implement such a program.  “Where do these things fit ….in the administrutia? Sort of ends 

up making the actual program implementation sometimes so difficult that people just sort of 

throw up their hands and go, “oh, it’s just too hard.”  Laughs.  (Interview December 5, 2008.)   

This neoliberal college administrative discourse reflects the challenges and barriers operating for 

the college staff who want to serve ELLs’ immediate and long term employment needs but who, 

nonetheless, find themselves up against well-entrenched constraints.  
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 It is noteworthy, then, that despite the program’s intention to create opportunity where 

none had previously existed, its very name, Career Pathways, is misleading.  There is absolutely 

no pathway for ELL participants to follow subsequently whatsoever.  The program offers short-

term training only with the goal of getting learners employed as quickly as possible.  This 

objective falls directly in line with the national “WorkFirst” effort, which prioritizes getting the 

unemployed into jobs above all else, even if such jobs are dead end and low paying.  This firmly 

entrenched neoliberal “workforce development” discourse and resultant structure instrumentally 

imposes constraints, excludes ELLs from the college discourse of “lifelong learning,” and 

thereby legitimizes cultural domination.   

 Consequently, there is no developed system in place within the college infrastructure to 

adequately serve ELLs seeking training.  ELLs in Career Pathways, moreover, are not even 

considered to be part of the college community, per se.  They do not possess sufficient cultural 

capital to tap into college resources, so remain unaware of opportunities that the college might 

offer for social mobility.  As stated, college staff initially developed and launched the Career 

Pathways program in order to meet the needs of ELLs.  However, over time, the program’s 

emphasis has shifted resources to serve insipient workers who are overwhelmingly native 

speakers enrolled in Professional/Technical Training (non-credit) Programs, which offers 14 

distinct trainings and resides under the Career Pathways umbrella.  VESL offers four distinct 

trainings.  As illustrated in Figure 5 reproduced below, four distinct workforce programs share 

resources in the Career Pathway office.  As a result of this emphasis toward native speakers, the 

VESL component of the Career Pathways Program serves many fewer students and, thus, has 

many fewer administrative staff, much less physical office space, and access to fewer office 

resources.  Not surprisingly, this arrangement fosters and results in the college achieving cultural 

domination and marginalization of ELLs as well as the program staff charged to serve them.   
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Figure 5 
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 In the Career Pathways field, a constellation of college staff maneuver for advantage in 

an increasingly constrained social space.  The field has become a battlefield in which actors 

struggle for some type of hierarchical advantage.  And, having acquired dispositions wherein the 

social order places immigrants at the bottom, staff reinforce this situation by accommodating to 

the more dominant actors.  At the TA/Trainer meeting, the coordinator asks VESL staff to avoid 

interacting with a receptionist who is responsible “only” for “mainstream” or “occupational 

skills” students.  “Don’t bother Rhonda.  Rhonda will get snarky after a certain point with people 

so we recommend you just (whispers) go on the [VESL] side” (Field Notes October 10, 2008).    

And, to avoid potential conflict, she also requests of staff that they not use office equipment that 

if not explicitly labeled “VESL equipment.”  “You don’t want to use their fax machine or touch 

anything that’s theirs….because we’ll get yelled at” (Field Notes October 10, 2008). 

 The Coordinator uses this opportunity to remind Cherry, who sometimes arrives early, 

that she needs to obtain permission if she wants to do her lesson preparation in the classroom 

itself, before class begins, because college personnel can be covetous of such space.  This 

courtesy is a way of mitigating any ill-will toward the VESL Program among the college campus 

community. 

Try to find me please or if they’re cleaning it, don’t go just next door [to the computer 

room] because [the Department of] Computer Ed[ucation] will pitch a fit.  It seems like a 

normal thing to do: go next door.  The code [to enter the room] works.  You go in there 

and no one else is in there; it shouldn’t be a problem.  But we have to ask before we just 

go into a new space because people are very protective of space and territory.  (Field 

Notes October 10, 2008) 
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This language, which has an overtone of resentment, patently subordinates VESL staff to peers 

in Career Pathways and the wider college community, and illustrates acquiescence to an 

inequitable, tacitly accepted doxa. 

 Theresa, the program’s initial coordinator, ironically admits her role as helping to “put a 

lot of people in entry-level jobs, otherwise known as ‘dead-end jobs’” as she characterizes the 

job of instrument sterilization that the program provided training for as “glorified dishwashing” 

(Interview October 22, 2008).  Unwittingly, Theresa, reinforces what Clark (1960) refers to as 

“cooling-out”  in the community college.  This analysis refers to ways in which college staff, 

when advising and/or working with lower level learners, attempt to redirect students’ efforts 

away from advancing their education in areas that may be construed as overly zealous, toward 

pursuing more “realistic” objectives, in light of their particular (and deficient) skills and demands 

of the workplace.  For certain students, particularly in remediation,  “cooling out” functions to 

substitute for goals that may not be as lofty.  Moreover, this revelation illustrates ways in which 

the college reinforces an established hierarchy in the field by relegating ELLs into dead end jobs 

at the expense of more schooling.  The subordinated often fall in line with the hierarchy as 

though it were the natural order of things.  This doxa, or state of affairs, is misrecognized as 

being legitimate (Bourdieu, 1991; Pajak & Green, 2003).  The college, then, serves the function 

of reinforcing an inequitable social structure. 

 Upon entering the research field, I learn immediately from Rob, the VESL program’s 

manager, that VESL “has no power and relies on good will…from employers as well as 

colleagues in various academic departments.”  That is, collegiality between VESL and the rest of 

the college does not appear to be part of the college’s professional culture which is a prominent 

criticism leveled at the college, as an institution, that continues to marginalize ELLs (Melles, 

Millar, Morton, & Fegan, 2005).  Rob adds, “it is very difficult to sustain the program.”  He 
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explains that the college provides many more training opportunities for native speakers and 

points to the struggle and marginalization he faces in the college and in industry to meet the 

training needs of immigrants.  “We have no power and rely on good will.  That is, good will 

from employers as well as colleagues in various academic departments” (Interview September 

25, 2008).  Rob expresses frustration with the unsystematic way community college programs 

are funded throughout the state.  He also feels isolated among some of his college peers, who, he 

says, have little or no incentive to accommodate NNSs because such peers (in the Allied Health 

Department) already have long waiting lists of NSs students.  Members of the college 

community thus remain entrenched in their respective habiti and remain accustomed to serving 

culturally and linguistically homogeneous students and do not adjust their practice to reflect 

changes in the student body’s demographics (Bourdieu, 1984).  By not making allowances and 

providing openings, VESL stakeholders remain on the fringe of the college culture rather than 

being part of its fabric. 

 So I was not surprised, when during a VESL meeting in mid-October, Stella, the 

coordinator, cautioned staff to avoid conflict with “snarky” college peers by not “touching” 

office-mates’ equipment so as not to get “yelled at” or prompt someone to “pitch a fit” by 

preparing lessons in an empty classroom.  This type of neoliberal organizational discourse 

highlights how various college staff are positioned (Wetherell, et al., 2001) and how they occupy 

such positions (Fairclough, 1996).  So ten years after the creation of the VESL Program, staff 

still walk on eggshells to avoid further marginalization. 

Academic Peers Subordinate VESL Colleagues 

 Some partnerships are acrimonious.  Pauline, who developed the curriculum and taught in 

the program, describes her struggle to collaborate with a college peer in the Health Sciences 

Department in order to prepare 12 students to take the Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) exam.  
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She relates several difficulties:  (a) reluctance on the part of the department to partner with the 

VESL Program, (b) no accommodation for the students’ developing language skills while 

delivering challenging content, and (c) a difficult relationship between the two instructors.  In 

Pauline’s words: 

That was the straw that broke the camel’s back.  I had wanted to do CNA training for a 

long time and couldn’t get [the college] to agree to it.  I don’t remember how in the world 

we did get them to agree to do it, but they were never too happy about it.  (Interview 

January 13, 2009) 

 So, freedom to operate “under the radar” did not come without the price of isolation and 

marginalization.  Pauline describes her tumultuous relationship with nursing faculty.  The 

“partnership” was characterized as Pauling being relegated, as the ESL expert, to that of the 

“butler” wherein she was responsible for cleaning up the work of her students (Raimes, 1991), 

not one where she was on equal footing with her nursing peer, with content of her own to deliver.  

The social field she operated in was a combat zone, wherein bases of identity and hierarchy were 

sharply disputed.  As a key VESL staff person, she endeavored to overcome the dominance that 

“legitimate” CNA content had over that of ESL.  After winning, though, she surrendered. 

 This friction exemplifies a tension that Bourdieu (1984) asserts is a result of demographic 

changes in higher education that leads to struggle for social change.  Here, he points to the 

competing agenda that different interests in academia hold, and how the more elite faculty react 

to social change.  It is in this social space that Pauline found herself.  Had college administrators 

actively supported the VESL Program (and by extension, immigrant students), Pauline would 

have had powerful allies within the college to help her serve her students as opposed to having to 

battle with academic peers who failed to respect her and her students and left them marginalized 

in the college (Benesch, 1999).   That the college power structure condones such a culture, plays 
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a role in instrumentally reproducing the inequities that exist outside the college walls (Swartz, 

1997).   

 The CNA training consisted of two parts.  One was a difficult mainstream Nursing 

textbook for NSs, from which a registered nurse taught lessons.  Another was a “lab oriented” 

hands-on skill training that consisted of tasks such as taking blood pressure and weighing 

patients; for this component, students needed to pass competency exams.   Pauline accompanied 

the students to each two-hour session they attended with the nurse and then they met with her 

afterwards for four hours.  There, she distilled the content and helped students decipher the text.  

This effort proved to be a formidable task.  

And the nurse was actually pretty nice, but she had absolutely had no idea how to talk to 

them.  She talked really fast.  And I would ask really basic questions and try to get her to 

slow down, and the students, I could see them just glazing over, it was like, “blah, blah, 

blah, blah” (Interview January 13, 2009). 

Pauline also attended the hands-on healthcare skills labs with the students as the nurse conducted 

her lessons.  She reports that the Nursing Program supervisor was inflexible when it came to 

accommodating the students as they struggled to acquire the language and medical knowledge 

they would need in the field.   Specifically, the Nursing Department required each student to take 

a weekly multiple-choice test.  Many of the weekly tests contained questions taken from the back 

of the course textbook so Pauline routinely went over those published questions with the students 

to reinforce the lessons.  However, she was horrified when one day, after class at a nursing 

home, the nursing instructor accused her of cheating.  Evidently, the nursing teacher considered 

Pauline’s pedagogical approach to be cheating:      

It was just an ugly mess.  The class was held in a nursing home and [the content teacher] 

came in screaming at me, that I was cheating and what kind of CNAs were they going to 
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make when I’m feeding them the questions and the answers. I was sick; I was so sick.  

(Interview January 13, 2009) 

Pauline recounts that the nurse’s supervisor, who was reluctant to collaborate with the VESL 

Program in the first place, never thought the students would succeed.  As a result, Pauline was 

“bound and determined,” and all students succeeded. 

I said, “failure is not an option in this training.  They are going to pass those quizzes.” 

And I was accused of cheating … In the end, all twelve students passed the state test and 

they all got jobs!  But the college never did the training again.  (Interview January 13, 

2009) 

This anecdote begs the question of how much subject “content” ESL partners should be charged 

with mastering when working with peers to make material more accessible linguistically 

(Morgan, 2008).  That is, when practitioners are in the trenches of curriculum development and 

delivery, there is often little social space to challenge inequities that preclude accommodating 

ELLs. 

 The college does not consider VESL instructors to be “traditional faculty.”  This term, I 

learn, is a euphemism for “paid significantly less than their counterparts who teach academically 

oriented ESL classes.”  Katrina a former coordinator reveals ideological divisions in the 

community college between academic ESL and VESL (Melles, et al., 2005), which in large part 

frame the process of finding suitable VESL teachers during the program’s initial expansion: 

We had our own group of VESL instructors that we used.  Some … actually did teach for 

the ESL department or at other community colleges.  So it was not a formal ESL faculty 

development effort.  At that time, it was more of a dividing line between academic ESL 

and VESL.   The VESL Program was looking at recruiting a certain group of students 

primarily who have workforce development funding to get back to work; whereas the 
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focus of academic ESL programs is to keep students advancing through the various levels 

and to get them into academic programs into college.  So our end goals are very 

different…I looked at recruiting ESL faculty, but the other difference was the pay:  we 

were paying $35 per instructional hour plus some lesson prep.  So when I talked with a 

couple of folks on the academic ESL side, their going rate was at least $60 per hour.  

(Interview January 29, 2009)  

There is thus an accepted division of labor within the college ESL community wherein 

“vocational ESL” is undervalued and “academic ESL” is privileged in the form of inequitable 

wages for instructors.   The respective ESL departments each remain distinct, occupying 

respective habiti in the college setting.  This doxa, or seemingly natural order of collegiate life, 

contributes to hierarchical social reproduction whereby those who serve immigrants with 

differing social objectives are treated inequitably.  Understandably, this disparity is an ongoing 

bone of contention in the community college where most ESL adjuncts cobble together a living 

by taking the work wherever they can get it (Crandall & Sheppard, 2004).    

 Colleges get away with marginalizing teaching staff in this way because of adjunct 

educators’ dedication to their students (Blumenthal, 2002; Ignash, 1992).  And, as Katrina, one 

of the program’s early coordinators, relates, this college is no different.  “[The teachers] …also 

had this burning desire to help people because they saw in the ESL classes the frustration of a lot 

of ESL students not having the opportunity to get vocational training, and needing to work” 

(Interview January 29, 2009). 

 Danielle, a former instructor, points out how time consuming curriculum development 

was, much of which the college did not compensate her for: 

There’s a lot of will on the part of adjuncts to be involved in projects but unless there’s 

funding for it, you can’t really work for free; I mean, you can work for free, but who 
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wants to do that and should the college expect someone to do that?  (Interview November 

25, 2008) 

This dilemma impacts instruction.  Of note, the IFS tutor complains of not being compensated 

for collaborative teacher/tutor planning.   Because she is not paid for planning and is reluctant to 

work for free, the tutor admits that she hadn’t looked at the curriculum very carefully. 

I don’t feel like I should be spending time planning classes because I’m not being paid 

for it and I can’t afford to.  [The instructor] would probably appreciate that kind of 

collaboration.  So that would solve probably my biggest challenge if I were willing to do 

that.  ….[The teacher] made a comment that the first week was things that she would not 

care to teach.  So I got the idea we wouldn’t be teaching from the curriculum.  (Interview 

November 19, 2008) 

Inequitable pay constrains the efficacy of teaching.  Still, a former student remembers how (and 

why) a teacher often stayed after class to help her polish her resume.  “I need her to help me with 

my resume.  We tried to make the best quality….make it nicer.  She taught me better words, like 

‘performing’ than ‘do’” (Focus Group December 11, 2008). 

Career “Pathway” a Dead End 

 One of the most striking ways in which the VESL Program, as a component of the 

college, reproduces an inequitable social hierarchy is the absence of any career pathway for 

ELLs beyond placing them in entry-level jobs.  This deficit counters students’ expressed desires, 

as examined below.  Indeed, when asked why they chose the IFS program to enroll in and what 

their long term career goals are, most students express an enjoyment of cooking and a desire to 

train to become professional cooks.  In her journal, Chin Chin shares her childhood dream of 

someday being a “big chef,” and acknowledges that current, challenging realities dash her hopes 

of reaching this dream, yet she finds a way to feel personally fulfilled: 
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When I was a little girl, my dream was to be a famous cook in a famous restaurant. I 

liked to watch those big cooks making those delicious dishes. I dreamed that one day I 

could be a big chef, but a dream is a dream.  Let it be a dream; it cannot be true. Because 

being a big chef isn't an easy thing. and in china, you don't have a lot of female chefs. I 

cannot be a big chef right now. right now I enjoy being a little chef at home. Every time I 

see that my family enjoys my food, I am very proud. Then I have more energy and 

happiness, because I really enjoy cooking. When I have time, I make a lot of food to 

share with my friends. They eat it happily and I'm very happy. That's my joy in life 

(Undated Journal Entry). 

 In her journal, Leticia shares her dream of not only being a chef, but of being a chef 

trainer9 of newcomers like herself, as well as her determination to reach her goal: 

I imagine myself …. an excellent chef, cooking different dishes, different pastries and 

continue ahead, because … it can be done….and …. to be a teacher training in food, 

doing trainings with all the people who want to learn more about cooking or pastries, and 

also help people who come from other countries that don’t want a difficult job, they can 

learn, and that they also know that also there are opportunities.  Like this one, that 

they’ve offered us.  One only has to inform oneself and anything is possible when one 

wants to go forward. (Undated Journal Entry) 

 Thus a discrepancy exists between participants having such goals and stakeholders – 

students included – in devising a plan to achieve them.  Without exception, near the end of IFS 

job search realizing that the training does not set them on a course to meet that goal, these 

learners have no idea how to proceed with such training largely because no “pathway” exists.  

One former IFS student remains employed in the college kitchen where she interned over two 

                                                             
9 Emphasis mine. 
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years ago.  She reveals why she does not want to participate in any more training, expresses 

having an aptitude and desire to do more cooking at her job, and laments that her position, like 

most in the kitchen, is only part time: 

In school I have a hard time and am unhappy.  At work I am more happy. Now I’m not 

really a cook, only when the chef is on vacation or sick.  I learn as I go.  So “one day” I 

want to be a chef.  If they tell me what to do and show me, I understand.  When they 

change menu every day, I know what to do.  Lots of Chinese food.  I want to cook full 

time but now only part time, and am waiting to see if that will change.  I’m working at 

[the college] for almost two years.  And they can’t give anybody full time, only a few 

people like that (Interview December 11, 2008). 

Students’ stated goal in choosing the IFS program is therefore to obtain a job working in a 

kitchen because they like cooking.   Yet shortly after beginning my field work, I learn that, by 

and large, Career Pathways staff approach the IFS training as a means for students to pursue jobs 

in Healthcare, not Culinary Arts.  In a field memo I note that this orientation is somewhat of a 

surprise: 

I was surprised to learn that the food service training is actually more of a segue into 

healthcare as opposed to culinary arts.  When staff talks about students participating in 

the IFS training, there is never any mention of culinary arts, which seems a logical 

“pathway” for students to continue along.  (Memo August 13, 2008) 

 In interviews, I ask college staff to clarify the logic behind the program’s orientation of 

preparing students in the IFS program for a career “pathway” in healthcare.  Danielle, who was 

involved at the program’s beginning, states that because the goal was to get students into secure 

jobs with benefits and decent starting wages, staff began looking at hospitals, which could best 

meet that goal.  “We’re getting them into these big [hospital] institutions that have benefits, 
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anywhere that pays $10 and above.  Not McDonalds …or places that [students] could go on their 

own [without the program]….(Interview October 22, 2008).  This inconsistency begs the 

question of how useful the program is for the students and how can anyone believe it is possible 

in the long term to sustain a family earning $10 an hour. 

 Sam, who now coordinates a partnering college’s VESL Program, relates the limited 

options that most NNSs had, and still have with regard to training opportunities: 

There are more options but there still aren’t many.  One of my colleagues who was here 

10 years ago when we had only one training, which was Welding, she used to joke, “Well 

would you like to have welding training, or would you like no training?  You [don’t] 

have a choice.”  (Interview December 4, 2008, original emphasis) 

 His ironic quip acknowledges the limited opportunities for NNSs, and illustrates how 

pervasive a sense of marginalization is among those serving immigrants in the college. 

 Karen, the career specialist, explains why IFS internships often take place in hospital 

kitchens.  She describes them as production environments, which are akin to assembly 

line/factory-like contexts.  She points out that as students learn on the job and develop 

relationships with peers in the hospital, they can more easily move along a Healthcare pathway 

within the hospital.   

When I think of culinary arts I think of head chefs or pastry chefs.  In institutional food 

service that’s maybe not so much the focus.  It’s….more of a production environment and 

the stepping stones from there might be nutrition services or dietary aide positions or 

some students might use it even as a stepping stone into–if they continue their education 

– [to] use it as establishing a relationship with the hospital and then moving into a 

caregiving or an office position.  (Interview October 1, 2008) 
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 She acknowledges that many students have work experience as cooks in in their native 

countries, and enroll in the program from that perspective.  Yet she reluctantly acknowledges 

there is no formalized pathway for students wishing to pursue a career in Culinary Arts:  

Many students say, “I’ve worked in a restaurant in Vietnam,” or “My family had a 

restaurant in Africa.”  And they approach it from that direction, too.  I’m trying to think 

with a head chef or a kitchen lead position, what the pathway would be and I’m not 

positive.  I do know that the types of school kitchens and the hospital kitchens are very 

different from the restaurant/retail food side.  (Interview October 9, 2008) 

Yet, inherently exploitative institutional structures, that increasingly do not offer full-time 

employment, or that do not reimburse for tuition, bear down heavily on subordinated individuals 

such as the IFS cohort and relegate their dreams to merely the world of dreams.  Dominant forces 

thus systematically perpetuate the myth of the American dream.  They interrupt those dreams 

with a cold, harsh reality of continued subordination by offering meager concessions in the form 

of dead-end jobs.  Without challenging these structures, the college plays a role in this process of 

symbolic violence.   

 I am encouraged when, in our interview, the coordinator of the partnering college’s 

VESL Program states that his college offers a mainstream Culinary Arts Program, which, he 

believes, is a positive development for NNSs: 

The director [of the Culinary Arts Program] talked to me about some mainstream 

students, and NNSs who can pass the college placement tests, who get a job as a line 

cook in a restaurant after taking just a couple terms of classes with him; but there’s no 

certificate for that.  It’s a two-year associate degree in hospitality and tourism with [only] 

one component of culinary arts.  He wants to develop that more.  So that’s a great 

development (Interview December 4, 2008). 
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 Yet I am dismayed when Sam cannot elaborate on the “great development” for NNSs he 

refers to, because there have been no institutional discussions centering on any plan to “VESL-

ize” the Culinary Arts training whatsoever.  There is thus a sharp disconnect between students’ 

aspirations and a college-supported trajectory towards them. 

 The IFS instructor shares her struggle against imposing her inclination to push students to 

pursue more education to reach their stated goals, primarily because of their emphatic goal: to 

find a better job: 

What I keep hearing is, from the students, “You don’t get it, I want a good job with 

security and money.”  That ….is their primary goal.  And so it’s great to say, “Have you 

considered, you could do this for your career?” But their immediate [goal] is for job 

security and so I have to constantly watch myself that I may be minimizing their very real 

desire to have an entry-level job with a good steady wage.  And so that’s really tough 

because I don’t want to bring my social agenda onto them.  (Interview November 11, 

2008)   

The IFS instructor wonders rhetorically whether NNSs really have any meaningful options to 

choose from with regard to their career [training]: 

But I wonder how much of it is free will as far as what they’re …. really choosing… why 

are they choosing a food service industry job? And that is really tough to get into.  And 

they see this as an opportunity and I could see it as an opportunity and a limit; it’s really 

tough for me.  So I bite my tongue a lot (Interview November 11, 2008). 

 For the IFS cohort in this study10, the end of the short term represents the end of their IFS 

“career pathway.” All eight women express numerous times their plan to resume English classes 

                                                             
10 The coordinator informs me that all students who participated in an IFS training that ran immediately after the 

one that this study focuses on found jobs.  (Telephone interview July 24, 2009) 
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after determining their work schedule.  Adina, who does not find a job, enters a college ESL 

class.  Ming is the only participant to secure a job during job search; Tatiana finds a position in a 

restaurant soon thereafter; Chin Chin lands a part time job two months later, and, finally, Fabiana 

secures a job at FUJIFILM.  To date, half of the cohort report having found work.    

 The above section of this chapter explored how the community college reproduces social 

inequities by marginalizing the VESL Program and its staff as well as by failing to provide ELLs 

with any meaningful, long-term, educational trajectory.   This process is one that is not openly 

challenged, but nonetheless, constrains the visions of its well-meaning VESL staff and dashes 

the dreams of its students.   

Students Contribute to Their Reproduction on a Micro Level  

 In this section I probe how the students themselves operate on a micro level vis-à-vis 

pursuing their respective agendas, which serves to perpetuate their marginalized social status as 

well.  While it is beyond the scope of this investigation to focus on students’ multiple identities, 

below I highlight ways in which students themselves play a role in their own reproduction. 

Misinterpreting Students’ Agenda 

 At the program meeting which included staff for both the IFS and Healthcare cohorts 

which are running simultaneously, concern about Healthcare students’ poor attendance at their 

internships is discussed.  Students are not only missing days, but also they are not calling their 

internship supervisors.  Not adhering to such U.S. workplace norms does not bode well for 

learners wishing to transition into job openings at those sites after the internships.  At a meeting 

among other college peers who worked with ESL students, the coordinator reports colleagues 

stating that, “they had a terrible time getting compliance with students calling when they were 

sick.” She also suggests a sense that absences may not be legitimate:  The American work ethic 

is, “unless it’s coming out both ends, you show up.”  This neoliberal discourse privileges 
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corporate interests above all else—including workers’ health—and does not consider the 

multitude of reasons (linguistic, cultural, familial, or otherwise) why students might not call in 

sick.  Such a glossing over workers’ concerns renders VESL students, who cope with legitimate 

life circumstances as they struggle to negotiate across social and cultural borders as almost 

childlike, and definitely subordinated.  This attitude manifests during a meeting wherein the 

career specialist expresses concern whether some Healthcare students’ are committed to the 

program’s training requirements and objectives, especially with a precarious job market looming 

on the horizon: 

The way things are going with the economy, we’re all going to have to be taskmasters. 

This is the cold hard reality check.  You’re looking for an entry-level job and you’re 

going to have to be better than everybody else in your attendance and your willingness to 

do anything and learning new tasks and doing everything.  This is not ESL level 1.  

You’re in a vocational training program. Your goal out of this training is job. Not to go 

back to school.  It’s not to go on vacation.  (Field Notes October 10, 2008) 

Such aspects of this pivotal meeting are thus informed by a neoliberal discourse.  This 

ideological stance functions to blame students for shortfalls or misunderstandings, and to 

maintain adult immigrant students in a subordinated role—almost like children—to college 

personnel who, through their institution, are mediating powerful economic pressures.  Regardless 

of the economic stage superimposed on their particular circumstances, students have their own 

agendas and they continue to express concern about the location and schedule of the jobs they 

apply for, as well as their own economic security.  Dedicated college staff literally work 

overtime in their efforts to help students fit into the existing social and economic structures.  

Although they realize students are marginalized, staff are so bogged down in the day to day tasks 

that seem unaware that there may be alternatives. 
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Employment Logistics 

 Tatiana laments being torn about applying for a minimum wage job during the graveyard 

shift at a local university cafeteria.  She does not drive and public transportation does not run 

late.  More importantly, she has five children to care for: 

There is a job opening ….at [the] university.  However, while [she] stated clearly that she 

would take [whatever it is] she emphatically did want to pursue this opening because it 

was an overnight position and offered only minimum wage.  That schedule would be a 

hardship for her because she has five children and there is no bus service during the hours 

she would need to travel (Memo January 8, 2009). 

Private Concerns 

 During a lesson consisting of parsing job listings on Craigslist on the overhead, the 

instructor shows an opening at a Mexican restaurant and asks Tatiana, who is Mexican, if this is 

something she would like to apply for.  Tatiana states that she cannot work at a kitchen that 

serves alcohol. The instructor is unclear why and, reminding her that most restaurants have bars, 

suggests she reconsider limiting her job opportunities in this way:  “Because a place serves 

alcohol doesn’t mean it’s a ‘bar” per se.  This to me looks like it’s mostly a restaurant. You have 

to know that almost every restaurant has a bar” (Class notes December 1, 2008).  The instructor 

thus tries to convince Tatiana that because the position is not at a bar, it might therefore be 

suitable.  Yet Tatiana elaborates, to me, in Spanish, that her husband does not want her to work 

in a place that serves alcohol because he has struggled with alcohol addiction and that to support 

his abstinence, she avoids situations wherein alcohol is involved.  This anecdote exemplifies how 

students’ agendas are not necessarily transparent to those who serve them.  Thus, staff remain 

unclear about their students’ motivations, which can be misconstrued and can justify 
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employment of a punitive neoliberal discourse that requires participants to pursue each and every 

opportunity, regardless of its unsuitability. 

Job Location and Schedule 

 As mothers and wives, students prefer jobs that are close to their homes with schedules 

that allow them to play active roles with their children after school.  Chin Chin emphasizes her 

need to work near her home because poor weather will cause her difficulties if her children’s 

school closes: 

I really want to work place with a close to my house in case….the weather is very bad, 

snow, so if school call I have to go pick up the children. If I live very very far, work very 

far, very hard for me.  Very difficult.  (Interview October 27, 2008) 

Because her husband works long shifts as a cook and arrives home late at night, she is 

concerned, too, that whatever job she takes allows her to arrive later in the morning so he can get 

the rest he needs and she can get her kids off to school.  “My husband, he go home some 

sometimes 11:30 [pm].  He need the time to sleep for the future.  He has to get up.  He can’t get 

up early to send the children to school; it’s very hard” (Interview October 27, 2009).  This 

dilemma surfaces early in her internship, where her supervisor asks her about her availability to 

work at the school’s industrial kitchen after her internship.  She conveys feeling quite pressured 

by this: 

I want him to maybe wait, a little bit late, let me finish internship, something. It’s too 

early only second day of internship he come to ask me, what’s your plan after your 

school?  My god it’s too early, just second day, you know I need to think about it.  I 

didn’t think about school, I just begin the internship.  It’s too early to ask questions!  

(Interview October 27, 2009) 
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Chin Chin employs agency to serve her own agenda and resists her supervisor’s inquiries until 

she determines how to respond on her own terms and at her own pace.  In the end, however, this 

type of agency contributes to her social reproduction. 

Transportation 

 A classic barrier for ELL adults to pursue education is transportation ("Bridges to 

Opportunity" 2006; Crandall, et al., 2003).  This obstacle typically persists for a variety of 

reasons:  no car, no driver’s license, no public transportation, or no funds for any of the above.  

Most of the women in the cohort do not drive; this stumbling block may suggest a gendered 

constraint.  In Ming’s case, her initial concern is her fear of driving in an unknown area and her 

inability to read a map and road signs.  Fortunately, Ming has a driver’s license and a reliable 

van.  However, her internship is at a private school located in a suburb clear across town, causing 

her to navigate over a bridge (which she had never driven over – or knew how to pronounce), 

and several highways, all of which she needs to travel on in different directions.  It remains 

unclear why Karen, the career specialist, placed her at this site, because Ming expressed an 

interest in interning at IKEA, which is much closer and easier for her to get to her home and to 

the college.  Regardless, Ming does a dry run with her husband the day before her internship is to 

begin in order to familiarize herself with her route.  Her agency suggests elements of the 

American Dream discourse, a myth which embodies the idea that if one works hard, they will 

achieve social mobility (McGinnis, 2009).  However, unfortunately, while she does successfully 

drive the entire way, she merely follows her husband’s verbal instructions, to “go here, go there,” 

without understanding where she is going.  Regardless, she sallies forth the next day, determined 

to reach her destination on time.   Deeply embarrassed, she gets lost and arrives one-half hour 

late.  The next day, she misses her exit.  She relates that driving causes her significant anxiety:   
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Never drive. I just come here 19 years, but I never go anywhere, just only go to work and 

go home, just I know small street, I don’t know anything I go anywhere I get wrong way 

I don’t know how to come home.  (Class Notes October 14, 2008). 

 Listening to Ming recount her challenge, I struggle briefly with my role as a researcher 

about whether or not to step in and offer to accompany her to help her feel more comfortable 

with what she relates as a terrifying commute.  I decide the potential fruit of my assistance would 

outweigh any potential adverse effect such intervention would have on my investigation.  As a 

result, I show her the route on a map and drive her to the appropriate exit, all the while teaching 

her how to match the roads on the map with the road signs. After that day, she has no more 

trouble in this regard, except when deviating from the route we had established.  As she reports 

this story to the class, her cohorts and the instructor chime in, providing support and 

encouragement:  

Ming:   I confuse!  I go different way I go wrong way I very scare. 

Chin:  Go same way every day.  No different way.  Keep same    

  way. 

Ming:   I called manager because I had a headache and couldn’t get  

  there. 

Chin:  Safe first! 

Lang:   Safety first. 

        Teacher:   Leave early, relax.  (Class Notes October 14, 2008) 

Scheduling 

 As stated, students participate in their internships each morning and attend class each 

afternoon.  This schedule, which leaves little break between the two program components, is 

taxing for some students.  As a result, they take steps to rearrange their scheduled work breaks so 
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they can leave a bit earlier, which gives them an opportunity to eat lunch and make it to class on 

time.  For instance, on her first day of interning, Chin Chin’s supervisor tells her she can have 

her break at 10:00.  Because she does not have time to eat lunch and get to class on time, she 

wants to change her break time and asks her supervisor, “Can I take the break 30 minutes late at 

10:30?”  He agrees.  This 30 minute shift allows her to eat lunch at her internship before leaving 

for class.  Without this concession, that would have been impossible.  “I try, two times to go 

home to eat lunch but late for school.  Too hurry to go to school and late for 10 or 15 minutes” 

(Interview October 27, 2008).  In this way, Chin Chin exhibits agency to make her internship suit 

her own agenda. 

 Not all workplaces are as flexible.  The hospital kitchen manager explains that adherence 

to the break schedule, which labor laws require is one of the biggest challenges she faces when 

training students.  Hospitals, nursing home facilities, and many companies require workers to 

take breaks at particular intervals.  What she finds is that learners, often without telling her, 

adjust their breaks so they can leave early.  This pattern puts her in an awkward position of being 

noncompliant with labor laws, and of giving interns preferential treatment over full time 

employees, who cannot take such latitude with their schedule. 

Age 

 Several times, students express their concerns about remembering all they had to learn at 

their internships and, potentially, in their future worksites.  For instance, when asked if she plans 

to continue with her studies beyond the IFS training, Chin Chin laments that she is too old.  

“…but my age is not young. It’s hard to study, no memory.  It’s hard to remember” (Interview 

January 22, 2009).  Ming, too, often complains of not being able to remember and that trying to 

do so gives her a headache.  Natasha, who is approaching 60, shares that she thinks the training 

will be easy for her.  “Because I am not young, it’s easy for me. I decide this program because I 
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like work with food and it will be not heavy.  It will be good work for me” (Interview October 

30, 2008).  She adds that because of varicose veins, what she considers to be an age-related 

health issue, she needs to limit how many hours she performs kitchen work while standing.  “I 

want more part time job because it’s easy.  Full time on foot is very hard 8 hours. I have varicose 

veins.  Sometime if long time stand it’s pain in leg” (Interview January 15, 2009).  These 

concerns influence students’ self-confidence and employment decisions and frame how they 

experience their internship, as well as how they ultimately approach their job search.   

Gender 

Indeed, when I ask former students, what, if any, plans they may have for continuing 

their education, one woman expresses a desire to do so, but because she is currently paying for 

her son’s tuition, and her employer has ceased reimbursing its workers for tuition, she cannot do 

so: 

For right now I don’t think I have a chance, I have to pay for my children’s class; one of 

them is at college.  If go to school, I have to apply for student loan and my son, he 

already applied for student loan and I’m the part that has to pay for his class.  [My 

employer] long time ago pay for pharmacy tech and nursing.  But now they cancel.  

(Focus Group December 3, 2008) 

Collectively, other former students working in healthcare explain that while they would like to 

do so (one states this is because she does not like her job), the demands of working and caring 

for their families preclude any ability to participate in training at this stage of their lives:  

Former Student 1: We like to but we have responsibility.   

 Former Student 2: No time!  We work full time then get home and help our   

   kids…cook and clean and do everything.   
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 Former Student 3: I wish I could go back to school to learn more English then we can  

   get more higher education, maybe we could get another job…now  

   we do for our kids.   

 Former Student 1: We old.  It’s hard to go to school and go to work with care family.   

 Former Student 3: I am not really like this job but for my experience I don’t think I  

   can get better than this.  Unless I go back to school (Focus Group  

   December 4, 2009) 

Consequently, despite their desire to continue their education, their gender, investment in 

mothering, and socioeconomic status, play a role in preventing them from doing so.   During our 

first interview, Tatiana, a mother of five, tells me that she is one month behind on her rent 

because of her paltry unemployment benefits (she receives about $100 a week) and because her 

husband, who has his own landscaping business, has not been working for the last few months.  

It is not until the program nears the end of its job search phase, that she comes forward to tell 

staff the depth of her financial problem.  Upon becoming privy to her situation, Karen apprises 

the coordinator and myself: 

Tatiana came to see me … today and she was barely holding it together.  She is 

two months behind on her rent and willing to take any job at this point.  She has 

accepted a part time dishwashing job11 …. and I helped her prepare a bunch of 

cover letters to go and apply in person at other locations too.  (e-mail from Karen 

January 26, 2009). 

                                                             
11 This pursuit shows her desperation because the entire cohort unanimously and emphatically agreed they would 

not pursue dishwashing jobs.  Regardless she winds up not getting hired as a dishwasher after all.   (Class Notes 

December 2, 2008) 
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 Karen asks Stella, the coordinator, to draw on connections she has with colleagues who 

might be able to help.  “Any ideas on branches we can shake?  She has worked so hard in class to 

find something” (e-mail January 26, 2009).  Given Tatiana’s desperation, and her willingness to 

do whatever it takes (within reason) to improve her situation, Karen makes a special effort to 

give her personal assistance. 

Depending on how busy Healthcare is this morning, I might leave [the tutors] with the 

students so I can work in the office and go thru past placement locations and make some 

calls to see if there are positions open (e-mail January 2009).  

Thus Karen shows extraordinary generosity of her time and attention to help this student with a 

critical need.  As she jostles in the field, however, she still works within the confines of an ever-

tightening milieu of actors who advocate for immigrants.  Thus, she is constrained because of 

external forces that shape such circumstances. 

 Their agenda most often comes into play at their internships and during job search, but 

just as often it is not clearly expressed.  Thus, college staff who work with them are not always 

privy to their motivations, which prevents mentoring them in a more nuanced way through job 

search dilemmas.   So while the cohort willingly undertake most tasks assigned to them, each 

woman considers ways to “satisfy organizational demands while simultaneously meeting one’s 

own needs” (Hodson, 1991, p. 55).  For instance, most of the cohort emphatically stated that they 

needed jobs; yet they qualified this by adding that they could not take just any job.  This 

stipulation was mainly due to schedule (and gender) constraints of parenting, and 

transportation12, which limited the range of shifts and locations they could ultimately consider.  

These obstacles, of course, limited the range of jobs they could apply for and secure, and served 

to marginalize them further from rapidly shrinking opportunities. 

                                                             
12 Although they stated that they wanted obtain a driver’s license, half of the group did not drive. 
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Conclusion 

 In this chapter I have explored ways in which macro, meso, and micro pressures bear on 

the VESL Program so as to unintentionally reproduce a hierarchy that further subordinates ELLs.  

Powerful transnational forces impact global labor and industrial markets, affecting workers on a 

global scale.  This study examines how this unfolds on a local level.  Indeed, the college, on a 

meso level, serves to entrench immigrants at the bottom of the labor hierarchy by marginalizing 

the VESL Program’s staff, students and curriculum.  On a micro level, I examine how students 

themselves answer to multiple agendas that are largely shaped by their gender.  These forces 

impinge on their ability to pursue a trajectory that falls more in line with their stated dreams and 

aspirations. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION  

 I undertook this ethnography based on my personal experience as a creator, curriculum 

developer, coordinator, and teacher in a community college VESL Program that served 125 

recently “displaced” farm workers (whose jobs had gone overseas).  Because that endeavor 

failed, and the cohort remained without access to retraining, I had questions.  I wanted to 

uncover how the community college, as a key institution, can serve immigrants who want 

training.  I also wanted to understand how all stakeholders, including the students, contribute 

collaboratively –or not–to the functioning of training programs.   

 This study demonstrates that my personal experience was neither an aberration nor a 

process that operates in a vacuum.  This narrative describes how powerful, omnipresent 

discourses, which favor the dominant class dialectically, inform myriads of other political, social, 

and cultural, forces and discourses.  Through programs like VESL, globalized power remains 

legitimized in dominant classes.  Actors in state institutions such as the Departments of Labor 

and Education, who approve training programs and disburse funds, reinforce this arrangement.  

In this way, educational institutions such as the community college commit symbolic violence 

against the working-class by abusing its illegitimately gained authority and holding immigrants 

labor power hostage to menial, exploitative labor that guarantee low wages and few, if any 

benefits.  This doxa perpetuates symbolic violence in such a way that the processes involved 

appear neutral and have serious consequences for NNSs immigrants.   

  Indeed, as described in the previous chapters, this study examined how stakeholders 

challenged the status quo and endeavored to empower VESL IFS students with enough social, 

cultural, and linguistic capital to secure employment in a family-sustaining job.  However, in the 

end, their efforts resulted in the not so hidden agenda of tracking even the most successful 
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participants into low wage, dead-end jobs.  This social reproduction occurs on three principle 

levels: (a) the external macrostructural level as characterized by global corporate interests, (b) 

the meso level, as characterized by the local college as an institution that mediates the interests 

of the former, and (c) the micro level, that being the students’ respective agenda, which is 

influenced by their evolving identities as mothers, workers, and immigrants.   In the current 

global economic crisis, this unquestioned doxa is the best goal the program, which openly states 

its objective of placing students into entry-level jobs, can hope for.  This study has examined 

ways in which powerful external forces exert control by utilizing the community college as a 

mediating force to carry out the function of maintaining an underclass of cheap, immigrant labor.  

Below, I will address the research questions that concern this study.  I will then address this 

study’s limitations and present areas for future investigation. 

Research Questions 

 1) How do college staff stakeholders leverage power so immigrants can access job 

training and secure employment?  As described earlier, staff draw on the power embodied within 

themselves in their respective capacities.  As staff members, the coordinator, career specialist, 

instructor, tutor, and deans, as well as workforce case workers all utilize their membership in 

social networks and their cultural capital via their knowledge of the college and workforce 

systems to advocate and exhibit agency on the student’s behalf.  They are legitimate speakers 

backed by certain amounts of institutional power to challenge the status quo and work the system 

in order for students to gain entry into internships and, according to program retention and 

placement records, ultimately (in most cases), the workforce.  However, as noted, such advocacy 

has externally imposed structural limits, so the authority embodied in them, as workers in a 

highly stratified institution, can only go so far.  They are well aware of this fact and regularly 
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express their frustration about it.  Yet they appear so overwhelmed with their responsibilities that 

they see no other option than to acquiesce to the structures that constrain their efforts. 

 2) What do learners do to acquire the capital they need by participating in VESL 

training?   Essentially, students actively and critically engaged in all phases of their learning 

process.  They performed and reflected on daily kitchen tasks, devised learning strategies, 

identified and expressed key concerns, asked for and began to grasp emergent computer literacy.  

The eight women participated in classroom learning activities, and practiced job-seeking skills in 

ways that were new and challenging for them.  When necessary, they raised issues in class for 

discussion among cohorts, in their journal entries, and with administrators.  

 All of the students were very motivated to get the most out of their program experience.  

They found ways to cope with contradictions associated with the worksite (getting there, being 

there, and staying there), as well as with the dismal job market they were challenged to enter. 

Yet, as adult workers, they were motivated on their own terms by their own agendas.  So while 

they willingly undertook most tasks assigned to them, each woman considered ways to “satisfy 

organizational demands while simultaneously meeting one’s own needs” (Hodson, 1991, p. 55).  

They demonstrated agency to advance their own agenda, based on their multiple identities as 

mothers, immigrants, workers, and students, even if such an agenda does not immediately result 

in achieving their stated goal of entering the workforce.  As capable adult women who bring 

their histories and experiences as productive members of society to the program, they take strides 

to ensure that their personal needs, and those of their families, are met.  For instance, most of the 

cohort emphatically stated that they needed jobs; yet they qualified this assertion by adding that 

they could not take just any job.  The reason was mainly due to gendered constraints of parenting 

which manifests as scheduling, transportation, and location concerns which limited the range of 

jobs they could ultimately consider.   As language learners, they recognize their access to many 
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jobs, even in food service, is quite limited.  These obstacles serve to marginalize them further 

from rapidly shrinking opportunities.  As they continue to redefine their roles in the US, by 

holding onto their own particular American dream, they do set their sights beyond their 

immediate predicament.  Somehow this orientation, to reach the American dream of ever-elusive 

upward mobility keeps them going.  Nevertheless, they struggle to negotiate their challenges by 

leveraging their newly acquired linguistic, social, and cultural capital.  They have diligently 

studied new codes – how to use English, leverage certain social connections in secondary 

networks, and engage in new cultural norms; and they do so for their own ends.  By no means 

did the program afford them enough time or content to do so in a way that propelled them out of 

the subordinated class from which they arrived.  Yet they did emerge strengthened with 

rudimentary tools of capital to potentially begin confronting forces that serve to keep them 

marginalized.  

 Bourdieu’s notion of one’s ability to demand reception (1977) may help explain some 

students’ reluctance to pound the pavement.  That is, the students are relatively new to learning 

English.  They have repeatedly expressed their concern that without “more” or “enough” ESL, 

they feel inadequate to sally forth and make their way in the dominant fields to interact for 

something so high stakes as a job interview.  Several in the cohort have chosen to take time out 

to gauge the labor market, improve their skills, and become more confident to find the most 

suitable employment.  Until this juncture in their lives, many had invested themselves in rearing 

their children or working, not in preparing academically for themselves. Although most of the 

cohort immigrated many years ago (only one arrived less than 5 years ago), most worked in 

manufacturing jobs that did not require much English.  In addition, life in the city afforded these 

women, from a variety of cultural backgrounds, to remain connected with transnational 

communities of origin.  Consequently, as workers and mothers, these women have been carving 
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out new lives and identities for themselves while re-accommodating their native selves to a new 

composite identity.  It is in this field, where a student’s agency can shift her habitus and find her 

new voice, and feel empowered to command the reception of a manager during a job interview.  

Clearly, individuals each bring something unique to their experience.  Everyone’s personality 

determines how they approach and overcome challenges.  Some tenaciously move forward, 

others choose to hold back while they continue to acquire the social, cultural, and linguistic 

capital they need to move out of the comfort zone of their primary social network.   

 3) What are key characteristics of a promising collaborative VESL stakeholder team as a 

specific Community of Practice?  The stakeholders often worked nimbly “under the radar,” 

suggesting a type of collusion to advocate for immigrant learners as a marginalized group in the 

college.  VESL stakeholders, themselves, are marginalized in the community college.  There is a 

cohesion among them to circumvent power to achieve their goals, whether it is in the admissions 

process, the day-to-day negotiations with neighboring program staff, or, even, the struggle to 

develop curriculum with academic peers.  There is a sense of urgency and determination among 

staff to perform their jobs while navigating what is often hostile terrain within the college, 

workforce institutions, and the labor market.  There is also a frustration and a concomitant 

willingness, on a micro level, to challenge the status quo to get the job done.  Their oppositional 

stance manifests in making allowances, breaking the rules, and working the system.  Indeed, the 

fields within which they work (in the college, the program, and industry) is often a battlefield 

wherein actors compete for power with other actors in related fields in the form of resources such 

as cultural and social capital.  Staff tirelessly advocate for students in the face of a global 

economic crisis that is superimposed on their daily functioning.  Given the powerful but 

seemingly invisible macrostructures that shape their routinized world, in an economy that affords 

marginalized groups fewer resources, staff struggle very, very hard to move mountains with only 
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a pail and shovel.   However, beyond working within a constrained social space to bend the rules 

when they can, staff do not appear able to fundamentally challenge coercive power relations; in 

fact, by and large, they accommodate to it. 

 But as this study uncovers, such advocacy only goes so far and does not, ultimately, 

challenge the larger structures that define the social fields within which they jostle.  The VESL 

Program, as a specific community of practice, reinforces the status quo among and within 

organizations (Iedema & Wodak, 2008).  As a mediating institution, the college further 

entrenches a hierarchy that continues to marginalize immigrants and those who serve them.  It 

also competes in the community for coveted resources (in the form of jobs and internships) and 

remains subordinated.  The VESL stakeholder team can therefore be characterized as 

accommodationist.  That is, rather than finding social space to challenge the status quo, it tacitly 

approves of the structural confines within which it operates.  Stakeholders are incredibly 

overwhelmed with the tasks at hand.  They have little support, often walk on eggshells, and 

tirelessly jostle in the field to accomplish their tasks with the best of intentions.  There is little 

time to consider ways to seize social space and redefine the structures that constrains them by 

critically engaging with the processes that bind them.  As a result, staff myopically focus their 

attention and exhibit agency in micro ways that do not challenge the reproductive processes that 

channel students into dead-end jobs.  They accept their marginalized status within the college 

and among their academic peers.  This unchallenged structure reinforces their habitus, as 

advocates for immigrants, at the bottom of a structured hierarchy in the college.  Consequently, 

staff go out of their way “not to rock the boat” which achieves conformity and legitimizes 

cultural domination.  Thus, as agents for the college, VESL staff work, within a shrinking social 

space and with a particular set of dispositions, to mediate larger macro forces that subordinate 

immigrants.   
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 4) How does college staff ensure the VESL curriculum meets students’ needs?  As 

described, the formal curriculum was developed many years ago and remains highly prescriptive, 

detailing each day’s lessons.  The most pronounced way the instructor makes sure to meet 

students’ needs by employing a meaningful VESL curriculum is to abandon this prescribed 

curriculum from almost the very first day.  She does so in favor of delivering the most 

socioculturally relevant content possible.  Integral to this strategy is her taking the initiative to 

incorporate basic computer literacy and online job search skills instruction “on the fly. “  She and 

other staff work quickly and diligently to ensure that instruction addresses the larger 

programmatic concerns of the day.  Staff thus respond in real time to mentor students to pass 

their Food Handler’s test, get the most out of their internships, and find jobs.   Staff often 

scramble to help students develop the skills they need to move beyond a critical barrier accessing 

mainstream job searching convention (Wrigley, 1993b).   The instructor, in particular, adapts to 

critical events as they occurred and scaffolds job search content throughout the term.   Much of 

what she “jettisons” was irrelevant in such a hurried, almost frenetic context as all staff struggle 

to get students up to speed in real time, which the prescribed curriculum could not achieve.   By 

challenging the status quo as examined earlier, we can see the basis for VESL as a potential field 

of change.  Actors can find the social spaces within which to challenge the larger reproductive 

structures that reinforce hegemonic policies wherein biased gate-keeping curriculum and 

educational practices are manifested.   

 Thus, paradoxically, the program aims to give students the tools that they need but 

nonetheless contributes to social reproduction wherein learners are relegated to procuring menial, 

low paying jobs that barely offer them and their families sustenance.  Despite students’ belief in 

the American Dream that if they work hard they will “make it,” and their tenacious efforts to 

realize that dream, this VESL Program exemplifies that regardless of their diligent efforts, if 
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newcomers arrive with limited resources, they find themselves in dead-end jobs.  So the game is 

rigged from the start.  This study illustrates that students remain marginalized in spite of 

pursuing a promising educational opportunity.  This cycle is achieved through the college as a 

mediator of larger globalized forces that require supplies of cheap, reliable labor.  Training thus 

reinforces their status at the bottom of the corporate hierarchy.   As a marginalized group, ELLs 

who seek vocational training, which has less status in the college than more academic training, 

become even further marginalized in macro and meso hierarchies.    

 This investigation examines one community college VESL Program that serves eight 

adult immigrant women, many of whom have lived in the US for decades.  The program is 

referred to as  “short term training” lasting ten weeks which, given the students’ respective 

competencies, is not nearly enough time to acquire the language or technical skills necessary to 

thrive.  Indeed, the training comprises a type of “survival English” geared for procuring entry-

level jobs not for thriving in the labor market (Belcher, 2004).  
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 Implications 

 This ethnographic study focused on social actors in one VESL training model.  My 

attention was, for the most part, tuned into a cohort of eight diverse women from several regions 

of the world, as well as the stakeholders who worked so hard to serve them.  While clearly a 

small sample, these individuals’ story suggests the dire need for systemic change that would 

make it feasible for ELLs to live in a multicultural world with hope of enjoying benefits 

routinely awarded to those who most closely reflect the dominant culture.  Indeed, the 

reproductive processes uncovered herein illustrate the need for radical transformation. While it is 

beyond the scope of this discussion to delve deeply into what such radical change would look 

like, I contend that unless structural transformation occurs—in the form of social revolution—a 

hierarchical order that serves global corporate interests will prevail to the continuing detriment of 

humanity and the planet.  The Tatianas of this world, who face eviction and endure cold living 

rooms, will continue to experience symbolic violence.  The well-intended Karens and Stellas will 

continue to serve global interests by funneling immigrants into low paying menial jobs with little 

or no hope of advancement.  Unless the structures that give rise to such practices are 

restructured, the reproductive process will continue in its current vein.  

 It is in that spirit that I wish to suggest ways to create a social space for hope.  In the long 

run, such hope would require a vision of radically transforming society and would require 

creating new modes of production and social structures that would privilege people before 

profits.  In the short run, such hope demands implementing a critical framework for transforming 

educational structures to serve people rather than corporate interests.  By employing discourses 

and agencies now, there may be hope for sweeping change in the future.  Below I will discuss 

these implications. 
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Education as a Field of Resistance 

 VESL education today is situated in a sociopolitical context marked by polarization 

around healthcare, immigration, and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.  The doxa of resource 

allocation, which notoriously leaves education to suffer in favor of corporate interests, creates 

the illusion that the current structures are just and permanent.  We need to restructure education 

to give stakeholders a workable and friendly field within which they can employ appropriate 

agency.  This can only be done by interdiscursively claiming a social space/field, co-constructing 

new habiti/sets of dispositions and employing discourses that challenge the status quo.  We need 

to mold the inevitable change on the horizon to best serve our students’ needs.  Budget cuts are 

running deep.  Immigrant communities are facing globalized crises that profoundly affect their 

lives.  They must, therefore, act on their own behalf.  Our job is to give them the tools to do so. 

 This study shows the dire need for ESP as a field to address the needs of immigrant 

adults in new ways.  This would require a shift in focus away from the more elite ESP learners 

and digging into the issues of access, marginalization, and subordination that so many ELLs 

experience.  ESP is obliged to reframe the discourses as a first step toward reversing the 

hegemonic, assimilationist, and reproductive processes that this study uncovers.  This would not 

be a passive process, but one which would confront the prevailing doxa of working with a 

continually shrinking social space.  Emphasis would need to be on engaging students with 

critical literacy as part of the fabric of the college curriculum, not as an “add on.”  Such an 

approach would include supporting ELL students’ right to take ownership of their learning and 

tender the power intrinsic in them as individuals to advocate on their own behalf. 

 Instigating change within a professional field does not come easy.  But in these times, 

wherein geopolitical concerns profoundly shape the field of TESOL and its sub-field, ESP, the 

status quo for NNSs is unsustainable.  Rather than succumbing to homogeneity, ESP is uniquely 
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situated to embrace the diversity that flourishes across the globe.  The field is steeped with 

individuals who understand and are dedicated to critical pedagogy; it is time that we, as ESP 

professionals, draw on the power intrinsic within us and ensure the widespread implementation 

of critical EOP (English for Occupational Purposes).  Our task is to regroup with a renewed 

energy toward providing access to meaningful and critical education that privileges cultural 

pluralism.  This would need to take the form of developing, and widely disseminating curricula 

so the wheel does not have to be reinvented each time as it does now.  This orientation is a right 

and a responsibility of ESP professionals. 

The Community College as a Site for Access 

 To truly live up to its mission statement and serve a diverse student body, the community 

college will need to engage the entire campus to work with ESL faculty and students to “VESL-

ize” college curriculum.  With unfettered access to a broad range of knowledge and skills, ELLs 

will thus be poised to acquire new levels of cultural, social, and linguistic capital which they can 

tender in the market to their best advantage.  Tatiana might then have a chance of realizing her 

dream of not only becoming a chef, but of becoming a chef trainer of immigrants like herself. 

 College leadership must foster an atmosphere of collegiality between academic 

departments in order to create true career pathways for ELLs.  This conscious effort requires 

“buy in” from all faculty, and must be expressed in the sharpest terms.  No longer should content 

faculty have the freedom to subordinate and/or demean ESL faculty, as was the case with the 

VESL CNA program in this study.  No longer should VESL coordinators, such as the one at the 

partnering college did, quip about limited training opportunities, or give lip service to 

opportunities where none exist.  Colleges must sweep away these discourses in favor of 

pluralistic and human ones.  There is actually much at stake—literally, people’s lives—in this 

regard. 
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 Kristin and Theresa, faculty responsible for implementing VESL in 1999, admitted that 

their academic colleagues routinely block efforts to provide ELLs access to academic 

opportunity under the guise of maintaining standards.  College administrators should not only 

penalize such hegemonic practice, but they must work harder to ensure access.  Kristin and 

Theresa also emphasized that it “should not be so hard” to provide access; they pointed to the 

need to visualize ways to bridge content and critical literacy so that, for example, IFS students 

could get truly entry level jobs while continuing to train to be cooks in the Culinary Arts 

Department.  This vision requires a stretching of the existing structures to meet ELLs’ needs.  It 

requires developing a bold and critical stance, and engaging students (and their communities) in 

all phases of the process so they can take ownership of their learning and career paths.  Such 

engagement will stretch the boundaries of the status quo and can serve to inspire learners to tap 

into their own power and realize their potential. College administration needs to embrace and 

nurture such initiatives. 

 On the first day of my fieldwork, upon learning that the IFS training might not run, a 

veteran VESL instructor said, “it’s a social justice issue.”  Clearly, the ELLs examined in this 

study represent countless others who are desperate for change and who deserve social justice in 

the form of access to education and a sustainable wage.  College and workforce staff can 

organize themselves and choose to employ a more radical discourse that encourages resistance to 

unjust policies such as English Only that influence the allocation and scope of education funds.  

Although college staff worked diligently to help students succeed, the field they jostled within 

was a continually shrinking social space that precluded openings for systemic change.  It is that 

space that stakeholders must claim.   

 VESLization is a process whereby staff can make particular technical content 

linguistically accessible to ELLs.  This approach could entail extending the length of a program 
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to allow time for focused and intensive language support and/or providing a separate but paired 

ESP component.  In such a manner ESP, ESL, or VESL instructors would partner with content 

instructors to ensure learners attain required competencies in the respective content areas upon 

exiting a vocational program.  Language instruction would need to include pertinent 

morphologic, syntactic, and pragmatic grammatical structures as determined by formative needs 

analysis underpinning the curriculum.  Staff would help students to achieve targeted 

competencies by collaboratively employing critical social theories.  Systematic VESLization of a 

broad range of content available to NSs, then, can open a space for true access to social mobility 

for NNs.  

 Nationwide campus protests in Spring 2010 highlight that the current crises are coming to 

a head and provide an opportunity to challenge prevailing neoliberal discourses and implement 

critical pedagogy to serve people’s needs.  A climate of resistance is essential.  The entire 

campus needs to find creative ways to incorporate ELLs into the fabric of college life.  This 

includes providing financial aide, academic support, counseling, and other services that 

mainstream students enjoy.  That would require restructuring social policies such as legitimizing 

VESL—and bilingual education—in order for students to receive financial aid. 

Activating Students’ Power 

 We are witnessing an emerging student movement that is geared toward securing 

educational access particularly for nontraditional students.  This trend is opening up a social 

space wherein students can begin to have hope of realizing their trajectories.  This process would 

provide an opening, for instance, to students like Chin Chin, who dreamed of being “a big chef” 

but who settled for being a “little chef” and cooking for her family, to change the hegemonic 

structures that constrain her aspirations.  The reproductive processes uncovered in this 

ethnography make a compelling case for resisting the prevailing neoliberal doxa and 
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implementing more hopeful practices.  Such an approach could take the form of truly valuing all 

languages, refusing to give space for hegemonic practices of English only.  To bring culturally 

pluralistic scenarios to fruition, Freire (1995) stresses fostering an awareness about the 

possibility for change for human liberation.  With an orientation toward hopefulness and away 

from acquiescence and intimidation, students can find their voice and negotiate in a social space 

if we give them the tools to do so.  
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